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If you haven't
electricity in the home
Marconiphone Model 22, 2 -valve
receiver, illustrated here, and the

other Marconiphone new season
receivers are available for the
ordinary battery -accumulator- installation.

Essentially modern is this new
Not
Marconiphone receiver.
only is there definite superiority
in volume, distance and purity of

tone, but control also has been
simplified. The cabinet is beau-

tifully finished and soundly
constructed from thoroughly
seasoned materials. The circuit

is a detector valve with reaction
into the aerial, followed by one
L.F. stage through an " Ideal "
Transformer.
Model 22,with Coil Unit 200-500

metres, or 5,000-2,000 metres.
Royalty paid.

-

£7 15 0

-

Complete with all D.C. Mains
equipment, - - - £15
Royalty paid.

15 6

Complete with all A.C. Mains
equipment,Royaltypaid, 19 8 0
The Sterling 'Baby' Loud
Speaker, though costing only

£2 7s. 6d., gives all the volume'
you want with a surprising fullness of tone.

THE LONELY HOURS
" Rather sweet of Bill, wasn't it ? Came home the other evening with this jolly little outfit. Said it would help to while
away the lonely hours. It's so delightfully simple. You

on*-so-and there's nothing else to do. No
batteries and things to worry about. And the tone, as you
can hear, is just too perfect. But why the pensive look-contemplating a moderate raid on Gregory's note -case for your
just switch

lonely hours ? "

The new radio

DEFERRED TERMS

simplicity
In every respect simplicity is the

keynote of these modern receivers.
Batteries and accumulators are compktely eliminated. The set has simply

All Marconiphone apparatus costing £m or

more is supplied on deferred terms. The
new simplified system involves only a

small initial payment to secure immediate
delivery. The balance is spread over 12
months.

to be connected to an ordina ry electrtc

light socket. There is no further
trouble. Whenever the wireless is

wanted you just switch on. And
because the electrical energy is
derived from the mains, upkeep is
wonderfully cheap-less than that
of one electric light.
Many existing receivers can, with

MARCONIPHONE
MAINS -DRIVEN WIRELESS

slight alteration, be adapted to

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED

a Marconiphone All -Power Udt.

Head Office : 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, W.r.

operate direct from the mains, with

AND REDUCED

Regd. Office : Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2

FILL UP AND POST IMMEDIATELY
To THE MARCONIPHONE CO. LTD., AND REDUCED, 210-2I2 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.
Plea:e send me full particulars of new season's models and details of The New Radio Simplicity.
Name

Town
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Moving -coil Speaker-Leaky Studios !-A Watery RumourTowards Empire Broadcasting-The "All-purpose" Four
A Moving -coil Loud -speaker
FULL constructional details and working
drawings are given in this issue of a
moving -coil loud -speaker, which is des-

cribed by the Technical Editor, Mr. J. H
Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E. This
new form of reproducer in conjunction with
the " Gramo-Radio " Receiver described
last week, enables gramophone records
to be played with almost uncanny realism.
The quality of reception of wireless music,
as would be expected from such a combina-

tion, is as good as the best-and in these
days that means something quite extraordinary !

They Do Get Caught!

1;3

Ayv l N TON amateur who was summoned recently for transmitting

NOISES IN YOUR SET
Receivers sometimes suddenly develop crack-

without a licence, pleaded that he was

ling noises which, besides being annoying, are
difficult to trace. Of the many possible causes
of such noises, the most likely are a faulty H.T.
battery, a loose connection, or partial breakdown either of the transformer primary winding
of the loud -speaker winding. Dry -cell H.T.
batteries often give rise to such noises when
they are old. If you can borrow a battery known
to be good try It and see if it cures the trouble.
As regards a loose connection examine the
wiring of the set, the pins of the valves and coils.
and make sure they are clean and a tight fit
in their respective sockets.
The loud -speaker you can try on a friend's
set and if it proves to be O.K. substitute it in
your own set for the primary of the intervaive

"carried away with enthusiasm," and the

thagistrate fined him two guineas and
ordered his transmitter " to be carried
away"

Those News Bulletins!
AT the Press Conference held recently at

Geneva, considerable attention was paid to the preparation and copyright of
broadcast news bulletins. Is it too much to
hope that as a result of the Geneva meeting

transformer thus working on the first two
Naives only. If the noises then disappear

suspect the primary winding of the transformer
being faulty.

The " All-purpose " Four
FOR listeners outside the " safe " range
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the national news agencies will be able to
IE

of a B.B.C. station (say qo miles) or for received by some listeners --is that the
dis- studios at Savoy Hill are. not sound -proof:
tant stations on the loud -speaker in addition The rumour -makers say, therefore, that
"purity" reproduction of the local whispers of 5GB programmes pass through
station, the AMATEUR WIRELESS Technical the studio walls to the microphone supplyStaff are presenting full details on page 466 ing 2LO, and vice -versa, so causing the
of a " straight " four -valuer, which com- annoying background. The trouble is

listeners who require a number of

sensitiveness, volume, and high - probably due to the use of unselective
quality reproduction in a particularly rec(i \ (Ts.
satisfactory manner. This receiver is a
"new -season" set, and can be strongly Pity the Pirates
recommended to the multi -valve. devotee.
THE Post Office direction -finding van
Operating notes and a test report of the
is now more active than ever, judging
"All-purpose" Four, will be given in next from recent reports, and the operators are
week's issue.
tracking- down illicit listeners with uncanny
accuracy. Pirates beware !
Towards Empire Programmes
bines

ANOTHER step to
wards Empire broadcasting is the sending of
a representative to the
Dominions and Colonies
from the Wireless Association of Great Britain. In
the meantime, Marcuse
carries on and shows
what should-and can --be

El
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Is it Anode Bend?
Current Topics

clone !

Leaking Studios!
ARUMOUR has been
going the rounds that
the reason why 5GB has a
back -ground

of 2L0-as

El

afford the B.B.C. news items worth hearing.

A Use for the Bath!
having experimented on the reception of long
wireless waves in a submarine, states that
atmospherics are entirely eliminated when
the craft is submerged, even in shallow
waters. It is rumoured that radio fan;
A.RCAI ANI AN engineer,

now intend to make some use of their
bathrooms !

A Tempestuous Winter ?

rinIE RE can be no doubt that the policy
ill
pressing the
of the B.B.C.,
P.M.G. to remove the ban on the
broadcasting of controversial subjects,
will be heartily endorsed by the great
majority of listeners.
The right
of
everyone to mount a soap-bo:-:
CONTENTS
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long vaunted. Must we

then be so carefully protected from opinions that
might disagree with our
own? Although the stimulation to thought may,
at first, prove painful to
some, we refuse to believe

that anything more
serious, such as inter domestic violence, will

result
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'All cur ose Four
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Designed and Built by the A.W. Technical Staff
IN presentipg full details of this new necting the aerial lead to No. 3 or No. 4, a
AMATEUR WIRELESS receiver to readers,

selective auto -coupled aerial -tuning system

of

the

winding

which

is

connected.

through a neutralising condenser to the

No. 5, the
the Technical Staff has endeavoured to is obtained. A .0005-microfarad variable grid of the H.F. valve.
produce a straightforward four -valve condenser tunes this 250-550-metre 'Lewcos other end of the primary winding, goes
arrangement to combine maximum volume coil over the whole band of broadcast straight to the plate of the H.F. valve.

The centre -tap connection, No. 4, goes to
and sensitivity with first-class loud -speaker wavelengths.
The companion,coil to the Lewcos aerial H.T. + T. The section of winding from 4 to
reproduction. Our tests of this receiver,
which have been very exhaustive, in order coil is the 250 -556 -Metre Lewcos split - 5 constitutes the actual "primary," whilst
primary H.F. the section from 4 to 3 serves as an effective
transformer. But neutralising winding.
whereas. in the
(2) Closely coupled to the primary section
aerial coil only is another winding divided into two sections.
four of the six -pin From the terminal connection marked No. I
connections a re to that marked No. 2 is the secondary
utilised, i n the winding of the transformer, which is tuned
case of the H.F. by a .0005-microfarad variable condenser.
transformer all six
(3) Lastly, there is the reaction -winding
connections have section (No. 2 to No. 6). At connection
to be used. For No. 2 the lower end of the tuned secondary
the sake of expla- and the top end of the reaction winding are
nation, the H.F. joined. The free end of the reaction
The Layout of the " All purpose " Four is particularly neat
transformer can winding (No. 6) is connected through a
to leave no possibility of doubt as to the be conveniently divided into three separate .0002-microfarad variable reaction -congood performance of the completed set, windings. (1). The centre -tapped combined denser to the plate of the detector valve.
We have already referred to the fact that
have been extremely gratifying and give primary and neutralising winding. The
us confidence in recommending the "All three connections to this coil are num- anode -bend rectification is incorporated.

- purpose" Four.

bered 3, 4, and 5, and these correspond

It will be convenient here to enlarge upon

Readers can rest assured that the finally - to the numbered connections on the this particular part of the circuit. Readers
evolved arrangement which is depicted in Lewcos coil base. No. 3 is the top -end are referred to the separate circuit diagram

the circuit diagram is one of the best
"straight" combinations of four valves that
it is possible to have.

//f Chafe .( .25MI2
0005 0002

Let us consider this circuit in detail.

Firstly, there is a stage of neutralised H.F.

9

by an "anode bend" detector valve, which in turn is
amplification, followed

14.

switching arrangement, a stage of transformer -coupled L.F. amplification can be

//;

14Cs

P0045

reproduction is thus obtained by the first
three valves, and where more "punch" is
needed, as in the case of distant stations,
the last power stage serves a very good
purpose.

By adopting a standard H.F. circuit it
has been possible to use Lewcos 6 -pin coils

for the aerial and H.F. tuning circuits.
The aerial coil is the standard Lewcos split -

primary aerial coil, with tappings as numbered in the circuit diagram. By con -

V
OP

followed by a stage of resistance -capacity
coupling. Finally, by means of the jack brought into action as required. A good balance between sensitiveness and " quality "

0-0

1:7-0

LFOridbias 60//e9,
The Thccretica! Circuit Diagram

H.T.OS
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given of the " anode bend" portion of the out of circuit the primary of the L.F.

Panel 21 in. by -7 in. by

in. (Becol,

complete four -valve circuit on a later page. transformer.
Peto-Scott or Ebonart).
Provision has been made for two negative
Messrs. Garnett Whiteley & Co. supply
Three terminal panels, one 8 in. by 2 in.,
biasing adjustments one a " coarse " control free instructions for mounting their jacks two 2 in. by 2 in. (Becol).
and the other a potentiometer control. If and these should be obtained. Between
Baseboard, 21 in. by fo in. (Carrington).

the "coarse" control is used, only one the first L.S. jack and
grid -bias battery is required, but with the the last valve is the
potentiometer control a separate 4y2 -volt
grid -bias battery-apart from the " L.F. "
grid -bias battery-will be necessary.
By taking a G.B. - lead from the terminal

L.F. transIn the anode
circuit of the last valve
4- I -ratio

former.

is a tingle -filament jack.

marked- in the small diagram to the When the loud -speaker
"L.F." grid -bias battery the "coarse" plug is inserted in this

control of anode -bend negative bias is
readily obtained, and in most instances
this will give satisfactory results. But
where a particularly fine adjustment of

jack all four valves are
in use and the filament
circuit of the last valve
is automatically comdetector bias is required, it will be necessary pleted.
This ph otograph shows the coils in position
to connect a
G.B. battery between
Each valve is provided with separate variaCatinet, (Carrington).
ble fixed resistor filament
Two .0005-microfarad variable condensers
control and, as mentioned, (Cyldon, Centroid, Burton or Ormond).
the filament circuits are
One .0002-microfarad variable condenser
made and broken auto- (Cyldon, Ccntroid, Burton or Ormond).
One .oi-microfarad fixed condenser
matically by the L.S. jacks.
Two-H.T. + tappings are (Dubilier or Lissen).
One resistance coupling unit (Dubilier
provided, one for the first
valve (H.F.) and a common or Essen).
Four valve holders (Benjamin, Lissen
one for the last three valves.
Two G.B.-- tappings, one or Lotus).
Four ba s ..:board - mounting filament
from the grid leak of the
resistances
(Lissen, Burtcn or Igranic).
R.C. coupler and one from
Neutralising condenser (Lissen, Petothe secondary of the L.F.
transformer, are also indica- Scott or Wearite).
A Plan View of the ! All-purpose " Four
B.B.M. potentiometer (Lisseitor Igranic).
ted in the circuit diagram.
H.F. choke (\Vearite or Lissen, Watmel).
the terminals marked - and + in the small
Constructors of the receiver will need the .
diagram. The wander -plug adjustment of following components :
(Continued on :page 502)
this battery will give a "coarse" bias and
evie,,,,ovr
PANEL 2l;e7
NAW4.1
the potentiometer across the L.T. battery
13t
S.
enables the final " fine " adjustment to be
Ilse template fa e d,///my,
'obtained. A .oi-microfarad fixed condenser
10,
between the lower end of the tuning coil
- - ' -. '...
.......If....)010
(64 i°
,and the earth bus -bar is necessary to by.0002 fin)
Al/D
, /0005 AIM
7i /ooas
i
4,
pass H.F. currents which would otherwise
have to contend with the resistance of tln
/
Atioyfiatso
I
Mourn/,ale......ts,o
G.B. battery and the potentiometer.
0
Or 0
L.F. Amplification

r

1

le

zeiavalbasele..13

The L.F. amplifying stages combine
volume with purity. Following the detector
valve we have an R.C. stage which requires
Note the H.F. choke in
little comment.
series with the plate of the detector valve
and the anode resistance. This is required to
divert the H.F. current thrOugh the reaction

condenser and winding.

Casky

BASEBOAR02/706

um/

Toplak

4

-oeleta,

With normal

Neu/ea/ma

Conde

values of H.T. a .25-megohm anode -resistance is the highest recommended if smooth

reaction is to be obtained-but Messrs.

0

Dubilier supply a Wide range of values of
Dumetohm resistances for use in their R.C.
couplers and readers can experiment with
higher values if they desire slightly greater
volume from the R.C. stage. A double -

I

A

filament jack is interposed .between the first
amplifying valve and the L.F. transformer
insertion of the loud -speaker plug into this

jack puts the loud -speaker in the anode
circuit of the third valve, switches on the
filaments of the first three valves and cuts

63-Z

O.

.- 5le7-a il7,1
5 NT,/
,., Y., 1.,.(Rhode/ I;43
63The Wiring Diagram of the " All-purpose " Four (Blueprint available)
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-;Thermion Looks ack at the Show
,,,,,,u,,,,,,,,..............",,,,..,....................................................................
A good example of the right sort of set off switch need be used. There are dozens
EVERY season for every reason, the
Wireless Exhibition gets better and is the Interdyne" made by Messrs. R. I. of other simple sets including the Pye
better. There was a time, a long while ago, & Varley, Ltd. This incorporates Dr. Three Valver, the Peto-Scott " Sociable
when makers did not sufficiently study the Robinson's wonderful new valve, which is three," the McMichael " Dimic Four" and
requirements of the public. They frightened in effect a self -neutralizing P115 X. The the Marconi Five Valver.
would-be purchasers by showing them sets single tuning knob operates the three
so thickly studded with knobs that there variable condensers simultaneously and Progress
Looking at the sets generally I was
roll,' any panel to be seen. They beyond this there is nothing to be seen on

struck by the advance which has been
made in several directions besides that of
simplicity. Manufacturers have turned
their attention to producing the non howling, non -radiating receiving set. This
most desirable end is achieved in a number

of ways. In some cases, such as the
" Interdyne," special valves make the set
automatically stable; in others, careful and
effective neutralizing is used ; in others
again, the reaction arrangements are such
that the set is practically howl -proof. Our
makers were perhaps a little slow in making

full use of the neutrodyne circuit; at last
year's exhibition only a tiny percentage of
sets with high -frequency amplification had
any /form of neutralizing. This year the
great majority incorporate it and the

circuits are well planned and well constructed.
Next I noticed with considerable pleasure,

the very great improvement that has been
made in the general appearance of wireless
cabinets. The gaunt severity of very early

days gave way for a time
rather to flamboyancy and
twiddly bits. Now there is

The National Radio Exhibition, 1927

a general movement towards

sane, sound, and genuinely
pleasing designs. The receiving set after all has

housed them in hideous cabinets festooned

with a trailing mass of various coloured
leads. In those days one had to be something of an expert at tuning in order to be
able to twat anything at all with the wire-

generally to form part of

the furniture of a

able to track down and rectify the little

good to look upon.

ailments to whichit was liable. The public
at large has never liked knobs in quantities
and it does not possess or desire to possess

Mains Sets
It is a pity that more of
us have not electric light

the qualifications necessary for running

in our homes, and that the

complicated and finnicky wirelesS receivers.

current supplies

It wants something so absolutely simple as
to be foolproof ; and this year it has got it.
We may take it that the average man or
woman listens mainly to the programmes

of the local station with those of 56B of
5XX as alternatives. There may be an
occasional radio trip abroad, but local
reception is the main stand-by. What he or

living

room and there is every
reason why it should be

less set_ and something of an electrician, a
plumber, and a witch doctor in order to be

in

this

country are not yet standThese things have
rather hampered in the past
the production of receiving
sets made to operate
directly off the lighting
ardised.

The "A.W." Stand at the Exhibition

mains.

In this

direction,

she wants is a set which will, make it the panel but a volume control and an however, makers have now gone right ahead
.possible to switch on the music or switch
'off the talks by the simple flicking of one small knob. Many firms now realize this
need and the result is that there are some
delightful receivers at thoroughly reasonable prices.

Tuning is thus as easy
as rolling off the proverbial log. You turn
the tuning knob until a desired station is
heard; then you adjust the volume to your
on -and -off switch.

and many of what our American cousins
call the "socket -plug outfits" are splendid
pieces of work, sure to make a strong appeal

to those who have the necessary juice on
liking and that is that. If the set is left tap.
The many difficulties contained in the
tuned to the local station, only the on -and -
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problems of smoothing out mains hum and bother to mount. One measured up the
Time was when the low -frequency transof eliminating ripple have been successfully centres of the holes required ever so care- former was rather under a cloud, not with-

tackled, and the plug-in receiving set is now

a genuinely efficient piece of apparatus
which reduces broadcast reception to the
simple business of switching on or off. It
is not even necessary to go to that part of
the room in which the set is situated in
order to do so. There is a simple remote control device which enables switching on
or off to be done and volume control to be
carried out without the need of getting up
from one's armchair by the fireside. Or if
you prefer it you may house the set, not in

fully-and then usually found that they out good reason, for it was a generous prowere just that "tick" out which sufficed to ducer of distortion. Modern transformers
spoil the whole job. An improvement as seen at the Exhibition approach very
was made when paper templates were nearly to perfection. The R. I. & Varley,
issued, but these were not too satisfactory, the Pye, the Marconi " Ideal," and the
since some little care was required when Ferranti, to mention but a few, show almost
using them. Several firms are now packing perfect 'curves.

with each variable condenser a neat little
Many short-wave enthusiasts will be
metal jig which makes it practically very much impressed with the Igranic
impossible for even the most mutton - short-wave kit, which allows a 15- to 70 fisted to go wrong in drilling the holes.
metre set with an H.F.. stage that really
does amplify to be built at home at small

one of the living rooms, but in the glory Variable Condensers
The variable condensers show great
hole under the stairs or some similar place.
In the living rooms, and the bedrooms too, advances over last year's patterns, which
if desired, are neat little jacks, and the were themselves extraordinarily good. There
simple insertion into one of these of the is a welcome tendency to make the variable
plug attached to the loud -speaker imme- condenser a genuine engineering job as well
diately brings the set into action. Really, as, a sound piece of electrical apparatus.
wireless cannot get much simpler. The Positive connections are the rule, and the
only possible improvement that I can think bearings used are of a type that will stand
of is a device which automatically selects up to hard wear. One noticed a complete
absence of the flimsy vanes, both fixed
the best programme and tunes it in.
and moving, that used to give so much
trouble in the old days owing to the ease
Screening
One is glad to see wider use made of with which they became bent out of shape.
compartment screening in sets employing I used to be rather shy of geared condensers,
one or more stages of high -frequency especially for short-wave work, since too
amplification. If the circuits are not very many of them developed either backlash
efficient, screening may not be necessary, or a form of jumpiness that gave rise to
but when big amplification per stage is microphonic noises. The modern geared
however, has neither of these
secured by means of good circuits and condenser,
genuinely low -loss coils and transformers drawbacks. It is a properly designed
stray couplings cause a very great deal of instrument with a drive that is both
perfectly positive and beautifully smooth.
trouble. A very large part of the insta-

expense.

Last, but not least, I must mention the
excellence of the ebonite parts shown by
the British Ebonite Company and other
firms of manufacturers. Beautifully finished

panels of standard sizes are obtainable
remarkably cheaply in ebonite, of guaranteed quality; there is, therefore, no excuse
for getting bitten by purchasing nameless

"mud" from the little shop round the

corner.
To sum up, the Exhibition, shows that the

way of both the man who buys hiS sets
ready-made and of him who constructs his

own has been made straightforward and
easy by our go-ahead British manufacturers.
THERMION.

In America, three colours are used to
identify valves. Orange represents audio -

frequency amplifiers, green for detectors
and dark -red for general purpose valves.

bility of the receivers in former years was
due to this often unsuspected cause.
Many excellent devices are shown which
enable the receiving set to be used in conjunction with a gramophone for the
reproduction of records. I have not space
to mention all of them, but two that pleased
me very much were the reasonably priced
Lissen and the extraordinarily ingenious
Dubilier which works on the electrostatic

principle and secures almost an entire
elimination of needle -scratch.

Better Components
As a constructor I was perhaps more
interested in the components shown than
in the finished sets. Here again makers
show that they genuinely realize the require-

ments of their public. The majority of the.
components are eminently practical, giving
the constructor just what he wants for the
particular job in hand. Take, for example,
the problem of mounting a sloping panel.
One used to be able to obtain nothing but
right-angle brackets, so that the only thing
for it was to make one's own by the somewhat laborious process of bending angle
brass to the required shape; one can now
obtain an adjustable angle bracket which

allows this panel to be mounted at just
the right slope.

Variable condensers of the two or three

point fixing variety used to be rather a

-vow-

A photograph, taken at night, of the B.B.C. Van which has been touring the
Birmingham district making observations of the reception of 5 GB, in response
in the many complaints of bad reception
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Discusses an Interesting Question

J. H. REY NER (B.Sc., Hons.)

IN the article describing the "Individual slightly more negative, which means that
Five" receiver, which appeared in the available positive grid swing of the
AMATEUR WIRELESS, No. 265, I mentioned signal is less and less at each successive
that the grid leak on the detector valve cycle, a limit quickly being reached when
could be connected to the negative terminal the grid condenser has charged up to a
of a suitable grid -bias battery whereby a potential equal to the maximum value of
the signal. At this point the rectifying
action increases, the voltage on the grid
simply varying in accordance with the

Fig. 1.-Cumulative Grid Rectifying Circuit

"CcioX'-1-' X el

gradually shift the operating point of the
valve characteristic until we reach a condition where the characteristic is no longer
sensibly straight, and we begin to run into
the bottom -bend curvature.
In such circumstances, the fluctuation in
the anode current will no kinger be sym-

metrical, but will be rather larger in the
positive direction than in the negative
applied signals, but never becoming suffi- direction. Thus again we obtain a change
ciently positive to cause any grid current in the mean anode current due to the
presence of a signal and- a rectification
to flow.
In passing, it may be
This action is illustrated diagramatically effect occurs.
in Fig. 2. The effect of the decreasing remarked that this rectification occurs
steady potential on the grid is to cause a through an increase in the mean anode
reduction in .the steady anode current, current, whereas in the case of the true
although the anode current fluctuates all cumulative grid rectification, a decrease in
the time at H.F. This occurs every time anode current is obtained. In certain
a train of waves or a series of modulations circumstances, the two effects take place
occurs, the result being that the anode together, and actually cancel each other
current fluctuates at a low frequency in out, and with a certain value of grid bias
accordance with the modulations impressed it is possible to obtain no rectification

form of anode -bend rectification could be on the high -frequency waves at the trans - whatever.
Reverting, however, to the main theme
obtained. A correspondent has asked what
under consideration, we have seen that we
is the significance of the expression, " a
are here obtaining anode -bend rectification,
form of." Is there, he asks, any difference
the mean anode current increasing due to
between an anode -bend Nctifier-operating
the curvature of the characteristic at the
in this manner, and one in which the grid

particular operating point. As far as this

end of the circuit is taken direct to the
grid, the earth return being taken to the

action is concerned, therefore, the effect is

the same as if we connected the circuit
direct to the grid and took the earth end

grid -bias battery in the usual manner?

The answer is "yes," and the difference
can be seen by considering the question of
rectification and the action involved. In
an ordinary cumulative -grid rectifying
circuit, such as is shown in Fig. /, we inter-

C

No rectification here

pose a condenser between the high potential
end of the circuit and the grid. This condenser transmits the voltage through to the
grid, which therefore fluctuated in potential
in accordance with the signals applied.

Building Up
If the grid bias applied to the valve is

Voltage Drop
It is in this component that the difference between the two methods lies. We

I

Fig. 2.-Effect of Successive Charging of

such that the grid voltage becomes positive

to the grid -bias battery. It will be clear,
however, that the condenser inserted in thft
grid lead must have some effect. If we
were to make this condenser very small, it
is clear that we should, in effect, disconnect
the grid lead entirely, and no signals would
be obtained.

Condenser

during parts of the cycle, then during this nutter, and it is thus that we are able to
period electrons will be attracted in the demodulate the high -frequency carrier
grid and will charge up the grid condenser. wave and obtain audible signals.

(Concluded on page 508)

.

Grid condenser

During the remainder of the cycle, when the
grid is negative, this condenser is effectively Negative Bias

insulated, and in consequence is left at

Now if we bias the grid initially with a
the end of the cycle with a small negative negative grid bias such that no grid curcharge. The next cycle causes a further rent can flow at any part of the cycle, it
increment of electrons, and so the grid will be clear from Fig. 2 that no change in
condenser continues to build up to a nega- the steady anode current occurs due to the
tive potential.
cumulative action of the condenser. ConseIkke C0/20C/
The effect of the successive charging of quently no rectification takes place. As Fig. 3.-Diagram showing Difference between
the condenser is to make the -Afrid- bias we increase the beeative bias. however. we
the two Yfethods
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THE

NTH
PERMANENT
TRICKLE
CHARGER
Incorporating the Westinghouse Patent Metal Rectifier.

For Charging Accumulators at home
from the Alternating Current Mains.

Suitable for use on voltages from

Price : 55/ -

200 to 250 and 40 to 60 cycles.

Dimensions: Tr.: X4n" X4"

NO

VALVES TO BURN OUT

MOVING PARTS TO GET OUT OF ORDER
CHEMICALS TO RENEW

NO MAINTENANCE COSTS
OUTPUT: The Charger will supply

ampere continuously to 2 -volt, 4 -volt or 6 -volt cells

The FERRANTI Trickle Charger consists of a step-doWn Transformer
designed' for operation from Alternating Current Mains having any voltage
from 200 to 250, and frequencies from 4o to 6o cycles, feeding a Westinghouse patent metal rectifier. The Unit is silent in operation and will last
indefinitely.

The Charger is simple and safe.

The FERRANTI Trickle Charger takes r 2 watts from the Alternating
Current Lighting Circuit and gives -1- an ampere Direct Current to the Low
Tension Accumulator, or during 83 hours' use the Charger will consume
one Unit of Electricity from the A.C. Mains.
FERRANTI ELECTRIC
LIMITED,
TORONTO. CANADA

FERRANTI LTD.,

HOLLINWOOD,
LANCASHIRE

FERRANTI INC.,
BUSH TERMINAL BUILDINGS
N.Y. CITY, U.S.A.
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Wireless
Magazine

for October

Now on sale, 11

Contains constructional details for
ry

making four new sets. Incorporating important new developments, each set is the very best
of its type.

"MAINS THREE-VALVER" takes all current supplies from
D.C. Mains.
"SCREENED GRID THREE" uses the new four -electrode
valve, allowing of enormous high -frequency amplification.

"EXHIBITION FIVE" an extraordinarily efficient receiver,
making use of standard components.
"AUTO -SELECTOR FOUR" an Ideal Family receiver, with
automatic tuning device.
Full size blueprints of each
of these sets are offered at
half the usual price to readers of

" WIRELESS MAGAZINE,"

The

September

Number of the

" WIRELESS
MAGAZINE"
sold out early.

Make sure of the
October issue by
getting your copy
TO -DAY !
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Your dial readings will keep all in
step throughout the

pvo
;

ANO DIAL
Al
GRUB Scarws

ryas s agar

e4unr-tarr
FINISHEO

entire tuning
scale if you instal Ormond Logarithmic
Condensers in your set. And for ease

in searching, when multi -tuned circuits are used, these condensers are
indispensable
!NANO CA P746711

SNIELD
STATOR
TERMINAL

!SELF Con rearac
L Beer RACE

'A'QUALIEr
£0011/TEINSNES

t*11111_.-Fortnori&TM
'

Similar in construction to the Ormond

S.L.F. Condenser, the Ormond
Logarithmic Condenser's efficiency
at radio frequency potentials is of

the same highest standard.

.

pro rear.rorreater

RACE

Po.ousrava Nur

LSPRINC

Complete with 4 in. Bakelite Knob
and Dial and Earthing Shield.

r.
I

PRICES :
With Friction Control

0005

-- 20/-

00035

-

-

19/6

00025

-

-

19/-

W Ilona Friction Control

0005
00035
00025

-

-

13/-

-

12/6
12' -

-

Trade

Moir.

Wiite for our descriptive leaflet

199-205 PENTONVILLE ROAD, KING'S CROSS, LONDON, N.1

Telegrams: " Ormondengi, Kincross."
FACTORIES: WHISKIN STREET AND HARDWICK STREET, CLERKEN WELL, E.C.1

Telephone: Clerkenwell 9344-5-6.

Continental Agents: Messrs. Pettigrew & Merriman Ltd.."Phonos House," 2& 4 Bucknall St.. New Oxford St., London ,W.0 .1
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ETNICK
(COSMOS)

Wireless Sets

and components

for the new season

The illustration shows the new Met -Vick 5 with the
eliminators contained in the side cupboards. It can
be plugged into a lighting circuit just like any other
electric appliance. If used with.H.T. and L.T. batteries these can be accommodated in the cupboards.
The circuit employs two phase -balanced and stabilised

H.F. stages before the detector, and two resistance coupled L.F. stages.

Operation is extremely simple, the local station can be easily
cut out and a wide range of alternative programmes obtained.
Special attention has been paid to running costs, which are
remarkably low.
The Met -Vick 5 is a really beautiful instrument, and while

a distinct advance on any 1926 model it still remains at a
reasonable price. Obtain Leaflet 4i 7/9.

MET-V1CK
BATTERY

ELIMINATORS

"Met -Vick" Battery Eliminators are supplied in
two models. The H.T.-

G.B. Model can be used on

various supply voltages

of 40-100 periods. Grid
Bias tappings are pro-

vided at 5, to, 15 and 20
volts. A high voltage (up
to 25o

volts)

can be

applied to the last valve.
The L.T. Model gives an

output of 5 amperes at
4 volts without hum.

A.N.P. (AstaticNon-Parasitic)
COILS

These new "Met -Vick",
products provide a clever

solution of a difficult problem.
They overcome,
simply and efficiently, the
three difficulties associated with H.F. amplification, namely, Magnetic
coupling between coils,

Stabilisation, and Parasitic Oscillation.
List 4117/8

RESISTANCE
COUPLING UNITS

"Cosmos" ("Met -Vick")

Resistance Coupling

Units are well known to

all wireless enthusiasts:

The "V" type can now
be obtained fitted with

new "Met -Vick" A.C.
Valve -holder. The latter
is also supplied separately.

List 7riv8

Have you seen the new

Met -Vick A.C. Valves?

Obtain Lists 4117/3 and

711718.
List 7117/8
The various literature mentioned above gives full *tails awl prices. Ash for your copies.

METRO-VICK
SUPPLIES) LTD.
(Proprietors : Metropolitan -Vickers Elec. Co., Ltd.)
155 Charing Cross Road, LONDON, W.C.2

Advertisers Appreciate Mcntion of "A.W." with Your Orde)
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The Dempsey-Tunney Fight

2NM's Times
by the Philips people., The first of these
In case you should care to listen to the is a high -frequency amplifier which does
of radio fans listened to the thrilling transmissions of that good sportsman, Mt: not appear to differ greatly from the Round
descriptions of the Dempsey-Tunney fight Gerald Marcuse, who is at present conduct- screened -grid valve in its characteristics.
ALTHOUGH, no doubt, quite a number

transmitted on short -waves by at least ing Empire broadcasting entirely off his own
two of the U.S.A. stations, it was left to bat, here are the days and times at which
the enterprise of Stuttgart to relay one of he is usually to be found working. On
these transmissions, and to rebroadcast it Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Saturdays, he
on that station's ordinary wavelength of is on the air from 6 to 7 a.m., whilst on
379 metres. So far as I have been able' to Sundays he transmits both at the same
ascertain, no other European transmitter hour, and between 4 and 6 p.m: in the
summed up sufficient courage to rouse up its evening.

Irregular transmissions are also
listeners at 3.3o a.m., and as no notice had given between 9.3o and 10.3o p.m. The
been given of Stuttgart's intention, the power at present used is i-kilowatt. The
German broadcast came as an agreeable normal wavelength is 32.5 metres, though
surprise to those fans who tuned in to WGY sometimes a wavelength of 23 metres is
(Schenectady) in the faint hope of hearing used. If you know the tuning for 2XAF
something of this now historical combat ! you will have no difficulty in picking up
According to the American press, some 2NM on 32.5 metres, and conversely once
eight people were reported as having died you have found 2NM, a very slight increase
whilst listening to the running commentary in the dial readings will put you on to the
on the match, of which four, through sheer wavelength of 2XAF. Similarly with the
excitement succumbed at the end of the 23 -metre transmission, which is just a little
seventh round ! Whether this statement above the wavelength of 2XAD.

is to be taken seriously, I know not, but
I fully expect that their sudden demise, in
any case, will be attributed to wireless, in
some way or other.

It is provided, though, With a four -pin cap

containing the Can -lent, control, and screen grid pins whilst }he plate connection is made

to a terminal Mounted at the top of the
bulb:

Three Grids
Still more interesting to my mind is the
super -power valve..ccmtairling no less than

three grids ! One of these is connected
within the valve to the filament, the second

is the control grid and the third has a

terminal to which is taken a lead from a
tapping of the high-tension batterY Though

it is a genuine super -power valve, taking
a negative bias of as much as 15 -volts on
the control grid, this valve has an amplifica-

tion factor of too, or about thirty times

as much as the normal triode super -power
valve. A DutCh friend who has actually
used the valve tells me that loud -speaker
reproduction with it is an absolute revelaSkipped Distances
tion. The highest and lowest notes are
One of the most curious points about perfectly brought out, and speech is crystal

short-wave transmissions is that there is clear.

usually a fairly wide area round the station
inside which little or nothing is to be heard.
The act of putting back the clock when The waves apparently travel upwards and
summer time comes to an end alWays gives outwards until they strike the Heaviside
the wireless enthusiast a joyous moment. layer and are deflected back by it to earth.
First of all it makes him feel that the season The point at which they reach the ground
proper really is hete and secondly, it means again may be a hundred miles or a great
that he can start his long-distance work, if deal more than that from the transmitting
he is given his wireless trips abroad, a aerial. The queer thing is that it is easier
whole hour earlier. The short-waveite to receive stations such as KDKA, 2XAD,
benefits particularly. During the summer 2XAF, WLW and the rest in this country,
he begins his search for Anierican stations than it is in many parts of America. For
at is p.m. on most nights, and at so p.m. this reason and also because there was until
on Tuesdays. Now that autumn is with us recently little to hear from outside, shortthe opening time becomes so p.m. on the wave reception has not made much headmajority of nights and 9 p.m on Tuesdays. way in the States, except, of course, among
-I am bold enough to predict a wonderful the amateur transmitters who confine themseason for the reception of short-wave selves chiefly to the morse code.
Now that PC J J, ANH, and the Austrabroadcasting.
Things have been extraordinarily good lian stations are at work, interest on shortthroughout the summer whilst the number wave reception is rapidly increasing over
of new stations has been increasing with there and the wireless papers are publishing
amazing rapidity. This winter there will constructional details of suitable sets.
be plenty to hear on the short waves and I Nobody yet appears to have beaten the

Winter Cometh

do not think that we shall have much to modified Reinartz circuit for short-wave
grumble about in the way of signal strength. work. All the best short-wave receivers
Nfanv new stations are opening in America, use it. The great thing is so to arrange
a good deal of short-wave work is likely the circuit that One set of plates in each

Right Ahead
It is strange that America should have
allowed heiSelf to get left by the Western
world in the matter of developing tetrode
and .pentrode valVeS. The rudiments of the
idea are dile tostwo Amex -lean inventors,
Schafiky and Hull. In the States, however,
these valves appear to have remained
purely in the state of interesting laboratory
curiosities. 'Thanks to the genius and
energy of Captain Rofind our own country

has gone ahead and we may say with par-

donable pride that America has nothing
at present to touch our four -electrode high frequency amplifiers.

Press -the -button Wireless
Much has been said, and written, of late
about the extraordinary simplicity of
modern sets, "one touch of the switch 'and
in comes the music," and that sort of thing.
Possibly not every reader has realised that

any set can be made to operate equally
simply for the reception of the local station

by the simple expedient of fitting it with
filament -control jacks. I cannot myself
think why these are not more widely used,
to be clone in European countries and we tuning condenser is earthed. Make these for there is no more convenient wireless
shall hear quite a lot of the Australian and the moving plates and there is almost an fitment.
Myself, I use a two -stage low -frequency
Japanese stations. If you do not already entire absence of ohand-capacity effects.
amplifier. One stage is amply sufficient
possess a short-wave receiving set, the best
New Valve Wonders
for the local station, for 5GB or for 5XX.
advice that I can give you is to build one
I
have
just
received from Holland par- I want the other 'for bringing up some of
without delay. The cost is small but you
will find that the pleasure to be reaped from ticulars of two wonderful new multi -grid the weaker foreign stations to respectable
valves that have been placed on the market loud -speaker strength, On the panel are
short-wave reception is enormous.
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On Your Wavelength !

(continued)

With the majority of moving -iron instrufirst is of the kind -known as the double- ments this is not the case. The needle
tilamen t jack and the second is of the single - waggles and waggles and waggles before
Inserting the loud- it comes to rest, so that the process of taking
filament variety.
speaker ping into either of them means a voltage reading may require some little
two jacks of the filament control type. The

that the batteries are switched on; thus time.
throwing the set into action. Similarly,
A Queer Cause of Noisiness
withdrawing the plug puts everything to
A
friend
came to me the other day,
bed. When I am away from home I simply
leave the set tuned to the local station greatly perturbed about the performance of

4

little rain this summer and this switch,
owing to its exposed position, was in a
thoroughly dull and dirty cOndition. The
arms of a knife switch, which is frequently
used, keep themselves fairly bright since
they rub against, the clips every time that a

change over is made. But the wire connections to the switch are apt to get into

a thoroughly bad state. We cleaned up the
connections carefully, tightened them up
Though no and then went in to see whether any effect

and all' that anyone has to do if he wishes his short-wave receiving set.
to hear :broadcasting is to,thrust the loud- loose connection of any kind could be found, had been produced on the receiving set.
and though the variable condensers were of On switching on we found that signal
speaker plug into the first jack.

Little Things that Matter
The importance -of testing out thoroughly

a new II.T.13. before it is brought into use

was brought home to me the other day.
Even in the best regulated factory one that
is not quite up to the mark will occasionally
slip through the testing room and its use

may produce pretty queer results 'if it is
hooked up to the receiving set. Here is
what happened to me. A new ioo-volt
battery of first-rate make arrived. The
voltmeter placed across its extreme termin-

excellent make, crackles and bangs occurred strength was as good as it had ever been.
when the dials were turned. Now, as a rule,

when this kind of thing happens it is due
to a slight looseness in the bearings of the
spindle carrying the moving vanes and
the advice usually given is to fit a spiral
contact of the watch -spring type.
One could not give such advice here, for
the good reason that there were already
contacts of this kind which were obviously
in perfect order. It was a rather puzzling
business, but investigation showed that as
the dials were turned in a clockwise

als registered just over roo volts, so all direction the spirals were wound up so that
appeared to be well. But when it was turn after turn came into contact with those

connected up it became immediately evi- below it. Every time such a contact took
dent that something was most emphatically place there was an answering crash. The
moral is that for short-wave work loose
not as it should be.
spirals containing plenty of turns should be
nothing
which
Distortion occurred
sufficed to cure. 1 unhooked the battery used and that they should be so arranged
and ran over it socket by socket with that no turn ever touches another. A
a high -resistance voltmeter. The mystery queer little point, but a very important
was cleared up. Between the sockets marked one.

54 and 57 the reading obtained was not
3 volts but 1.95. There was a faulty cell

When Signal Strength Went West

A Big Step Forward

I suppose that the weakest point in the
armour of wireless has always been high frequency amplification. When you come
to compare dispassionately the H.F. side
of the set with the L.F. side, you will see
what an enormous difference there is in
point of efficiency. With the note-mags.
we obtain an excellent degree of pukka
amplification without the necessity for
making use of any adventitious aid such
as reaction. Good L.F. transformers used
with suitable valves or proper resistance
couplings with high -mu valves allow an
amplification of thirty or so a stage to be
obtained with complete stability. But on
the H.F. side the genuine amplification
has hitherto been pretty small.

A Simple Test
You can test this out for yourself by
putting in a shorting plug in place of your

It is curious when you are looking for reaction coil if you use one, or by setting
there, and its presence sufficed to set up a trouble how easily some points that ought the reaction condenser at zero should you
high resistance which produced unwanted to be pretty obvious can be missed. A employ capacity control. Take a run
couplings. New batteries as a matter of friend complained to me recently that his round with the set in this condition, and
fact generally read slightly over their signal strength had been declining for some you will find that very little comes your
nominal voltage, so that if you merely time and had eventually become so poor way. We are, in fact, doing pretty well if
take the E.M.F. between extreme terminals that he was at his wits' end. He had had we obtain on the H.F. side a genuine
you may fail to detect a small defect such his accumulator freshly charged, he had amplification of about eight per stage, and
as this in one part of the battery.
carefully tested out his high-tension most of us have to rely far too much upon
battery, and by trying his valves on other reaction to get amplification big enough
Queer Isn't It?
people's sets had made sure that they were for reasonable signal strength. A good
Talking the other day to a man who does up to the mark. He had in fact taken a deal of very useful work has been done
a large business in the sale of electrical great deal of trouble and spent no small recently by several investigators into the
measuring instruments, I was rather sur- amount of time in trying without any matter of obtaining a good degree of ampliprised to- learn that about ninety per cent. success to discover the reason why his fication in the high -frequency stages, and
of the voltmeters sold for wireless use are loud -speaker had become a soft -speaker.
of the very cheap moving -iron pattern.
Moved by his entreaties I consented to
Excellent reasons why these voltmeters go round with him to see if I could suggest
should not be used, at any rate for testing anything. When we got to his house he

much progress has been made in this direction. In the very near future the high frequency amplifier is likely to be brought

given with some emphaSis ,by more than
one writer. To put the matter briefly, the
average moving -iron voltmeter passes a

desirable result will be very largely contributed to by the use of the screened -grid
valve, in which plate -grid capacity with
its accompanying evils is almost entirely
eliminated. On the broadcast band a real
H.F. amplification of forty per stage has

out the high:tension battery, have been

current of about a quarter of an ampere
for a full scale deflection, and 250 milli,
amperes'is a little too much to take from a
standard high-tension battery. It may be
argued that no great harm is done since this
excessive current flows only for a moment.

put his hand on the aerial -earth switch,
which is mounted on the wall outside.
When he had turned it over so as to bring
the aerial into action I told him that there
was no need for us to go any further.
" Mean to say," he asked, " that you have
discovered the fault without even looking
at the set ? " I replied that I was pretty
sure that I had, and pointed to the switch.
We have, as you may have noticed, had a

up to something like the same state of
efficiency as the note-mag. This most

been accomplished, and much more is possible on the longer waves.
THERMION
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Some Points in the operation
of a Vibrating -reed
Rectifier

CHARGING accumulators from A.C. fication the rectifier will now run inde- formers seems rather scarce, so that details
lighting mains can be very easily and finitely without any attention whatever. of suitable ones for supply voltages of 205
cheaply done by using a vibrating -reed recti- In fact the contacts of the writer's charg- and 110 volts are given below.
fier, which combines the desirable features ing unit have not been touched for months,
of simplicity in construction, the need for the apparatus being merely switched on as 205 Volts 50 Cycles
very little attention, absence of mess as required without further adjustment.
The following transformer was designed
It is, of course, necessary to transform for an output of 20-30 watts without heatwith chemical rectifiers, and low initial
cost. The object of this article is not to the A.C. supply volt;.ge down to a value ing up, and works very well.
The core is made up of rectangular
describe the construction of such a rectifier, slightly higher than that of the cells to be
but to give suggestions with regard to the charged. Information of suitable trans laminations of soft iron, the laminations
being separated by thin sheets of paper.
use of the instrument and to give particuBefore winding it is assembled as in 'Fig. e,
lars of suitable step-down transformers to
taomi TO Re SUPPLY
and is io in. long by 1.5 in. wide by i in.
work with it.
deep.

The rectifier consists of a steel reed, tuned

to vibrate at the frequency of the A.C.
supp7y (generally 5o cycles in house -lighting
systems). The reed is polarised by a
permanent horse -shoe magnet, and it

The windings may be put directly on to
the core, over a few layers of waxed paper,

f

or by first winding the coil on a former

vibrates under the influence of an alternating electromagnetic field, created by a
core of soft -iron wires wound with a coil
of wire and connected to .the A.C. supply.
The circuit is as shown in Fig. I. In this,

figure c consists of a core of iron wires
about
in.- in diameter, wound with

0

-°---17-0

2-1

RCCUMULNTOR

Fig. 1.- Circuit Arrangements

18l

No. 36 d.c.c. wire, the winding being about

1.1/; in. long and i in. in diameter. The
reed is of steel, .025 in. thick, 3% in. long,
and 3/1 in. wide. It is supported at the
fixed end by a screw in a slot in the reed,

so that the length of the reed free to
vibrate may be adjusted to allow the reed
to vibrate at the proper frequency.

In the writer's case the charging unit
when first set up was very troublesome,

Fig. 2.- Details of Transformer Core

and it was found very difficult to eliminate

sparking at the contacts: The result was
that the contacts became pitted, which
made adjustments more difficult and also
the unit would not run for long without
attention.

core are bent over each side and the
Fig. 3. --Transformer Core Wound

contacts are adjusted so that the make
and break occurs when the supply volts
are equal to the back voltage of the eells

on charge, so that a sparkless break is
obtained. This is done at first, but as the
pondingly and sparking commences. All
these- sparking troubles were entirely
eliminated by connecting a 2-microfarad
condenser (Mansbridgc) across the contacts
(shown dotted in Fie. il. With -this modi-

The secondary turns depend on the
voltage required, the writer's transformer
having a secondary of iio turns of No. 18
s.c.c. wire, thus giving 13 volts. Tappings
are made at 42 and 7o turns, thus giving
5, 8, 7.5, 12.5, and 13 volts, according to
the tappings used, the secondary voltage,
of course, being approximately in the same
ratio to the primary voltage as the number
of turns in use in the secondary is to the
number of turns in the primary.
The primary and secondary must be well
insulated from each other by several layers
of waxed paper. When the primary and

secondary are in place, the ends of the

Another difficulty arose. The

cell charges up, its back voltage rises corres-

and then inserting the core. The winding
is 4 in. long in the centre of the core. The
primary consists of 1,70o turns .of No. 3o
d.c.c. copper wire, a layer of waxed paper
being put on between every layer or two
of the primary.

Fig. 4.

The Completed Transformer

To
RECT/A7ER

L

To

wiLvES

Fig. 3. -Accumulator Connections

laminations interleaVed as in Fig. 3 and
hound tightly together with insulating
tape. The finished transformer is shown
by Fig. 1.
110 Volts 50 Cycles
Core, 10 in. by 1.5 in. by i in.; primary,
265 turns of No. 28 d.c.c.; secondary,
11.5 turns per volt,required-for example,
58 turns for 5 volts, 115 turns for io volts.
The construction is exactly the same as in
the preceding case.
(Concluded on page zoo)
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with

the views expressed by correspondents.
eye. The gong ended the fight and the
crowd cried " Gene" and so Tunno refor
the
world's
great fight
SIR,-The
heavy -weight Championship was re- tained his title.
The conditions for the reception of
ceived here, on our two -valve set with the
greatest of ease, every word being heard American stations on this night were
fortunately very good and four stations
at good strength.
At 3 a.m., Friday morning (9 p.m. broadcasting the fight were heard.
The receiver used was a two-valver with
Eastern Standard time), we tuned in the

The Dempsey-Tunney. Fight

Correspondence should be brief and to thi
point, and written on one side of the paper.

far, most of the blame has been placed on

the studio or the transmitter, but a conversation I had the other day with a piano
tuner seems to throw fresh light upon the
problem.

This summer, he said, has been particularly harmful to pianos, which are thrown
out of tune by both heat and clamp, and
American short-wave broadcasting station, Reinartz circuit. At 5 a.m., after having especially by conditions of the " close and
2 XAF, on 32 metres, and the announcer heard a few words from both Tunney and clammy" variety. This tuner claimed to
have experience of Savoy Hill pianos, and
told us we were now being switched over Dempsey, the broadcast ended.
to the ring -side, Soldiers Field, Chicago, T. A. Srumxv, F. C. STUDLEY (Harrow). he said that, possibly owing to the drapings
and the artificial methods of ventilation
where we should hear a running comnecessary to exclude unwanted noises, a
mentary on the great fight between Gene
MARCONI ROYALTIES- A CONCESSION
broadcasting studio was worse than most
Tunney and Jack Dempsey.
An important concession to buyers of new places. Under such conditions, pianos
A moment later, and here in Harrow we valve sets is announced by Marconi's Wireless
could actually hear the murmurs of the Telegraph Co., Ltd. As is well known, a used for concert purposes should be tuned
crowd, rattles,. whistles and newspaper royalty of 12s. 6d. per valve -holder is payable every day, if not oftener, if called upon for
them on every receiver, but under the new important performances.
boys creating a terrific din at the scene of to
scheme a listener buying a new set to take the
As he had no reason to suppose ine an
the fight in Chicago.
place of an old one will be credited with the
influential member of the B.B.C., this was
The announcer said there was not a amount of royalties he has already paid.
order to claim this credit, it is necessary a perfectly genuine view, and it makes me
vacant seat and about im000 people were to In
fill up a form, to be obtained from the dealer wonder whether the distortion could be
present, the gate receipts were approxi- supplying
the new receiver, and to return the
mitely 2,800,000 dollars. The weather licence plate attached to the old set. Thus a cured not by tuning the receiver or the
was cold and cloudy, but the slight rain listener already possessing an old three -valve set transmitter, but by tuning the piano
buy a new five -valve receiver, and pay the
P. R. L. (Manchester).
which had threatened to spoil the fight, can
on only two valves ; that is, he has
had just ceased and the preliminary bouts royalty
only to pay a new royalty of 25s., as against
The Aeranode Short-wave Set
were now taking place.
62s. 6d., a saving of 37s. 6d. The concession
At 9.55 p.m., E.S.T., a great roar was also applies to a buyer of a new set containing SIR,-Please allow me to congratulate
Mr. G. C. P. Braun on his short-wave.
heard as Jack Dempsey entered ,the ring the same number of valves as the old one.
" Aeranode" set. I built this in a rather
and took his seat in the south-west corner,
but five minutes later an even greater SIR,-On Thursday evening, Sept. 22,-I drastically modified form and am delighted
ovation was given as Tunney entered.
made your " Plug-in Short-wave Two " with results. With regard to the z in. by
Everyone was excited and even the described in AMATEUR WIRELESS, No. 270, 2 in. condenser plates I used two fixed and

announcer's usually steady and clear voices with, the intention, or rather hope, of listen- two moving square -law vanes with ordinary
spacing washers to give a slightly bigger
trembled and shouted as Round One of the ing to the big fight.

great fight commenced. The gong was
I roughly hooked it up, using old-style tuning range. Plug-in coils are used for
heard and blow by blow we heard how the condensers, home-made choke, and home- the choke, but I daresay a standard article
fight was proceeding. It was evident that made coils. When finished, I tried it out, would work better. A 35 Edison -Bell
Tunney was getting the best of it. It and the first thing I got was an experi- was found best for about 22 metres, as a
was Tunney's round.
mental transmission from the Royal Air larger one brought in the local station.
As Rounds Two, Three and Four passed, Force: station at Kidl3rooke on 4i metres. With one stage of L.F. amplification, the
Tunney got by far the best of it and his Shortly after I got 2XAF fairly good. I set is perfectly stable and oscillates
right hooks frequently punished Dempsey went to bed satisfied and got up at 3.3o a.m. beautifully, no primary shunting condenser
about his face, and Dempsey was getting and tuned into the same station and heard being used.
With regard to stations received, 2XAD
flushed and was breathing, hard, whereas One of the preliminary bouts, and then the
Gene was quite cool.
big fight, without missing hardly a detail. on about 22 metres, 2 XAF on 32 and a
Round Six was even and there was great I also heard Tunney saying hello" to his station relaying KDKA, on about 20, are
excitement during Round Seven, when many friends at the conclusion of the all well received although the first menJack Dempsey knocked Tunney down for fight.
tioned is the star, being clearly audible all
L. B. (Newcastle -on -Tyne).
a count of nine (this being the first time he
over a moderately -sized room on head2L0 's Piano TransmissiOns
had been floored during his career) with
phones. PCJ J, in Holland, comes in at
SIR,-If . one may judge from your small L.S. strength, although his times are
three sharp lefts to the jaw.
The last two rounds were easily Tunney's
correspondence columns, the subject not at all settled, and it is a matter of luck
as he followed Dempsey round the ring of 2LO's " blasting " piano is one of interest if one happens to be on when he is working.
and got through blow after blow on his bad to a very large number of listeners. So
C. S. B. (Warrington)
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B.T.H. Valves are not "made -in -a -hurry" valves, much time and money --involving long

and patient research work-having been expended in the search for the perfect 2 -volt

valve. At last it is an accomplished Fact-a perfect 2 -volt valve-and B.T.H. Not
just one type-but a complete 2 -volt series is now available, comparable in performance and length of service with the best of the six -volt range.
B.T.H. 2 -volt Valves are perfect in every part. The filament has no superior in strength,
endurance or emission, whilst the anode and grid, by their accurate placing in relation to
each other and the filament, ensure the all-round working efficiency of the complete valve.
They are exact valves, built to satisfy the most exacting requirements. Every valve
is tested to fulfil the fundamental needs of radio, viz. (a) perfect reception, (b) long life-no
valve will last longer-and (c) economy in upkeep.
Type

Purpose

Fil. Volts

B21

H.F.

2

R22
B23

G. P.

2
2

Power Amp.

FiL Amps
0.1
0.1

0.2

I

H. T Batt. Volts

40 to 150
40 to 100
40 to 100

Ampl. Factor
16.0
7.5

6.0

Price

Impedance

32,000 ohms.
14,000 ohms.
8,000 ohms.

a.

d.

10
10
12

6
6
6

If you are interested in R. C. Coupling write for a copy of the "RESISTOR Booklet to Publication Department,
'he British Thomson -Houston Co. Ltd., Rugb!:

?he above tikes are opplirabie in
C, :a. Britain and Northern Inland only
2503

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W."

The British Thomson-11,usion Co. Ltd.

Crown Heuer,
London,

.Aldwych,

W. C.

2
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Tungstone ACCESSIBILITY opens the "Sealed Mystery" Battery Box
Any inexperienced person, in a few minutes, on roadside or elsewhere, can take to pieces a
complete Tungstone Battery and reconstruct it reliably by using only the Vislok Spanners
supplied Free. Guarantees no Vexatious Delays, No Shorts, Quick Repairs, Low Upkeep Costs.

Standardization and Interchangeability of all Parts and Plates,

20 Sizes practically Fit the whole Range of Makes of Cars, Omnibuses and Charabancs,
2 Sizes perfectly Fit 95 Different Makes of Motor Cars.

NOT NECESSARY TO BUY A TUNGSTONE TWICE IN A LIFETIME.

Because Standardised and Interchangeable renewable Die Cast and Machine Pasted Plates
PERPETUALLY replace a set of Used Plates. Dry Plates partially first charged are ready for
immediate use. Can be stocked for unlimited period in dry place. Spare Plates sold at
reasonable prices with allowance of 4d. per lb. for returned disused Plates. Anyone can quickly
and easily slip Set of New Plates into the Indestructible Guaranteed Metal Containers in use.
TUNGSTONE'S "REVOLUTIONARY" SCIENTIFIC "DISCOVERY" Completely & Reliably

REVERSES WORLD'S BATTERY PRACTICES AFTER 50 YEARS' STAGNATION.
Without Cost to Purchaser, all Plates when made at the Works, are Fully Formed, also given a
Partial First Charge. All Plates are made chemically and electrically safe. Mechanically secure.
Absolutely sure Preventative against damage to Plates on First Charge or shortened future
Working Life. Also highest possible ratio of Storage Capacity is secured during working life.
British Government'sWorld's Record Test at 96 Amp. Hr. 88% Watt. Hr. are fully maintained.

ALL THE WORLD'S MAKERS DISPATCH THEIR PLATES IN AN
INCOMPLETE, DELICATE UNRELIABLE MANUFACTURED CONDITION.
Some are ONLY slightly formed. NOT al! completely formed. NONE are Partially
First Charged at the Works as Tungstone without cost to Purchaser.

All the World's Makers "Pass On" to the Purchaset
he many serious risks of Forming, and giving the
uirst Full Charge, also the increased cost of a
necessary and exceedingly long first charging period
extending from 24 to 72 hours and longer.

FiRsr

9

0

STARTER kic.Ki

ott(CaiSrf. r

TU

fbe.,Be SIG oge Bawl,

he %),/,:tldi

ST

With./Azle :,ridsart'. Nstelakirr.

'0111i ;*t

rit4

i

t'lleak3

tLieket3 73agc4, iflacizce
NO EULP'r-IA!

FIRST

AU Parts Replactabit.:
CHAII.CEi;Ct

4 Continuous Hours
For any Tungstone Storage Batteries

13urc

et? e ,11nMek/44;
?.:ST sp[DE5

First Charge Only
Rated

from 6 to 5,000 Amps.

On Car or Bench Portable Batteries, charging rates
from 6 to 30 amps. based on rated amp. hour.
!louse Lighting Works Central Station Batteries
can be discharged for light ONLY during the
first charging period.

FREE

THE

ASKING

112 page Battery Pocket Guide containing
Special Illustrated Articles on-

MODERN BATTERY
FAILURES
Ask Local Car or Wireless Dealer

or

send Name on Postcard.
TUNGSTONE ACCUMULATOR CO., LTD., The Independent Battery of the British Empire
3, St. Bride's House, Salisbury Square, London, E.C.4.

Don't Forget to Say That You Saw it in "A.W.. "
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AMAN who has all the appearance of
a prospective buyer lingers around a
stand on which a full series of two-, three-,
and five -valve receivers is exhibited. An
enthusiastic salesman pounces down upon
him:

This is a very pretty

gloved forefinger

thing, isn't it?

E. L. (as she leaves the stall in disgust):
Water, you simpleton. l've always heard
people say they fastened a wire to a tap

H. N. (absentmindedly, having caught a
glimpse of the Ainorad salesman) : Yes,
auntie. (Anzorad Salesman approaches.)

(3)

(Time : 9.3o p.m. Scene : Another stand,

A. S. : This set may- interest you, madam,

SALESMAN :
Here, sir and I feel sure would make a suitable showing richly -carved pillars, supporting
his hand lovingly on a highly present for the young man to whom you heavily -cased and luxuriously nickel polished mahogany case) is the latest in referred. There are no messy accumulators, plated wireless receivers. On a specially -

ENTHUSIASTIC

(placing

selective receivers, which will give you the no dangerous batteries (pointing to placard),
alternative B.B.C. programmes at any "Radio from the Mains." One plug, and
time, anywhere, on the loud -speaker.
Europe is within your reach. (He beams on
PROSPECTIVE BUYER (doubtfully) Well, the old lady and adjusts his tie.)
:

I live within two miles of the London

station.

E. S. (who is taking no risk): Quite so.
This set will bring in 5GB whilst 2L0 is
transmitting.

(He gives the case another

loving pat.)

-P. B. (still doubtfully): Either station at
will ?

E. S.: Most certainly.

Here, sir

(he

opens the case), you will see .
P. B. (unconvinced) : At any time?
E. S. : That is exactly what we claim for
.

the set. This circuit .
P. B. (apparently still unconvinced):
Even in the middle of the day ?
E. S. (patronisingly) : At any time, sir.
P. B. (stubbornly): What ---at, say,
.

a.m.?
E. S. (with a smile, as if to clinch the
argument) : Easily.
P. B. (triumphantly) : But 5GB doesn't
-work at II a.m. ! (He retires with glee,

built rostrum, an umpteen -valuer, replete
with all the knobs and switches calculated
to thrill the heart of any enthusiastic
beginner. The sets are advertised at high
E. L. (thoughtfully): But what if I don't prices, and for the last half-hour a somewant Europe.? My nephew is of a serious what bored but superior -looking salesman
mind, and the B.B.C. programmes are so has spent the time in adjusting the angles
at which a few expensive lithographed
instructive.
A. S. In that case, madam, the set will cards and price lists have been artistically
give you excellent reception of your local distributed over the counter and small
station. Allow me to
(he glibly recites tables. His face perceptibly lights up as a
the quality of the "Radio from the Mains" well -dressed youth and a "pretty little
:

.

.

.

thing" casually saunter towards the stand.) WELL -DRESSED YOUTH (adjusting an eyeE. L. (to her companion): I hope you
have listened attentively to this gentleman, glass) to P. L. T. : Topping sets, what
Would look well in the flat, eh?
dear, for it's all Greek to me.

marvel).

H. N. (who cannot keep her eves off the
Salesman,

.4 n.:7orad

abstractedly) :

Yes,

Collapse of Enthusiastic Salesman, who,

LITTLE

THING

(doubtfully)

suite,

do you

think?
auntie.
SUPERIOR -LOOKING SALESMAN : We have
E. L. (doubtfully):
think this might
suit us. I have always been afraid of these thorn in all styles, madam. Queen Anne,
funny batteries. (To her niece): You know Sheraton, Renaissance, and all the Louis.
what a shock the vicar's wife got last This set (approaching the umpteen -valuer) is
the most perfect yet produced. It will...
winter.
.1

W. D. Y.: I say, old chap, will, it bring

H. N. (remembering how easily,- time vicar's
wife is shocked) : Yes, auntie.

in all those funny little places abroad?

A. S.: No danger of anything like that,

chuckling to himself.)

PRETTY

Would they match the

S. L. S. (with due conviction) : We can tune

them in, sir, at. the rate of fifty an hour.
P. L. T. (enthusiastically, squeezing her
cmipanion's arm) : Oh ! George, how ripping ! Wouldn't it be wonderful to hear
E. L. (as an afterthought): But why do the places we're going to on our honey .
W. D. Y. (hurriedly) : 1 say, old thing,
you call it "Radio from the Mains " ?
(Pointing to flexible lead and plug) : On what about America ?
S. L. S. (convincingly) : The greatest
what tap do you fix this wire?
A. S. (somewhat startled) Tap, madam? feature of this receiver is its remarkable

madam. This set would not shock anylater, revives in a favourite Exhibition body. (He chuckles et his own joke, but
annexe, just before closing time !
finding 1:o response, begins to discuss terms
with E. L.)
(2)

(Scene : Another stand which specialises

in wireless receivers fed from the mains, and

.

advertises this fact in a blaze of coloured
An elderly lady, flanked- by a
younger female companion, both attracted No, no, you connect this plug to your
as moths are by a candle, stop in front of electric mains.
E. L. : Electric, but you said that
the exhibits.)
ELDERLY LADY (in an undertone): From
A. S. The mains, madam, the electric
the plains? (turning to female companion). light circuit. You see
You know, dear, I -.promised Fred I would
E. L. (huffily) Don't talk rubbish, man,
buy him a set; he's been such a good boy we have no electric light in Little I lurnblelately and. is so clever with his hands.
coombe.
HER NIECE, the young female companion
A. S.: But what do you
(shyly) Yes, auntie.
E. L. : We have no gas, we use lamps.
A. S. (breathless): And the mains?
E. I,. (touches one of the receivers zc'ith her

lights.

.

:

.

:

.

.

:

.

:

.

.

.

.

capacity for eating up distance. I can
assure you, sir, that if, on any night, you
care to try for the U.S.A. stations, you .
P. L. 1'. (duly thrilled) : Oh ! George.
Fancyhearing thOther in New York !
S. L. S. (who fears a contradiction might
imperil a favourable decision) : Practically
any broadcasting station .
W. D. Y.: Precisely, old chap, but how
do you get them?
.

.

(Concluded on page 5,:)5),

.
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Aperiodic Coupling with
Standard Coils

The condenser c is a H.F. by-pass con
These pieces are then dovetailed together
in " egg -box " fashion, that is, they are cut denser. IE is, of course, bad practice to put

up the centre, one from the base and the a condenser across the secondary, but in
following simple way all the other frim the top. This will ensure this case it is only across a small part of
I advantages of aperiodic aerial coupling rigidity, and they can then be glued to the the secondary, and if its value is not more
may be obtained with standard plug-in base piece.
than .0003 microfarad-ample for the purcoils.
pose-the effect will be quite unnoticeable
Obtain a piece of dry waxed cardboard
----P. R. L.
tubing with an outside diameter slightly
less than the inside diameter of an ordinary
An Original Tetrode Valve
plug coil, and of the same width, and wind
on ten to twenty turns (according to the
Holder
degree of sele.ctivity required) of 22 s.w.g.
FOR best results the new 5625 should be
d.c.c. wire, taking care to leave three or
mounted in a firm but anti -micro four inches of wire at each end for connecphonic holder with as little capacity loss as
tion purposes.
possible. The following method has been
The adaptor is now ready for use. Plug
found extremely effective, and an addiWinding
the
Choke
a No. 5o or 6o coil in the aerial socket of
tional advantage is that it makes holders
your set and slip the adaptor inside it.
The choke is wound with No. 38 or 4o at each end of the valve unnecessary.
Connect the aerial lead to one end of the d.s.c. wire, the end first being secured

IN the

10-20

through a small hole in the base, and
winding being done coil by coil. The
number of turns to each coil is not import-

ant, winding being carried on until the
notches are filled. The last turn is secured
through a small hole in the top.

The choke is now completed and can be
conveniently fixed to a baseboard by

means of small screws or tacks through

its base.-S. 0.

An Auto -choke Coupling

Screeri--/*

WHEN using an L.F. amplifier after a
V V crystal set, it is. desirable to employ a
transformer of high ratio.
Few' experimenters, however, have one
An Anti-microphonic Tetrode Valve holder
adaptor winding, and the earth lead to the with the high step-up necessary of 6 or 8
other end, and also to the earth terminal fo T. In the absence of such an instrument
A disc of fairly soft rubber, about 31/ in.
of the set.
in
diameter and I in. thick, is obtained,
'Nhe operation of the set will be the same
and
a hole slightly less in diameter than
as before, except a smaller reaction coil
the
diameter
of the valve cut in it. The
cvill probably be required an.d the tuning
periphery
of
the
ring has a slot cut in it,
will be much sharper and selective.
into which the copper screen is to be
L. E. G.
pushed. The valve is inserted in the ring,
An Easily -made Aperiodic Coupler

and if the hole has been cut to the right

An Efficient H.F. Choke
THE chief advantages of the choke
shown in the photograph are that
it is unusually efficient and cheap to

i
'p
construct. It can be made in the following manner.
Using the Transformer as an Auto -choke
A base piece 2 in. in diameter, and two
in. the difficulty can be overcome by using the
pieces 2 in. at the base, 3 in. high and
at the top, are cut out of stiff but not ordinary low -ratio transformer wired up as
thick cardboard. The shape of these an auto -choke as shown in the circuit

pieces can be seen from the photograph.
In the sloping sides of each of the last two
pieces, five equally spaced notches about
in. deep are cut.

size the elasticity of the rubber will cause
it to grip the valve firmly.
The hole is then cut in the copper
screen where required, about one -sixteenth
of an inch larger in diameter than the hole

in the rubber, the screen cut into halves
through the centre of the hole. The two
halves are then pushed into the groove in
the rubber ring and their edges soldered
together.

The leads to the valve are then soldered
herewith, when it will give an increased
step-up. In this way, for example, a step- direct to the pins, the absence of any
up of 5 to I can be obtained from a 4 to I holder being, of course, a material factor
transformer.

in reducine capacity effects.

L. B. P.
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Build the wonderful New and
Improved R.C.THREESOM E
EASIER

The new and improved R.C. Threesome has all the
quality -of -reception virtues of the first model . . .
with additional merits.

THAN EVER
MADE IN AN

A new idea of plugged -together coupling units is
incorporated. This simplification materially re-

HOUR OR TWO
ONLY 501 FOR
PARTS

duces the number of parts for assembly, so that
the whole job can easily be completed in an hour
or two. No soldering is required. Wiring connections have been reduced from 24 to 5. You
can build this 6; brain -wave " set for 50/- or less.
. . .

free!

Use the Coupon now !

Send

TO -DAY for

Instruction
Book and Blue

Print.

Fl LL I N
COUPON
POST

NOW

EICPISWAN

To THE EDISON STFA': ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

;'.1c.27

(Publicity), 12315, Queen E :ctoria St., London, E.C.4.

An Improved R.C. Threesome? I'd be delighted to
have a copy of your Instruction Book and Bine Print !
NAME

ADDRESS
1'58

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order

OR.f.,121.z.
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The Evening News"
on the

21st

September said

under the heading " SEVEN

DAYS' WONDERS OF THE
NATIONAL RADIO EXHIBI.
TION "" From what I have heard in advance I
should say that the largest feature of the
Show will be loud -speakers, of every
imaginable shape and of some shapes that
you would never dream of in a life -time.
. .
.
There will be loud -speakers hang-

ing front the wall and standing on the

floor, loud -speakers that look like clocks
and vases, and waste -paper baskets and
cigar boxes. . . . There will even be a
few that LOOK LIKE LOUD-

SPEAKERS "-

they might have
added-AND AT LEAST

and

ONE THAT LOOKS AND
SOUNDS LIKE A LOUDSPEAKER, the

ETHOVOX
After all,

the question of design

is

entirely subsidiary to that of service,

and it is because we know that we have
a

speaker which not only LOOKS

THE PART but backs appearance by
performance-a speaker which MAKES

A POOR SET GOOD AND A
GOOD SET BETTER-that we sug-

gest that every reader of " AMATEUR
WIRELESS " should ask for particulars of this really wonderful reproducing
instrument which to -clay can be purchased for

a round £3!
The C.2. is a full-sized,
instrument, capable of filling a large
room, yet :t only costs £3, less than
full -toned

price of many inferior loud
speakers. There is no rival to the
the

Demonstrations gladly arranged with

your local Radio Dealer or given at any

time at the BURNDEPT SHOWROOMS, 15 BEDFORD STREET,
STRAND, LONDON, W.C.a.

C.2. either in quality of reproduction

or in appearance at anywhere near
the same price.

Height 24" ; flare 14" ; tone perfect ;
volume ample.
The only full-sized full -toned
instrument for £3.

FULL-TONED

FULL-SIZED

I

THREE POUNDS
The above price

is

applicable in Great

Britain & Northern Ireland onlii:

TYPE C
2794

LOUD SPEAKER
I

British Thomson-Holiston Co., Ltd.,

B L A CKH E AT H

LONDON S.E.3.

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." with Your Order
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Whe t is a Gramophone
Pick-up ?

The
Cecophone
Pick-up
is

particularly
sensitive

An Explanatory Article by J. H. Renner, B.Sc.

and
function;

(Hons.), A.111.I.E.E.

with two
valve;

well

AGOOD deal has been written lately the note ; the more rapid the vibration
concerning the use of electrical the higher the tone.
arrangements for playing gramophone
Speech or music, therefore, is made
records. To do this, the ordinary sound up of a combination of air vibrations of
box of the gramophone is replaced by an different frequencies. If we are to
electrical sound box or "pick-up" as it is reproduce such vibrations from a gramocalled, and leads are taken from this to the phone record, then the needle of the
input of a suitable amplifier, whereby the gramophone must be caused to vibrate

signals are amplified up until they are

in

an exactly similar manner.

(The cover

is removed.:

Such

strong enough to operate a loud -speaker. motion will then be transmitted to thc
It is interesting to consider how such an sound box, where it will set up air waves effect to that which
would have been
electrical pick-up works.
which will be a copy of the original.
A gramophone record, as is well known,
The groove in the record is not a true produced by the transmission of each,
consists of a disc of hard moulded material, spiral, but deviates from side to side, vibration individually.
The faithfulness of the transmission,
containing a spiral cut which runs round the the extent of the deviation depending on
record, gradually working its way towards the strength of the signal and the number however, obviously depends on how
the centre. The gramophone sound box of deviations in a given time depending accurately we follow out the "envelope"
is provided with a needle which rests in this upon the frequency of the note to be re- as it were, of the vibration. Fig. 2, shows
cut, and as the record is rotated, so any corded. A diagrammatical illustration of a wave form, representing a portion of a
musical. transmission. It will be seen to be
variations in the cut are transferred to the this principle is shown in Fig. I.

The Record
Everything depends, of course, in the
first place, on the record itself. If the cut
on the record is not a really faithful
reproduction of the original sound, then
no amount of care of the reproducing
system will improve the results. Modern
records are made by electrical processes,

the cutter which engraves the original

record being actuated by electrical currents

obtained from an amplifier. Amplifiers
for transforming speech or music into
electrical currents have been brought tc
a high pitch of efficiency, very largely PicAof coil
owing to broadcast activities. This new
Direction ofmcwo;

/weak

system has enabled distinctly better records

to be obtained.

Gramophone reproduction, telephony
Fig. 1-Action of Gramophone
and broadcasting are all made possible
sound box, where they set up sounds which because it is found that if, instead of transare amplified in a suitable horn and emerge mitting each frequency individually, we
into the room.
transmit the composite wave produced
by the mixture of all the individual vibra-

Sound.Waves
tions, then we obtain an exactly similar
Sound waves consist of air vibrations
taking place at a more or less rapid rate,
the actual rate of
vibration determining

Arma/24-e

Fig. 4-Details of pick-up

irregular in character showing that it is
made up of a large number of different
frequencies. For perfect recording, it is
necessary to have all these frequencies
reproduced. If the recording mechanism
(or

the

reproducing

slurring

effect,

as

(Continued on page 5o6)

the pitch of

The Brown Pick-up.
A well -finished instru-

The Igranic Pick-up.

ment similar in con-

An excellent low-priced

instrument

struction to the Brown
Fig. 2 & 3-Curoes of Good & Bad Renroduction

mechanism

for

that matter) is unable to respond to
all the various frequencies, we shall get a

headphone

ematturvl
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ghe Cancelout caipple fiplained
By J. F. JOHNSTON,
TOT the least interesting feature of the
" Simpler Wireless" system of mains driven wireless is the fact that the normal
200-250 volt D.C. electric -lighting supply
does not need to be smoothed in any way
before being applied to the sets, while in
the case of rectified A.C., the " smoother"

the anode p, on 0.e resistance (and between any other
asshown by the dotted
current will be less than it was before. points on the resistance), the difference of
But it will be possible by reducing the nega-

tive bias on the grid of the valve (making
the grid more positive) to move the operating point of the valve to point B on the
dotted curve. Then the anode current
required may be of the very simplest will be exactly the same as it was at first.
In other words, it is possible to reduce
description. This point is obviously of
great importance, both commercially and the plate voltage applied to a valve and
to the hOme-constructor.

It has been stated in previous articles

that the reason why no smoothing

A

D

is

necessary in the case of a D.C. supply, is
that any variations in the mains voltage
act on the various electrodes of the differ-

the same relation to the voltage of the
supply as the 'value of the resistance between the tWo points bears to the rest of
the resistance in the circuit.
Supply Voltage
It will be easy to see that reducing the
voltage of the supply decreases the difference of potential between any' two points
on the resistance (decreasing the supply
voltage to zero would, of course, bring all
the points to the same potential) while
increasing the voltage of the supply has
the opposite effect. It can easily be shown
that in a " SiMpler Wireless " set, a reduc-

ent valves in such a way as to cause changes

of potential which, by their nature, cancel
out. In this article an attempt is made to
give a fuller explanation of the effect.
However, it is often extremely difficult,

potential between any two points bearing

.110101

t

Fig. 2.-Effect of Resistance

tion or increase of a given percentage in
the supply voltage will reduce or increase
the difference of potential between any

two points in the circuit by the same
especially when dealing with the exact
way in which valve circuits function, to yet keep the anode current unaltered, if percentage.

In these sets the plates of all the valves
reconcile precise scientific accuracy with a the grid is at the same time made a certain
simple explanation. Let me, therefore, degree more positive. The amount by are positive with respect to their own fila-

which the grid potential must be altered ments while all the grids are negative. So
depends upon the amplification factor of the that any reduction in the supply voltage
valve and will, within limits, bear a definite reduces the pcisitive potentials applied to
relationship to the amount by which the the. plates and also the negative potentials
applied to the grids. In other words, a
plate voltage is altered.
Effects of Grid and Plate Potentials
Looking again at Fig. I, suppose that reduction in the supply voltage will result
First of all consider the effect, on the the valve is a detector working as an in the plates beComing more negative and
mode -current of a valve, of altering the anode -tend rectifier and that it is operating the grids more positive.
;rid and plate potentials either separately at, point v, on the full -line curve. Then if
the plate voltage is reduced it will be
possible, by making the grid sufficiently
positive, to move the operating point to
z, on the dotted cnrve, to ensure that the
valve still works efficiently as an anode bend rectifier without any alteration
anticipate any super -critical readers by
stating that the following explanation,
while broadly correct, is not intended to
be a complete treatise on the subject.

V

in the amplitude of the anode current.

Up to now we have only considered

matters when 'the plate voltage is reduced.

if it is increased the grid will have to be
made more negative in order to keep the
anode current constant. The important

point is that the effect on the anode -

current 'of any variation in the plate
GIVO

VOLTS +

potential

can be counteracted by an

" Simpler Wireless " Anode -bend Rectifier
alteration, of opposite sign, of the grid
potential by an amount depending Upon
On the other hand an increase in the
r simultaneously.. The full -line curve in the amplification factor of the valve and supply voltage will increase the positive
I represents the characteristic curve bearing a definite relationship to the potentials of the plates and also the negative
of a valve with a certain plate voltage, while amount by which the plate voltage is potentials of the grids. Moreover, these
.

Fig. 1.-Effect of Plate Voltage

the dotted hue represents the curve of the altered.
same valve when the plate voltage is reNow look at Fig.

alterations of the grid and plate potentials
which shows a will be of the same percentage as the alteraduced.
resistance connected across a' source of tion of the supply voltage. It is thus only
If the valve is being operated at point. electrical supply, the voltage of this supply a matter of seeing that the alterations of
A, on the full -line curve, and if the plate being variable: There wilt be differences the grid voltages bear the correct relation voltage is then reduced until the curve is of potential between points A, B, c, and
(Continued on page 504)
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A Weekly Programme Criticism by Sydney A. Moseley
IWONDER why the operas have been why, too, the orchestra did not play the
dragging lately. It is a curious thing full introduction to the song, and so give
that these double broadcasts seem to result the singer a good lead off. Why, half the
in the first performance being badly mis- beauty of this popular curtain -raiser is the
timed and the second performance of the three or four pages of orchestral introducsame opera fits in according to plan. It tion leading to a wonderful climax.
would almost seem as if the first broadcast
was in the nature of a dress rehearsal. And
this, of -course, shouldn't be.

indeed !

The foreign -name business,

of

course, can be overdone, and sometimes
one is grateful for the use of English. But"The Pathetic Symphony." Oh, dear !

Mr. Cecil J. Allen spoke on "1927-

A Remarkable British Railway Year." If
The religious services in the studio are you like railways-yes.

Both La becoming a feature, and I am glad; but

Tosca and Madame Butterfly erred in this the B.B.C. will have to seek more inspiring
respect.
addresses than we have had lately. The
right attention has been paid to the
Fully aware that I am committing a elocutionary powers of the preacher, but
sacrilegious affront to the myriads of opera they all seem to tell us the old, old story,
lovers who weep every time they hear the and repeat the same uninspiring prayers.
heartrending story of Cho -Cho -San, I think Why can't we have new and spontaneous
that this opera does not broadcast so well prayers as well as new and spontaneous
as the others. I imagine the pathetic, if addresses. I, for one, have been trying
bulky, figure of the ill-treated heroine, the hard to enter into the spirit of these serche-ild and the 'orrid dagger must be seen vices, but I am afraid I shall have to close
as well as heard.
down on them.
The singing, too, especially on the first
o
performance, was not up to standard.
Why does the official programme give
the names of well-known foreign pieces
The hour of plantation songs, sung by and translate into English ? Thus, TchaiOlive Kavann, Tom Kinniburgh, and the kowsky's "Symphony Pathetique " is given
-

Miss Gerda Nette appears to have caught

on in her piano recitals. Although she is
one of the big young artistes of Germany,
we don't appear to have heard of her much
in England; and here again the B.B.C. has
performed a useful service.

I didn't wish to create the impression
that the alternative programmes should
each consist one of a high -brow and the
other of low -brow .music. Providing the
music is good,: we oughtn't to grumble.
The other day we had Mozart from London

and Mozart from 5GB. The alternative
consisted in either hearing the

Brosa

String Quartet play him or the Symphony
Orchestra at Queen's Hall. Personally,

Wireless Chorus, was quite a pleasant as "The Pathetic Symphony." Pathetic chose some of each.
affair. Both soloists can sing; and whoever

can get tired of " The Old Banjo," "Ma
Babby," "Croon, Croon,
Underneath de Moon," and, indeed, " The

Curly -headed

Old Folks at Home " ?

The pianists who fill up the intervals
should be taken in hand by the announcers.

What? Have I said that before? Wellbut they couldn't have heard ! Let me
point out a fault which is pretty common.
And that is the accompaniment to singing

doesn't come through sufficiently loud.
Often on a concert platform the reverse is

the case, and I suppose it is in order to
avoid the fault of over -emphasis that some-

times we hardly hear the pianists at all.
I could give several instances, but it. is
more or less general.

The lady who sang "The Brightest Day"
as an extra item hardly made it a brighter

Saturday evening for us. Yet she was
applauded by the claque in -the studio.
When will these dead -heads be abolished ?

I suppose we shall have to peg away at
the news bulletin farce before we obtain
an improvement, but since we have suc-.
ceeded in other directions we shall go on
trying. The other night the news bulletin
consisted of the history of a ship and the
detailed account of the return of certain
coke merchants from Germany. Enough
to turn you to oil -burning !

When questioned recently on the subject

of beam wireless, Mr. Coates, the New
Zealand Premier, replied that he would
wait until the permanent success of the
system was assured before erecting a
receiving station at a large capital expenditure for British official news from Rugby,

which is at present cabled from Sydney
for the New Zealand papers.
For the present, apart from the KOnigswusterhausen high -power transmitter,

which nightly relays the capital's programmes, Berlin now possesses but one
broadcasting station, namely Witzleben,
on 483 metres. The Magdeburgerplatz
transmitter (566 metres) was definitely

Harold Williams and the orchestra were
not altogether on harmonious terms during
the Prologue from Pagliacci. I wondered Mr. Percy Scholes, the Music Critic of the B.B.C. withdrawn from service on September 20.
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MANY people are apt to

efficient than the horn

type of speaker, or even than
the cone type. Secondly, a
certain fairly heavy power

output is required from the

in order to drive

the diaphragm. This usually
necessitates large amplifiers

To the outside of
the cone a circular piece of
thin chamois leather is at-

tached, the radial depth of
this being about 11/, in.
4. An aluminium framework consisting of two 'rings

held together by means of
screws. This same framework
carries a cradle, which holds
the magnet unit, the two
being connected by stout webs.

Each of these parts may

be obtained separately or, if
desired, the reader can make

LOUD - SPEAKER

and, very important, large
H.T. voltages, for the power
output from a valve is
dependent to a very consider-

is fixed.

GRAMO-RADIO
MOVING --COIL

attitude. The average moving -coil speaker is distinctly

amplifier

,,,,,

clite"AmateurVireles4r

think that a moving coil speaker is a toy for the
highly experienced amateur
or the laboratory. In the
past there has been a good
deal of justification for this
less

,,,,,

able extent upon the anode
voltage. With a given H.T.
limited, and many cases of

If we wish to keep the amplifier simple,

then it is necessary to reduce the power

output required, and the only way of
achieving this is by increasing the efficiency

centering of the coil in order to ensure that

it does not touch the magnet at any part
of its travel. If the gap is increased to
the problem becomes mechanically
quite simple, but the efficiency will fall off
seriously. In this instance, therefore, I
have compromised by using a gap of -A in.,

factors contributing to greater efficiency,

and this has proved very satisfactory.
A high -resistance coil has been used, fed
direct from the last valve through a choke condenser filter to avoid the presence of the
steady anode current in the coil itself. This
again has proved to be a more satisfactory
proposition, from the point of
.view of efficiency, than the
use of a low -resistance coil.
The coil itself is a little more
difficult to wind, but the

this being bound up with that of the air
gap. A certain gap is necessary for ade-

trouble is more than repaid
by results obtained, for, as I

quate clearance, and the larger the coil, the

mentioned in the articles describing the amplifier, the

of the speaker. With reasonable care, this
can be clone, and in the present instance
comfortable volume can be obtained from
the speaker under conditions which can
fairly be considered normal.

I have discussed in previous articles
many of the points underlying the design
of moving -coil speakers. In the first place,
the use of a large coil is one of the principal

less is the effect of this gap in relation to
the other factors. The gap can be reduced
to
in., but this requires very careful

struction should be followed.
it

high tension only, using a normal superpower valve in the last stage.

Component Parts
Thus, as a result of paying attention to
various details of this nature, we are able
to bring the moving -coil loud -speaker

within the realm of practical politics for
the ordinary listener. The question to be
considered next is that of the actual construction. Fortunately, this is now a rather
simpler proposition. There are a number of
firms who have embarked upon the preduc-

tion of sets of parts whereby such a speaker

can quickly be assembled. The present
instrument has been assembled from such
a kit which was supplied by Messrs. Star
Engineering, of Didsbury, Manchester. The

parts are also obtainable from Will Day
Ltd., 19 Lisle Street, W.C.2, and A. Baker,

89 Selhurst Road, S.E.25,

The kit con-

sists of :I. A magnet unit comprising a nearly

closed magnet, i.e., circuit, the only air gap
being that in which the coil resides. There
is

a centre core provided with a boss

WIRELESS should be referred
to. In the present article,

a small polarising current for producing
the steady magnetic field. Around the
whole is an iron shell, which is cast in one
piece with the core, and which is completed
by a disc fitting over the front and having
a hole cut therein 2 in. in diameter, so that
there is an annular gap i m in. wide left for
the coil.
2. A coil wound off a light former,

in. inside diameter and a little more

than 1 lit in. outside diameter. This'is provided with cheeks at each

long. In this recess 1,500
turns of No. 47 gauge enamel -

covered wire are placed.

3. A cone having a 9 -in.
outside diameter when made
up. The apex of this cone is

pushed through, forming a
,

small re-entrant cone, -1,7 in.
in diameter, to which the coil

I

-

to operate well with 150 volts
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the kit of parts has been obtained for
the purpose. The total cost is under 15.

Assembly
The first operation is the mounting of
he diaphragm in the frame work. Remove

the outer ring and place this downwards
on a table. Then place the diaphragm on
top, coils; uppermost, and place the frame

work over the whole. The holes in the
ti aphragm must of course register with
those in the frame work. Then screw the'
whole together. The coil is provided with

three cords of waxed floss silk (which is
not greatly susceptible to atmospheric
changes) spaced at equal intervals round the
periphery. These are for centering the coil.
The ends of the winding are connected to
small metal inserts from which lengths of
stout wire are taken. Before assembling,
clean the ends of these wires for a lengh of

about half an inch. The next operation is
the construction of a base carrying two
wooden supports, as can be seen from the

9/24
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The Parts of the Magnet

however, I shall assume that

11 in. in diamater. Around this core is
placed an energising winding which carries

end, forming a recess * in.

speaker is sufficiently sensitive

In particular, the articles in
Nos. 264 and 265 of AMATEUR

designed to operate from the " A.W." Gramo-Radio Receiver (new readers
should see issues dated Sept. 24th and Oct. 1st).

value the output is definitely

Increasing the Efficiency

moving -coil loud -speaker con-

By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.M.I.E.E.
A Loud -speaker suitable for use with any powerful set, but particularly

El

distortion arise in practice due to the lack
of appreciation of this point.

some of them up for himself.
In such cases the methods
given in previous articles on

--

--;',

----

-...

Front Elevation and Section of Gramo-Radio Moving -coil Loud -speaker

The Parts of the Framewotk and the Diaphragm
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certain fairly heavy power

output is required from the

in order to drive
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piece with the core, and which is completed
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a hole cut therein 2 in. in diameter, so that
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the purpose. The total cost is under 15.

Assembly
The first operation is the mounting of
he diaphragm in the frame work. Remove

the outer ring and place this downwards
on a table. Then place the diaphragm on
top, coils; uppermost, and place the frame

work over the whole. The holes in the
ti aphragm must of course register with
those in the frame work. Then screw the'
whole together. The coil is provided with

three cords of waxed floss silk (which is
not greatly susceptible to atmospheric
changes) spaced at equal intervals round the
periphery. These are for centering the coil.
The ends of the winding are connected to
small metal inserts from which lengths of
stout wire are taken. Before assembling,
clean the ends of these wires for a lengh of

about half an inch. The next operation is
the construction of a base carrying two
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photographs and diagrams. With the sup- requires a little care, but it remains set, leads are then taken from the amplifier
ports placed in the position indicated, the once it has been properly adjusted. The from the terminals marked L.S.+, Earth,
centre of gravity of the whole instrument three silk cords from the coil should be and
The L.S.- terminal is taken
lies in between the two, so that no elaborate pulled just tight and placed under the to the two common terminals on the loudprecautions are necessary for clamping the terminals on the magnet unit. Then, by speaker. The earth terminal is taken to the
top. The rear end of the magnet is steadied - carefully tightening or/loosening the vari- terminal on the loud -speaker marked
by means of a saddle cut from a strip of ous cords, the coil can be adjusted to float L.T.+, since this obtains 6 volts from the
metal screwed to the rear support.
perfectly freely in the gap. The cords receiver, while, finally, the L.S.+ terminal
Now mount the magnet unit in position. should not be pulled taut, or they will tend' is taken to the other input terminal. These
The cradle on the framework is made in to increase the natural period of the dia- connections will be quite clear from the
two portions. held together by screws. phragm, in which case the reproduction of diagram given.
low notes will suffer to some extent and
the efficiency of the speaker will also be Current for Magnet
Input
-LT+
I shall say more in a further article conimpaired. When the diaphragm is quite
free it can be tested by standing in front cerning the use of this loud -speaker on
of it and blowing it gently. It should D.C. mains. Those readers who have direct
move back into the gap and return again current available can run their magnet
without any apparent oscillation, the units on the mains directly, if they desire it.
restoring force being just about sufficient The normal magnet unit, however, is
to return the diaphragm to normal. In designed for use with a 6 -volt battery, at
tS
this condition we have the nearest approach which voltage r ampere is consumed. I
to a non -resonant system that can be have found that, for normal purposes, the
E
current may be reduced somewhat without
obtained.
seriously affecting the results, so that an
c,
Mooing -coil Connections
economy of current consumption can be
Finally, connect the ends of the moving obtained. To this end it is quite a good
coil to the two small terminals at the scheme to include a small rheostat (which
-1N--- Rneostat
desfred
oSe/
bottom of the front face of the magnet may be of the baseboard -mounting type)
Connections of Set to Speaker
unit. These two terminals are connected in the lead from the 6 -volt battery to the
loud -speaker. This has been shown in1 'ndo these and remove the top half. Place to the two terminals at the back, marked cluded in the diagram, and by suitable
"
Input,"
while
the
other
two
terminals
the magnet unit in position, taking care
that the three cords on the coil come are for the 6 -volt battery.
3 way
Kridii29/5.619/10fiS 47.5ire
,saspen.s/;on
opposite the three terminals on the front Cabinet
l enamead wire
face of the unit. The two small terminals
It is now necessary to house the speaker
at the bottom of the front face arc for
connecting the coil to, and if all is correct in some form of cabinet or, alternatively,
these will come next to the connections to provide it with a large baffle plate. This
l
is most important, because otherwise the
from the coil itself.
/4
low
tones
produced
by
the
movement
of
Having ensured that the magnet is correctly placed, ease it forward, guiding the the diaphragm come off each side of the
coil on the diaphragm into the gap. When cone and interfere with each other, whereas
this has been correctly set, replace the top by the provision of a baffle plate only the
half of the saddle and screw it home. Next low notes from ;the front of the cone are
place the whole instrument on the wooden radiated into the room. An effect similar
base.

The two supports will hold the to the baffle is obtained by placing the

magnet unit, while the bottom of the large - speaker in a box, enclosed on all sides, but
diameter ring supporting the outer edge of preferably open at the back; if it is not
the cone will just rest on the base itself. open, there is a danger of box resonance at
Place the metal saddle previously referred certain frequencies. The cabinet is a box

Details of Moving Coil

to in position and screw it down to the with an open end having a 9 -in. diameter adjustment of this resistance a point can
hole cut in the front. The loud -speaker is
rear support.
inserted in this box, so that the diaphragm be obtained at which the strength is just
Centering the Coil
fits close up against the hole in the front. not affected, which ensures the most
economical running.
Before finally screwing everything home, A fretwork front may be incorporated if
The Vienna broadcasting authorities
slack off the screws in the saddle holding desired, and a thin layer of silk may be
the magnet unit proper, and readjust the placed behind the front without seriously have purchased the Modernes Theatre, in
position of the magnet unit so that, when
the diaphragm is in its normal position, the
front edge of the coil is just flush with the
front edge of the magnet unit. Then
tighten up the saddle on the aluminium
framework, and finally tighten up the
steadying strip on the rear support.
The next operation is the centering of
the coil. This is an operation which

affecting the efficiency of the arrangement. the Austrian capital, with a view to trans-

forming it into a studio. It is considered
Connections
that such a building must necessarily
The final connections of the speaker are possess better acoustic properties than the
quite simple. If the instrument is to be average room usually utilised for transused with the Gramo-Radio amplifier, missions, and that it will admirably lend
described in the last issue, the negative itself for the performance of broadcast
L.T. terminal on the loud -speaker is con- plays, to which a paying audience can
nected to one of the input terminals. Three be admittted.
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NEW LISSEN LINES

LISSEN HEADPHONES

LISSEN RESISTANCE
CAPACITY COUPLING
UNIT
Provides

a

complete

" Never before was it thought possible
commercially to make headphones so
light and, at the sante time, so sensitive.

Resistance

Capacity Coupling Unit. Includes
two LISSEN Fixed Resistances and
one LISSEN Mica Condenser.

LISSEN REVOLUTIONISING. CONE
. combination of horn and cone in the same loud -speaker.

Values incorporated have been select-

ed as the most suitable for general
use, but the resistances are easily
interchangeable. May be

Fills in the missing note.

These headphones are so light they
may be worn throughout an evening
without the wearer realising they are on
the head. Cords will not twist or
tangle, but will always hang straight
down, no matter how the head may be
turned, moved, or twisted. The two
earpieces are extremely sensitive and
both are exactly matched in impedance.
They settle at once into comfortable
positions, and may be secured there by
the single movement of a special g/6
ball joint.

LISSEN COILHOLDER

mounted upright or flat.

Fine degree of control to permit of extremely selective tuning. Gear
ratio selected as the best for all practical purposes. Big knob for
comfortable finger grip and wide range of movement with one turn.
No slip or backlash, coils will not move as the result of their own
weight. No flexible connections to break. Moving block on the
right-hand side, but may easily be changed over to left-hand side by
following the simple instructions enclosed with' each coilholder.
Model A, with
-pin
(2 -way)

0JSSEN0

2 -in 4 ; 6

Model B, with
.pindle (z -way)

5 -in. 5!6

LISSEN LIMITED
Friars Lane
RICHMOND
Surrey

oQ

Managhtg Director : Thos. N. Cole
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linateur WiretzS5

0U.
IN FORMATION
BUPEAU
0

RULES-Please write distinctly and keep to the point. We reply promptly by post. Please give al! necessary details:

Ask one

question at a time to ensure a prompt reply, and please put sketches, layouts, diagrams, etc: on separate sheets containing your name
and address: See announcement below:

increase in either the plate voltage or the the best I have heard or built, but I should like

By-pass Condenser.

Q.-Why is a fixed condenser often placed positive potential on the grid can cause any to know if by any means it can be the cause oj
across the primary winding of a first L.F. trans- alteration of the anode -current. A valve is this annoying noise.W. M. (Purdleton).
A.-Probably the best way to be certain the
former and yet seldom across the primary of e said to be saturated when the signal voltages
applied to its grid cause the operating point to trouble does not originate in the loud-speaket
second transformer ?-C. N. B. (Whitby).
move beyond the limits of the straight portion is to substitute another good make, if it is
A.-At one time the primary windings of of the curve, whatever the mean potential of possible to borrow an instrument. If the

transformers were sometimes shunted by fixed the grid.-N. F.
condensers in order to improve the tone, but
this is seldom necessary in the case of modern One -valve Set.
instruments. Nowadays a condenser is rarely
Q.-I have a single -valve set, detector with
placed across a transformer primary unless reaction, and am puzzled to find that with one
there is a magnetic reaction coil in series with particular size of reaction coil I can get reaction
the transformer. The condenser then ensures

that the H.F. component of the plate current
will not be choked back by the inductance of
the transformer winding as if this happened
it would be impossible to obtain reaction.G. N.

Grid Bias with Potentiometer.
Q.-Is it practicable to use a potentiometer in
obtain very fine control of the grid bias
order
applied to an L.F. valve ?-S. D. (Sussex).

When Asking

.

Technical QuertesPLEASE write briefly
and to the point

used in another, and more satisfactory, way
for the purpose you mention. Connect the

A Fee of One Shilling (postal order or
postage stamps) must accompany each
question and also a stamped, addressed
envelope and the coupon which will be
found on the last page.

to the potentiometer slider instead of L.T.
negative, as is usual. Take a tapping from

be provided, but it will be necessary to
charge a special fee (which will be
quoted upon request) for detail layouts

A.-It would not be advisable to connect a

potentiometer across the usual dry -cell type of
grid -bias battery, but a potentiometer can be

potentiometer winding across the L.T. battery
and join the positive end of the G.B. battery

Rough sketches and circuit diagrams can

the G.B. battery to the return grid lead of the
L.F. valve in question. Now you can adjust
the G.B. roughly by altering the tapping point
on the G.B. battery and finely by moving the whichever way round this coil is connected. What
potentiometer slider. The G.B. battery will could account for this ?-R. I. (Birmingham).
not be exhausted any sooner than if the
A.-The coil with which you can get reacpotentiometer were not used, but provision tion with the connections either way round
should be made for breaking the potentiometer must have such inductance and self -capacity
circuit when the set is not in use in order to that its natural wavelength is similar to the
conserve the charge in the L.T. accumulator. wavelength to which the grid circuit is tuned.
Vulcanised Fibre.

Q.-Can vulcanised fibre be used to replace
ebonite

as an insulator in

wireless

sets?-

When this is the case, of course, the grid -plate
capacity will act in such a way as to produce a
reaction effect and this effect may be so strong
as to more, than counterbalance any negative
reaction coupling owing to the coupling between

the two coils being in the wrong sense.-N. F.
A.-This material can be used, but is not "-Burnt-out " Transformer.
nearly so satisfactory as ebonite. When
Q.-I have a faulty L.F. transformer and am
perfectly dry, its insulation resistance is quite
high, but, unfortunately, the fibre is highly told that it is " burnt out." I should be glad
if
you
would explain exactly what this means and
hygroscopic and readily absorbs considerable
quantities of moisture from the atmosphere. what has caused it.-S. L. (Scarborough).
This reduces its value as an insulator very
A.-The term " burnt out " is a term loosely
much, especially for wireless purposes where applied to a fault in a transformer, loudreliability is such a desirable feature in the speaker, etc., which involves a break in the
insulating material. The fibre is considerably continuity of a winding. There is seldom any
cheaper than ebonite, of course, but it is not question of " buffling." When sudden changes
so easy to work and warps very easily.-G. N. take placs in the amount of current flowing
through the wire, the interaction of the fields
Valve Saturation.
of the core and the winding throws a strain on
Q.-What is meant by the " saturation " the latter which tends to make it move. If
point of a valve and by ' saturating " a valve ? some of the turns are free to move they may
-D. S. H. (Oxford).
do so to such an extent that the winding is
A.-The saturation point is the point on the fractured.-G. N.
T. L. N. (Heysham).

:haracteristic curve of the valve where the

curve ceases travelling upwards, bends over, Loud;speaker Tinniness.
and begins to travel in a horizontal line. This
Q.-On certain high notes my loud -speaker
joint is reached in practice when all the creates a tinny noise. l'have had it tested, but
electrons being emitted by the filament are the noises continue. It -is coupled to a " Disreaching the plate. When this happens, tance Getter " set, which was described in
unless the filament temperature is increased, no

" A .W." some weeks ago.
-`,

tl

The set is undoubtedly

trouble is still present, then possibly the com-

bination of H.T. pressure and grid potential
on one or more of the valves is not correct.

Carefully check the settings by reading with a
voltmeter while the set is Working and com-

pare with the values advised by the ma-ers
and in the article. If the output is very considerable, you may be asking too much of the
last valve. This is possible, as you are
apparently quite near the broadcasting station.

Try detuning a bit.-D. H.

Binocular and Toroidal Coils.
Q. It is claimed for both binocular and
toroidal coils that they have little or no external
field. Which of these two types of coil is the
better ?-C. N. K. (Cleethorpes).

A.-Both types of coil work on the same

principle and, while the external field is not
completely eliminated in the case of either, it is
certainly much reduced in intensity and extent

in the case of both. From the purely theoretical point of view the toroidal coil is

undoubtedly superior, but from the mechanical

point of view the binocular is much easier to
make, while being nearly as good in practice.
Taken all round, therefore, there is very little
to c!ioose between the two types of coil you

mention.-N. F.

A Cause of Fading.
Q.-I have been told that the swinging of -a
receiving aerial in the wind may cause fading in
the case of a distant station, especially on short
wavelengths. Why should this be so ?-R. P. S.
(Dublin).

A.-In the care of a distant station, signals
will, of course, be weak and on short wavelengths the tuning will be very critical. A
slight alteration of the tuning when listening to
a distant short-wave station may therefore be
sufficient to cause the station to fade or even

to disappear altogether. If the swinging of
the aerial causes it to alter its distance frail the
various earthed bodies in its vicinity, it will

cause the capacity of the aerial to earth to
vary and will therefore upset the tuning of
the aerial circuit.-N. G.
A Counterpoise.

Q.-When a counterpoise is used instead of a
direct earth connection, is it necessary, for best
results, that the counterpoise be an exact replica
of the aerial system as regards the number and
lengths of the wires used ?-G. L. C. (Bedford).
A.-No attempt should be made to construct
the counterpoise as a replica of the aerial. The

counterpoise should form an efficient earth screen, and should, therefore have as many
wires as possible, and should also preferably,
extend beyond the limits 'of the aerial. All the
wires of the counterpoise should, however, be

of the same length and they should be evenly
spaced.

In other words, the counterpoise

should be symmetrical and it should also be
erected immediately beneath the aerial.-N. F.
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THE SECRET IN THE TEST TUBES

Web

What are the
secret chemicals ?
YOU KNOW THAT TEST TUBES and
the minds of chemists have held secrets

which have baffled discovery, but you may

not know there have been none more

sought after by battery makers than the

one so jealously guarded inside each cell of

the LISSEN New Process Battery, which
makes each cell yield oxygen for your valves

in a way no other cell does or has ever

done before. Copious does not adequately
describe this oxygen liberation of the
LISSEN New Process Battery.
Slice this new energy became available for valves tens of
thousands of loud speakers all over the country are reproducing radio broadcast with a freshness of tone and a clear
volume which is adding delight to radio. Whenever there is
fine music to be heard by broadcast see that you have a
LISSEN New Process Battery in your set and hear your

laud speaker voicing its appreciation.
You pay shillings for this battery which many others would pay
thousands of pounds for, yet 10,000 dealers are selling it at a
price which has been made low to bring it within the reach of all.

The next time you want a good battery get a LISSEN New
Process Battery. Take no other and you will be rewarded
for your insistence by a new power smoothness and new tone
clarity in your loud speaker.

60 volts (reads 66) 7/ 11
100 volts (reads 108)
9 volts (grid bias)

-

12/11

-

1/6

SECRET PROCESS

BATT 1E Ip2y<\

LISSEN LIMITED, 16-20 FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND. Surrey,

Cimalau-Wwelfasj
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"A.W." TESTS OF APPARATUS
Conducted by our Technical Editor, J. H. REYNER, B.Sc.(Hons.),

mounting. to the baseboard or panel of a to be correct. The socket and resistor,
which retail at as., are produced by the
set.
APANEL plate tuner unit sent in for receiving
When tested in a low -frequency amplifier, Lisenin Wireless Co., Connaught House,
test from S. A. Lamplugh, Ltd., King's
reproduction wasobtwined; no parasitic Ia. Edgware Road, Marble Arch, W.2, and
Road, Tyseley, is an attractive assembly good
noises
or distortion could be detected. On we think they will appeal to constructors.
comprising an aerial tuning inductance
covering a large range of wavelengths, a
Dialog Vernia Dial
reaction coil operating over the entire range,
THE Dialog Vernia Dial consists of a
a variable cOndenser with vernier motion
metal dial, painted black and engraved
and a push-pull switch for changing over
in white lettering. The vernier mechanism
from high to low wavelengths.
which is contained in the knob comprises
The whole is supplied with an engraved
three inclined copper discs bearing heavily
metal plate, which is fixed on the outside
on a central spindle fixed to the knob.
of the panel and presents a handsome and
When the dial is in position, one point on
pleasing appearance. With the complete
each inclined disc makes a firm contact
unit it is possible for the amateur to build
with a large diameter brass disc, attached
'up an attractive receiver having a proto the dial.
fessional appearance at a reasonable price.
When the knob is rotated, the condenser
Efficient results were obtained when
spindle rotates with the vernier mechanism
tee tested the unit in conjunction with a
whilst the dial remains stationary. The
Powquip L.F. fransformer
single -valve receiver. Sufficient reaction
reduction gear so obtained is approximately
could be obtained throughout the tuning account of its moderate price and good 6 to I, and the motion is smooth with no
range which covers the lower broadcast performance this component should appeal tendency to slip.

Panel Plate Tuner Unit

band from 300 to 55o metres, and the higher

to readers.

Lisenin Plug-in Resistor
THIS component consists of a neat base

of pressed metal carrying two concentric sockets. The resistor itself is made
in the form of a cartridge about a in. long,

fitted with a plug at one end and sur-

ronnded by a metal sheath. The ends of
the resistance are taken'to the plug and
the outer sheath respectively. When the
Lamplugh Panel Tuner

resistor is plugged into the holder the plug

makes contact with the centre socket,
band from x ,000 to 2,000 metres. With a while the sheath makes contact with the
series condenser in the aerial circuit the outer socket.
minimum wavelength can be reduced
below 250 metres, whilst the change over
from low to high wavelengths is obtained
by actuating the push-pull switch.
We have no hesitation in recommending
the unit to constructors.

Two indicators pointing in opposite
directions to each other are attached to
the vernier mechanism and rotate at the
same speed as the cOndenser. We can
recommend this component to readers. It
is marketed by The Standard Insulator Co.,

Ltd., 77 Wells Street, W.I.

Following upon programmes provided
by Corporation Tramway employees and
railway employees, the Glasgow station
is broadcasting on October 8, an entertainment arranged by the G.P.O., and entitled

Powquip L.F. Transformer
AA POWQUIp L.F. transformer received
..for test from The Power Equipment Co.,
Ltd., Kingsbury Works, The Hyde, Hendon,

is a well -made and efficient article which
should give good results in any L.F.
amplifier. On account of its high -impedance primary winding, necessitating a

Dialog Vernia Dial

"The Postman's Knock." It

will

be

carried out by people engaged in all branches
Lisenin Plug-in Resistor

moderate step-up ratio of 2-I, the com-

The device is neat and a good contact is

ponent is particularly suitable when
employed in the first stage of an amplifier.

formed. It occupies very little space on

of the postal service, and there arc hopes
that the introduction will be undertaken
by the Postmaster Surveyor of Glasgow.'
Commentaries

on

Scottish

football

the baseboard and the rapid interchange matches are to be rather more restricted
Four terminals marked Pr, Po, SI and of resistors is made quite easy with this this season. A few of the most important
So, are mounted on a rectangular piece component.
Rugby games, cup semi-finals and finals,
of ebonite at the top of the component,
The resistor is supplied wound to various and internationals under the Association
whilst two metal angle brackets are fixed resistances. The particular sample supplied code, and one or two outstanding club
to the base, and serve as supports for was rated at 12 ohms, and this was found games only will be broadcast.
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REDFERN'S

Use

REG. NO. 469456.

RADIO PANELS
for
easy working, positive insulation, beautiful appearance, and an entire freedom
from surface leakage.
In black and
beautiful mahogany grain, in nine

standard sizes and prices. The "Ebonart

4Cppisop

Station Log Chart" given with each panel.
RED FERN'S
EBONITE

H.F.

CHOKE

-

FORMER

You don't buy a car purely because
of the schoolgirl - complexion of its

With this Former and a reel of
D.S.C. wire, the experimenter can

make an efficient H.F. Choke.

paint work.
Your wife doesn't buy her silk stockings upon the basis of how many times

Sold complete with base for either
baseboard or horizontal mounting.
Price 2/6 each.
Send for The Book of Ebonart.

she could measure Nelson's Column
with the thread unravelled from one

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL REPUTABLE DEALERS

of them.

REDFERN'S RUBBER WORKS, LTD.
HYDE, CHESHIRE

Why, then, choose a valve because
somebody tells you that there's enough

wire in the grid to wrap three times
round the Albert Hall ?

Choose your valves because they are

VALVES. Choose the valve which does
all the things a valve ought to do.

Choose Marconi-the valve which is
designed, made and sold for its purpose;

the valve which does it

Astonishes itself P
at Olympia,;

You use a 6 volt accumulator ?-then these

FNQUIRIES and orders from all parts of
the world have inundated us since the
very first hour of opening at Olympia. The
public interest shown in the new " EKCO "
units has astonished even the optimistic

are the valves that will give you the best
results :FOR GENERAL PURPOSE
Marconi Valve-Type D.E.H.610 (10/6) or
D.E.L.610 (10/6)

FOR THE LAST STAGE

" EKCO " manufacturers.

Marconi Valve-Type D.E.P.610 (12/6)-

a Power valve.
A full description of all Marconi valves and
Marconi sets is contained in an amus-

1925, " EKCO," pioneers of
mains power radio, have never deviated
from their high standard of quality.
This is the keynote of Olympia's astounding success, AND NOW the new

Since

"EKCO" has won home at
believable price of 17/6.

ing, but informative, free booklet entitled
"Back Chat," shortly to he published. To

secure a copy in advance send off at once the
coupon below.

its un-

Let us send you, free and post

6,,

free,

the new season's "EKCO" folders describing in full all "EKCO" models.
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4
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all better.

You'll find the answer come out of the
loud speaker.
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Mention of "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention
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RADIOGRAMS

buildings of the Aloisianum School. The
programmes are to be relayed from Vienna
by .means of overhead cables. With the
addition of the proposed Salzburg station

-

next summer, the Ravag constructional
programme will be completed.

Negotiations are taking place between
the Polish brOadcasting
company, Radio -Journal (Prague) and the
Ravag (Vienna), with a view to a regular
Radio-Polskie,
In 111.mn

/NI

The artistes taldng part in Dancing Time
Mr. Eugene Corri and Mr. Bohun Lynch
will together describe the Baldock v. from 5GB on October 8, are Elsie Carlisle
Smith contest from the ringside at the Alber t (entertainer), Geoffrey Gwyther (composer)
Hall, on October 6. The transmission is and Pete Mandell (banjo). Mr, Gwyther

to be relayed to 2L0 and 5XX at to p.m,
If any listeners have experienced that
"after the holiday feeling," they will be
interested in a talk, to be given by Mr.
Filson Young on October 12, from the
London studio,

It is entitled Coming back

to work'

It had been hoped to broadcast a performance of The Lilac Domino on October

.12, but owing to copyright difficulties it
has been found necessary to give My Lady
Molly, an equally popular comedy opera, in
its stead.
How a daily newspaper is produced is
the subject of a broadcast to be made from

DO YOU KNOW?
1. What codtact should be used with a
carborundum crystal?
what is Wood's Metal made ?

2.

3. How much does a Russian wireless
licence cost ?

4. Which is the new relay station taking
the Munich programmes ?
Puzzle your friends with these queries: the answers

will be given in next week's issue of '.1.1\'."

Answers to Last Week's Queries : (i) A nonadhesive yellow insulating material used for protectlug the windings of L.P. transformers and similar

(-2) The voltage amplification factor.
Three parts of water to one of acid. (f) Acid to
water.
,,,.mponents.

interchange of programmes between the
respective capitals; these are to he effected
by landline. Previous experiments proved
so successful that it is expected that these
international relays will become a regular
feature of the programmes.
By arrangement with the Union Internationale de Radiophonie, at Geneva, the
principal European broadcasting stations

will transmit a special programme as a
tribute to Great 'Britain on October 9.
On November 6, most studios will dedicate

their evening's entertainment to CzechoSlovakia.

The Nauen (Germany) radio telegraphy

station during the last two years has

installed special short-wave transmitters
for direct communication with Buenos
Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Dutch West Indies,

Cairo, Java, Manila and Mukden.
Broadcasting in Sweden has made condescription will be given in simple language has appeared in several theatrical pro siderable progress; in the month of August
auctions
and
has
alSo
been
responsible
for
a
of the whole process of securing news items,
last some 4,000 more listeners subscribed
editing, printing, publishing and distri- good deal of variety entertainment which to the service, bringing up the total numhas
been
broadcast
from
London
during
the
buting to the public.
ber of licence holders to over 303,000. It is
past year.
computed that every loth Swede is now the
On October 1 i, the speeches at the ConIt is expected that the new relay trans- possessor of a wireless receiver.
ference of the National Council of Women
will be relayed to the Bournemouth station mitter now in course of erection at Linz
The old saving " mum as an oyster"
from the Town Hall. Previous to this (Austria) will be ready in time for the has been proved a myth during underwater
event, Malcolm Scott, " The Woman who 1928 Easter programmes. The station radio experiments off the North Carolina
is being built on the top of the Freinberg,
Knows" will entertain at the studio.
the transmitting plant being housed in the coast, between Cape Hatteras and Cape
Puccini's opera La Boheme, as performed
Lookout. The oysters were so noisy that

the Newcastle station on October II. A

by the British National Opera Company,
at the King's Ilea -tie, Edinburgh, will be
relayed to 5GB Dal-entry Experimental,

no other sound but that of the bivalves
opening and shutting their shell -covered
mouths came through the delicate instruments,* and - the experiments had to be

On October 15.
Most readers must be acquainted with the
songs of Fred. E. Weatherly, K.C. ; on

abandoned.
The Metro -Goldwyn

October 13, he will tell 5GB listeners hoW

some of them were written, interspersing
the vocal illustrations with chat and recitations.
ProAn application to the Bureau
nibition at Washington U.S.A. ha; been
made by the National Broadcasting Co.
for a permit to operate a still at the new

is

programmes by wire in a coast to coast
transmission. It is expected' that the
system will be in operation not later than

transmitting station, now nearing completion, at Belmont, Long Island. It is
required for maintaining a supply of distilled water to the giant valves
A debate which should prove amusing,
on the notion "that this country takes itself
too - seriously" will be broadcast frOm
Manchester station on October 12. The
mover will be Mr. P. Herbert Jones,
president of the Manchester University

next February.
The Royal Choral Society has now issued
its prospectus for this winter's season. -

Eight concerts are being provided, these
including Handel's Messiah, Mendelssohn's
Elijah and Elgar's The Dream of Gerontius,
and Hiawatha. Are any of these to be
broadcast we wonder? Many hundreds

union, and the opposer, Mr. Victor H.

Finney, M.A.

Corporation

planning a national land wire relay for the
sale of radio moving picture programmes
in the United States. The plan designates
New- York City as a central national
broadcasting station. Clients would be
radio broadcasting stations receiving the

The Optimist !

of thousands .of listeners would be very
grateful if the Society and the B.B.C. did
come to some arrangement.
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EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

HITHERTO the attractive appearance and special
convenience of the cone type speaker has had to balance

a slight inferiority in reception as against the horn
type. The Marconiphone organisation has not been
disposed to accept this disability, and after years of

DEP 240

research now introduce a Cone Speaker of such acute
sensitivity as to equal any horn speaker. That is why

Super Pottier ofinpliftillgliike

it is honoured with the name which implies a high
standard satisfied-Marconiphone.

Try this new valve in the last L.F. stage

MARCONIPHONE

at the immediate improvement in tonal

Adjustment is controlled from the front, while the Cone,
at the back, is amply protected. A feature of no little value

OSRAM D.E.P. 240 stamp it as a Super Power Valve far above the ordinary-and it
requires a 2 -volt (one -cell) accumulator

MODEL 75 CONE SPEAKER.
is the ease with which it can be kept free from dust.
75 /-

There is also the MARCONIPHONE MODEL 105
CABINET CONE-cone of pre-eminent performance
and distinctive appearance-sensitivity enabling the
extremes of the musical range to be completely audible.

105/ Full particulars from :

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LTD.

And Retied)

Head Office : 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, W.I.
Regd. Office : Marconi House, Strand, W.C.2.

THE CONE OF SUPERIOR

COk

PERFORMANCE

SPE/A6

of your set to -day.

You will be astounded

quality.
The remarkable characteristics of the new

only !
Particularly designed for use with Cone speakers

moo PRICE 20'ar

srain

awes

With the 74eve gilament

Your Dealer can Supply!
MADE IN ENGLAND.
Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd., Magnet House. Kinesway, London, W.G.2.

You will Hein Yourself and Hely Us by Mentioning." A.W." to Advertisers
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BROADCAST
TELEPHONY
NOTE. -In the following list cy tram,mssions
these abbreviations are observed: con. for concert;
ice. for lecture; orch. for orchestral concert;
irr. for irregular; ruler metres; Ii7c. for kilocycles
and sig. for signal. Unless otherwise stated all
times arc p.m. (G .T.).

GREAT BRITAIN

Radio -Paris (CFR), 1,750 m. (about 5 kw).
Sundays; 22.o sacred service; 12.45, C011.,;

HOLLAND

Hilversum (ANRO) r.o6o m. (5 kw.). Sunnews; con.; 8.15, news, dance, Weekdays; days : 8.4o a.m., sacred service; 11.40 and
Jo, con.; 5.25, church service; 6.4o, weather,
10.30 a.m., news, con., 12.30, eons markets,
weather, news; 4.3o, markets, con.; S.o time news, con. Weekdays: 3.40, con.; 6.50, con.
Scheveningen -Haven, 1,950 in. (21 kw.).
sig., news, con.
L'Eccle Sup. des Posies et Telegraphes Throughout day. Markets, Stock Ex.
Eindhoven (PCJ J), 30.2 m. (Tues., Thur.)
(PTT), Paris, 46o tn. (5 kw.). 1.15-3.0 (relay of
6 p.m. -midnight.
Sorbonne University); 9.o con. (daily).
Huizen, 1875 in. (5 kw.). Testing.
Le Petit Parisien, 340.9 m. (5oo w.). 9.15,
HUNGARY
con. (Tues., Thurs., Sat., Sun.).
Budapest, 556 M. (3 kw.). 7,o con.
Radio L.L. (Paris), 37o in. (259 w.). Con.
(Mon., Wed., Fri.), 9.30.
ITALY
Biarritz (Cote d'Argent), 200 In. 7.0, con.
Rome, (IRO), 450 M. (3 kw.). 7.30, news,
(Irr.).
weather, con. ; 9.15, late news.
Radio Vitus (Paris), 322.6 in. 9.o, eon. (Mon.,
Milan, 315.8 m. (4 kw.). 7.15-10.o, con.
Wed., Fri.).
Naples, 333.3 in. (1 /s, kw.). 7.30-10.0, COO,
Como, 500 M. (5 kw.) 7.0-20.0 (temp.).
Radio -Toulouse; 391 in. (3 kw ). 5.3o news
(exc. Sun.) ; 8.45, eon.

Radio -Lyon, 291 In. (1.5 kw.). 8.2o, con.
London (2LO, 361.4 m. (83o KO. 12-2.0, (daily) ; 4.o (Sun.).
con.; 3.15-4.0, transmission to schools; 3.30Strassburg (8 O.F.), 268 in. (o.t kw.). Con.,
5.45, con. (Sun.) ; 4.15, con.; 5.15-5.35,
children; 6, dance music; 6.30, time sig., news, 9.o (Tues., & Fri.). (hr.).
Radio Agen, 297 in. (5oo w.). 8.3o, con.
music, talk; 8.10, music; 9.o, time sig., news,
talk, con. Dance music daily (exc. Sundays) (Tues., Fri.).
Mont de Masan, 400 m. (300 w.), con., 8.3o
from 20.30 until midnight.
Aberdeen (2BD), 500 m. (600 Re.) Belfast (Irr.).
*Lyon -la -Doug, 478 in. (1 kw.). Own con.,
(2BE), 306.2 m. (980 Kc). _ Bournemouth
Relays Paris or
(6BM), 326.1 m. (92o Kc). Cardiff (5WA), 353 S.o (Mon., Wed., Sat.),

NORWAY
Oslo, 461.5 in. (1.5 kw.). 6.15, con.
Bergen, 370.4 in. (1 kw.). 6.30, news, con.
*Fredriksstad, 434.8 m.
*Porsgrund, 502 m. (1 kw.).
*Tromsoe, 500 in.
*Relays Oslo.
POLAND

Warsaw, iir.i In. (so kw.) 7,30.

Cracow, 422 M. (4 kw.). 7,30
Posen, 280.4 in. (1.5 kw:). 7.30.
m. (85o Kc). Glasgow (5SC), 4o5-4 m. (740 Kc). Marseilles.
RUSSIA
*Lille, 283 in. (Goo w.). Own con. (Tues., Fri.)
Manchester (2ZY),
384.6 m. (78o Kc).
Moscow (RDW), 1,450 M. (15
4.30
Newcastle (5N0), 312.5 in. (g6o Kc). Much the
*Marseilles, aog m. (500 w.).
same as London times.
*Grenoble, 278 in. (5oo w.). (Wed. and Sats.). p.m. con. News. Io.o chimes from Kremlin.
Moscow Popoff, 675 in. (5 kw.). 4.30 daily.
Bradford (2LS), 252.1 in. (1.190 Kc). Dundee
*Toulouse, 26o m. (500 w.) (exc. Sun.).
Leningrad, 223.9 m. (ro kw.). 5.0 and on
(2DE), 294.1 in. (i,ozo Kc).
Edinburgh
*Rennes, 32o m.
rot) in.
(2E11), 288.5 m. (Lop Re). Hull (6KH),
*Limoges, 273 m.
Kharkov, 477 m. (4 kw.). 8.o daily.
294.1 In. (1,020 KC). Leeds (2LS), 277.8 M.
Montpellier, 252.1 M. (1 kw.). 8.45 (Wed.,
(1,080 KC).
Liverpool (6LV), 297 m. (I,oio Fri.).
SPAIN
For
news,
relays
Marseilles.
Ec). Nottingham (5NG), 275.2 M. (logo Kc).,
Madrid (EAJ7), 375 tn. (r.5 kw.). Con.,
Beziers,
158
m.
(700
w.).
9.o
(weekdays
only).
Plymouth (5PY) 400 m. (75o Kc). Sheffield
Juan-les-Pins, 230 in. Temp. closed down. daily. 9 or ro con.
(6FL), 272.7 m. (1,r oo Kc). Stoke-on-Trent
Madrid (Radio Espana), 400 in. (2 kw.). Irr.
Bordeaux (Radio-Sud-ouest), 238 in. (I kw.).
(6ST), 294 m. (1,020 Kc). Swansea (5SX), 294
Barcelona (EA J 1), 044.8 m. (II kw.).
m. (i.ozo Kc). Daventry (25 kw.), high -power 7.25 con. (Thurs.) also on 25 M. (SUn.).

station, 1,604 m. (187 Kc). Special weather
report 10.3o a.m. and 10.25 p.m. (weekdays),

9.ro (Sun.) ; relays 2L0.
Daventry Experimental (5GB). 491.8 m.
(610 Kc), 15 kw., from 3.o onwards.
IRISH FREE STATE
Dublin (2RN), 319.1 m. (94° Kc). Daily
6.o; (Sundays, 8.3o) until 20.30 p.m. Relays

Bordeaux (Lafayette) 273 in. (ri kw.)
Con. 5.o, 9.o (weekdays), 2.30 (Sun.). Relays
PTT, Paris, 8.3o (Sat.). No transm. on Mon.
* Relays of PTT, Paris.
GERMANY

Berlin, on 483.9.

Throughout day.

Re-

6.o-21.0 (daily).
Barcelona (Radio-Catalana) (EA Jr3), 462 in.
(1 kw.). 7.0-1r.0, con., weather, news.
Bilbao (EA J9), 438 m. (5oo w.). 7.o con.
Bilbao (Radio -Vizcaya) (EAJ1 I). 418 m.
(5oo w.). 8.0-12.o, con. (daily).

Cadiz (EA J3), 400 M. (350 w.), 7.0-9.0, con.,

news. Tests daily (exc. Sun.), midnight.
layed by Stettin (236.2 rn.).
Cartagena (EAJt6), 335 m. (500 w.). 8.30Konigswusterhausen
(LP),
1,250
m.
(8
kw.)
Cork.
10.30-1.5o a.m., con. (Sun.) ; 2.o, lee. (daily). 10.0, con. (daily).
Cork (6CK), 400 in. (r kw.), (75o lie.). 7.3o,
Seville (EAJ5), 357 m. (5oo w.). 9.o, con.,
relay of Berlin (Vox haus) con., or from
Relays Dublin (exc. Sundays).
news, weather. Close down IL°.
other German Stations (daily).
Seville (EAJI7), 400 in. (500 w.). 7.0-10.0
Breslau, 322.6 M. (4 kw.). 6.0 lee.; 7.30
CONTINENT
con. (daily).
con. Relay, Gidwitz, 250 m.
San Sebastian (EAJS), 297 in. (1.5 kw.).
AUSTRIA
Dortmund, 283 in. (ri kw.). Sec Langenberg.
Frankfort -on -Main, 428.6 m. (4kw.). 5.0 to Relays Madrid (EAJ7).
Vienna (Radio Wien), 517.2 in. (5 kw.) and
Salamanca (EAJ22), 405 m.
11w.).
5.0
577 in. 6.3o, con.
5.15 a.m. (exc. Sun.), physical exercises; 7.30
Relays : Graz. 357.1 m. (750 w-.) ; Klagenfurt, a.m., sacred con. (Sun.) ; 3.3o, con.; 7.o, lee., and 9.o con. (daily). Closes down m.o.
Almeira (EAJ i8) (r kw.), testing 300-400 m.
(75o w.) 272.7 M.; Innsbruck, 294.1 m. con., weather. Relay : Cassel, 272.7 in.
Saragossa, 566 in. (5oo w.), 9.o p.m.
Linz (under construction).
Hamburg, 394.7 in. (4 kw.). Relayed by
SWEDEN
Bremen (252.1 ins) Hanover (297 m.). Kiel
BELGIUM
Stockholm (SASA), 454.5 m. (r1 kw.).
Berlin;
Brussels, 508.5 M. (i.5 kw.).
5,0 oreh. (254.2 na.). Sundays : 5.5o, relays6.o
con., 10 o a.m., sacred service (Sun.); 5.o, sacred
8.15 a.m., sacred con.; 5.o con. ;
(not daily), 8.3o, talk, 9.o con., news.
Weekdays : 4.45 a.m., then from 8.o a.m. service; 6.o, led ; 8.15, news, con., weather,
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA
Dance (Sat., Sun.), 8.45. Relayed by Motala.
throughout day.
Prague, 348.9 In. (5 kw.). Con., 7.o (daily).
Konigsberg, 329.7 m. (4 kw.). 7.o, con. 5,320 in. (4o kw.).
*Brunn, 441.2 m. (3 kw.). 6.o, con. (daily). Relay : Danzig, 272.7 in.
SWITZERLAND
Bratislava, 300 m. (500 w.).
Langenberg (Rhineland), 463.S m. (25 kw.).
Lausanne, (HBz), 68o m. (60o w.). 7.o
"Kosiest I,87o in. (5 kw.). 6.3o con., testing. Relays Muenster, Dortmund, Cologne or
Zurich, 5S8 in. (Coo w.). 10.0 a.m., con.
* Relays Prague.
Dusseldorf (daily). Throughout clay.
(Sun.) ; 5.15, led, con., dance (Fri.).
DENMARK
Leipzig, 365.8 In. (4 kw.).
Relayed by
Geneva (IIBI), 760 in. (75o w.). 7.15, con.
',Copenhagen, 337 m. (700 w.). Sundays, Dresden (275.2 m.). 7.15 con. or opera;
Berne, (41r in. (1.5 kw.). 7.30, con.
a.m. sacred service; 7.o, con. Weekdays : weather, news, dance music.
Basle, 1,100 in. (250 sv.). Relays Berne.
7. led, con., news; dance to 11.0 (Thurs., Sat.).
Munich, 535.7 as. (4 kw.). Relayed by
TURKEY
Relayed by Kalundborg (7 kw.) 1,153 in. Nuremberg, 303 in. (4 kw.) and Augsburg
Constantinople (Radio Stamboul), 1,220 in.
566 m. 10.30 a.m., lec., con. (Sun.); 5.3o. (7 kw.). Con., 7.o p.m.
ESTHONIA
Reval, 4oS in. (2.2 kw.). 5.o, con. (daily). con, (weekdays).

FINLAND

Helsingfors, 375 m. (1.2 kw.). 7.o, con.
FRANCE

Eiffel Tower, 2,650 m. (8 11w.). 6.30 a.m.,
markets (exc. Sun. and Mon.); 10.15 a.m., time
sig.,

weather; 6.o talk;

weather, con.;
8.15 lec.
Relay PTT, Paris, Sat., 9.10-11.0,
and weekday afternoons.
7.0

Muenster, 241.9 in. (1.5 kw.). Sec Langenberg.
Norddeich (NAV), 1730 M. 10.15 a.m., 9.3o.
Stuttgart, 379.7 in. (4 kw.). 10.30 a.m., con.

We are notified by the Mullard Company

that the price of the DU/2 full -wave
(Sun.); 5.3o, time sig., news, lee., con. (daily); rectifying valve has been reduced from
Relay : Freiburg, 577 in. (11 kw.).
GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBURG
Radio Luxemburg, 217,1 (250
r .o (Sun.), 9.o (Tues.). (hr.).

Con.

3os. to 22S. 6d.

This is exceptionally good

news to users of these rectifying valves
who obtain rectified current for wireless
reception direct from A.C. mains.
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Prize

\ Winning

EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

LOW LOSS
FORMER
Be sure to specify Becol original Low
Loss Former used in sets that have tak

let, 2nd, 3rd and 4th prizes and gold
medal. Packed in carton 3'', 4', (3''
lengths up to 36" lengths.

THE LATEST

Apply for particulars of 4 and
6 new design contact formers
with bases.

New Standard sizes
in 3 finishes, guaranteed panels made
Ebonite
by the
Experts.

1.:i0stered Trade Mark.

yt .1 Rs

..... ok/ ***** . Mit 041,511aue
ti at

RADIO

EBoNiTEBR

THE BRITISH EBONITE COMPANY, LTD.
NANWET.I

,

ONTDONT, W.7.

0111111111111111I119111f11111111111111M1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!8111111l111::

NO Trouble

NO Danger

WHY WORRY about an Aerial

=

when you can get the

BEY
SUPER AERIAL (Flat)
ti..,s ,

;I*
,.4,y

.1.-

.--.

.

'77e4-...,

E

y

a-

=
=

.:::&,:;,,-.4,t;z,

unstinted praise by such famous

PRICE:
,...:..,...

z, ...`l'

FT:

4. Na

":"."

Ct,

Reduced Prices

Ratio 2-1

.

Standard (round)

= indoor Size 121t. by 21
= ins, diameter. Best quality
= white insulated wire. Three
= round spreaders. Improved rubbn.
= Insulators. Large terminal to atfi3O!).
lead in. Neat appearance.
ves maximum results for
:,-.:- Gives
= crystal Or salve set,=. PRICE
F.E. to

0

0

.Z,

*t
_c,N9

I)

You must have an " OV" Aerial if you
want OVerwhelming results.

=

artistes and musicians as Dame Clara

De Groot and many others.

41,

VEY

and sets using them have been given
Butt, Miss Edith Day,Albert Sammons,

2,,,

'-',,,,fee7,.

nom

the GECoPHONE CONE, the

OVercomes
Interference!

'-:..z.
,...,, e-,,,-,if' o.
-$.

With a good loud -speaker such as
purity and natural tone is amazing,

,;..,6::-;.,,

-

perfect as it is possible to obtain.

Indoor or Outdoor Portable.
OVercomes Distortion !

,n; _-,,,,5,44,&,..e ....v...3-,,,,
,,c Z . ,,b e pl , o : 0 -, b,
'''
-4,-"e

.

Performanc:CI:r
GECoPHONE L. F. TRANSFORMERS give results as near

fry

=
=

0104.111FORMER

- The HOVEY Aerial Co. 8 Red Lion Passage, W.1:2-

...

Ratio 4-1 ... 201
1716
MADE IN ENGLAND

GECoPHONE

L. F -TRANSFORMERS
for volume and purity.

Sold by all Wireless Dealers and Stores
.1dvt. of The General Electric Co. Ltd., .11agnet House, Kinesway, London, IV .G.2

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertisers
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PANEL DESIGN

This method lends itself very readily to run the valves indefinitely without disconstruction and wiring up. When every charging the accumulator. This arrangeIT is rather peculiar how designers are component has been assembled and fixed ment works very well for loud -speaker
apt to get into a groove. The American - to either panel or baseboard the wiring may- work, and by keeping the A.C. leads well
type baseboard with vertical panel super- be carried out at the back from left to right, away from the receiver to avoid induction,
seded the flat panel two or three years ago,

following exactly tit? same direction as the

and rapidly became deservedly popular. circuit diagram from aerial to loud -speaker
Since then there has been little change in terminals or jack.
panel design except the gradual disappearTry it in your next set. You will be
ance of the former multitude of controls surprised at the increased ease with which
to attain the one -knob ideal.
you will be able to manipulate the controls
Modern valve panels invariably follow and how easily they seem to slip into the
the circuit design, that is, the high - fingers.
S.. P. O'R.
frequency and detector stages with their
accompanying controls to the left and the
"Charging Accumulators from
low -frequency circuits with, at the most,
A.C. Mains"
a switch or two and a volume control -to
(Continued
from page 4 7 7)
the right.
Experimenting
with
the rectifier, it was
Therefore the main tuning dial or dials
requiring the most minute adjustments are found that although the 27microfarad conset for the clumsy left hand to control denser was across the contacts, the hum
while the right hand turns a switch on or drowned all signals when the rectifier was
rotates a volume control unless considerable connected direct to the filaments of the
gymnastic display is resorted to. Most valves. If, however, the accumulator is
certainly this is not as it should be, as about also connected up, the hum is practically

93 per cent. of the population must be
right-handed. Why not reverse things and

have the main operating dials at the
right end of the panel within easy manipulation of the more flexible right hand, leaving

the loW-frequency, switches, etc
left hand

to thq

the freedom from noise which can be

obtained is remarkable. For weak signal.;
the noises, bf course, spoil reception.
In conclusion, when experimenting with
A.C. mains using transformers it is necessary to protect the mains by suitable fuses

the primary circuit leads, as a shortcircuit in the secondary circuit of the trans-

former may be as disastrous as a direct
short of the actual mains.

H. C. E.

The number of wireless operators licensed
'

in the Soviet Republic is placed at 250,000,
according to a recent report, but we imagine
that the number must include receivers, as
U.S.A. only has 30,000 operators !

According to the U.S. Bureau of Standards, WGY, the Schenectady station of
the General Electric Company, has maineliminated, and fo fairly loud signals tained its assigned frequency within a
reception is quite good with oply a little deviation of one -tenth per cent. for the
hum when- the rectifier is going. The last forty-nine months. The wavelength
arrangement is shown in Fig. 5, and it of WGY has been measured by the bureau
was found that by arranging the charging 216 times, and it was the first standard
current to be about the same as that taken frequency station announced, and has been
by the valve filaments, it was possible to continuously listed as a standard station.

THE BEST

totiEs
Obst
Is RAM'S

"TM4

WARNING

BET,. 1:11.

it simplifies soldering ,A
113r1war,

apt

1..-

1TE in tirw, price ed.,1'4

and 2/8. Another use
Ylualte-Hardening

for

'1 o 01 4

1:..d Case Hardening. Ask for

i,afict ,31 improved method.,

FLUXITEI LTD.
Wept 3261,

not4erhithe,11.8.16.

FLOXITE
Soldering
Set

-

Complatl

7/6

hear a demonstration of the moving
ALL PARTS IN STOCK

FLUXIT
,ongery Stores sell FLUX-

N ROUND'S latest screened
valve as specified in the Wireless
press and acknowledged to be the most
wonderful valve yet produced.
Place your orders now.
Do not fail to call at our showrooms to
CPTAIA

coil loud -speaker.

THAT YOU
NEED
A!!

IN THE WEST

i

It will also pay you to hear a demonstration of the
marvellous apparatus for electrical Gramophone
reproduction.
Every type of pick-up can be demonstrated upon
request. Brown, Igranic, Marconi, Celestion, etc.

Latest devices and newest components always
in stock.

---"

I. PLUX/TE.

I

Secure a copy of our latest catalogue just published (free
to callers),- by post (d. to defray postage and packing.

WILL DAY LTD. (Dx)
19, Lisle St., Leicester Sq., LONDON, W.C.2.
Regent 4577.

Telegran,

You will Heir, Yourself and Help Us by Mentioning "A.W." to Advertisers
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Ontat.eurWirders)

Igraine-Pace:it Jackswitch.

Igranic Fixed Condenser.

Igranic " XLLOS

Nr\A.A.AkiliAA.A.A,A,A.ANNA

(Extra

Low Loss) Coils.

5 To build the best sets
are essential

C

You'll get perfect team -work in your set if you specify Igranic. Each
component gives of the best --helps to obtain the best from the other
components in the circuit, and the result is perfect team -work, without
which even good constructional work is useless.
Here are interesting details of some of the illustrated components:-

iii -1 a ent Porcelain Rheo3tat:

Igranic Triple Honeycomb Coils.
The coils that set the world standard-and

Igranic Low Loss Square Law Variable
Condenser.
choice of experts. A component 01

keep it. The new winding gives much lower
self -capacity and H.F. Resistance. 57 standard sizes, giving wavelength range from too
to 25,000 metres. Prices from 2,9 to 16/,

"1b0

Igranic " XLLOS " (Extra Low Lossi

Igranic Fixed Condenser.
Its unique construction ensures that it is a

Coils.

'use coils that live up to tit it name.

Totally

enclosed

wind wind-

ing and with
adjustable pin
and socket to
provide for
so idespaceil

Igranic Triple Honeycomb
Coil.

itistrmucnt precision.
Prices :

22;6

2

Igranic-vacent Jacks and Plugs.
A

Prices from 3.9

A

according to

14/6

Prices :
.coon mid., .0002 Mid., .0003 mid., .0005
uifd., .0ot nild and .002 mid. 1,3 each
.003 nifd. and .005 mid. 1;6 each
.096 mid 2/- each
.01 mid. 2/6 each

socket mounting or pivotal
mounting. In no
sizes for wavelengths from zoo
to 3,000 metres.

.0003 10fd.
.00r mid.

jived condenser in the truest sense of the word.

mounting, two -

pin and two -

.o0015 mfd. 12/17/6

.0005 mid.

comprehensive

range

of

well -designed,

strengly-made devices too numerous to detail
Prices

here.

moderate.

The free

will tcll you all about them.

booklet

Igranic-Pacent Porcelain Rheostat.
really cheap and efficient valve control.
Made ills 2, 6, re., 20, 30 Jr 50 ohms resistance.
Pike 2,'6. Also made in Bakelite at 4,-.
IN

Wr4te (or Publication D.63, which illustrates and describes the entire range

IGRIVIIC ELECTRIC 013P

If you have not already
wet for this new !grata,:
publication which details
the latest radio develop-

ments send for a copy

149, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., LONDON
Dr2iici:cs

IF/Yrrrrrilri/r7Irrf
?o -day.

Igranic Low Loss Square Law
Variable Condenser.

STANDARD MODEL

Works : BEDFORD.
Birmingham, Bristol, Cardiff, Glasgow, Leeds
Manchester,

A Revelation in Results
-is achieved by using Powquip Transformers, which reproduce music, song or
speech without the slightest distortion.
unequalled per-

formance of
Powquip Trans-

formers brings
radio entertain-

The

highest pitch
of perfection.

ORCHESTRAL MODEL

transformer has been in constant use ever
A delighted user writes

since it was purchased; it has been
used in our

POW01,1 I P

aientuptothe TRANSFORMERS

Price 10/6

Newcastle -on -Tyne.

Guarantee Good Reception

different cir-

cuits and in
every case has

given utmost

satisfaction
and purity
unsurpassed.

Price 22/6

THE POWER EQUIPMENT CO. LTD., KINGSBURY WORKS, THE HYDE, HENDON, N.W.9

2

lematezu-

Irelez!,
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" The All-purpose" Four

BE WARNED

(Cons' nited from page 467)

III time/

Two coil screens and bases (Lewcos).
Connecting wire (Glazite or Junit).

TEST YOUR SET

S/FA}4

Tell you everything
you should know

about your
set

MODEL

NEW

VOLTMETER

Illustrated

kehfiL

iIIGH

RESISTANCE

4,000

switching.

Looking from the back of the set the eight -

terminal strip is mounted one inch from
the left-hand end of the baseboard.
The eight battery terminals should be
fitted in the order shown on the blueprint.
The two smaller strips are mounted in
convenient wiring positions farther along
the baseboard. That adjacent to the
Twelve terminals, one each marked : terminal strip has mounted on it the two
Aerial, Earth, H.T. r, H.T.+ 2, H.T.-, extra grid -bias terminals for " anode --bend"
L.T/
G.B. -1, G.B. - G.B.+, rectification.

L.F. transformer, ratio 4- (Mai-coniphone,
Ferranti or R.I. & Varley or Lissen).
Double -filament jack (Lotus).
Single -filament jack (Lotus).
L.S. p'.ug (Lotus).
Three Vernier dials (Ormond).

RADIO METERS

PACKET

speaker jacks for the three- or four -valve

OHMS.

-(Belling -Lee).

The baseboard layout is simple, because

all the components are well spaced. The
Construction
Reference to the reduced reproduction six -pin Lewcos coil bases are mounted
of the full-size blueprint (is. 6d.), will give

MODE] N Indio demands more t Ion the sensitiveness of
the human ear to. regulate the tonal quality of
recent ion. Use Sinun Radio Meters, they have set a new

standard of accuracy for controlling plate and filament
current, which enormously improves the performance of
pny set. Trace distortion, avoid waste of expensive

almost immediately behind the two tuning
condensers as indicated. The main' H.F.
and detector components, i.e., the two
Lewcos coils, neutrodyne condenser, valve

holders and H.F. choke are more spaced

out than the L.F. components,

Its tteries and prevent sudden failures.

Ask your - dealer to show you the
Complete range of instruments.

which

comprise the R.C. coupler, L.F. transformer
and remaining valve holders. The four variable fixed resistors and the potentio-meter

SWAM ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT

CO., LTD. (Dept. A1,10a, Page Street
Westminster. London, S.W .1

are fitted in a line near the terminal strips.
With the panel and terminal strips
screwed to the baseboard, and the compoExt,o

ae

Bettefy

nents mounted as indicated the task of
wiring up can be undertaken.
The connection from the aerial terminal
to the Lewcos coil base consists of a length

of rubber -covered flex, so that coil con-

MILLIAMMETERS
Movirg Coil from 1:5/- Raving Iron W Ask for particulars of Volt and Ammeters.

TEST YOUR SET TO-NIGIIITea A
WITH A

RADIO

rand

On the panel are mounted the aerial- 21o; First L.F. stage, DEL61o, 410, or
Luning condenser, H.F. transformer tutting 21o; Power stage, DEP61o, 4ro, 210, or
condenser and reaction condenser, in the 240. These valves were actually used, but
order named, from left to right. On the other well-known makes are being tested,
right of the slow-motion dials which control and suitable alternatives will be given next

the variable condensers are the two loud- week, together with a full test report.

"E

GUARANTEED

)1E4

nections 3 or 4 can be used at will.
coRneexa9 Coils to use are : Aerial coil, Lewcos split By cross comimser
primary 250-55o metres, H.F. transformer,
Details of Grid -biasing Arrangements
Lewcos split -primary 250-55o metre.
a good general idea of the layout of the Suitable valves: H.F. stage, DEH61o, 410,
components.
or 2 1 0 ; Detector stage, DEH6ro, 410, or

METER

it won't let you down tomorrow.1
at

it

The ONLY authoritative
book on the New Valve

--Glass Tubes for H.T. AccumulatorsStandard Sizes, 1" 2k" and 1 21."
12/. per gross quantities, 1/3 per doz.
11-x 2?," 15/- per gross quantities, or 1/6 per doz.
CARRIAGE AND PACKING
FREE

Samples 3d. each post free
Other sizes to order.

I.

ISAACS &

CO.,

North London Class Works,
106 MIDLAND ROAD, N.W.1.
Established 100 Years
Phone --)Museum 420

Telegrams-

Istsglashet, Miseries., Loudest

REPAIRS
'Phones, Speakers, Transformers, Sets, Chokes, etc. All
kinds of winding carefully carried out. Send work for price
by return. Write for List "A:' No obligation. KNIGHT
& Co.,6 Chapel St., London, E.C.2. 'Phone Clerk. 4715,

"THE SHIELDED
FOUR -ELECTRODE

VALVE"
By CAPT. H. J. ROUND, M.I.E.E.

NOW on Sale at all
Booksellers, etc.

2/6 Get a Copy to -day
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acevacipincntcoils

six

BINOCULAR Coils are the latest
Lewcos development in six -pin
They are interchangeable with
coils.

the popular types and can be used in
a standard Lewcos Screen, although

for use in multi -stage receivers they are
sufficiently tieldless without screening.'
All

dealers can obtain them for you.

WEARIT

gill

COA4P0A/eAlTS

Idll
11111

10.11

kr

M.C. Three Star
Coils - - pair 10, 6
H.F. Choke - 6, 6

Supplied in the following ten types:
TRAY-SFORmER:
SPLIT PRIMARY
SPLIT SECONDARY TRANSFORMERS

REINARTZ TRANSFORMER

SPLIT SECONDARY TAPPED -PRIMARY

AERIAL COIL.
Full particulars and prices sent on request.

The LONDON ELECTRIC WIRE CO; & SMITHS, LTD:
Playhouse Yard, Golden Lane, London, E.C.1

REDUCED TO 5/ -

Owing to the increased production facilities afforded by our new
Works, we are now able to offer the Imperial WatMcl
Choke at 5/..
Nothing has been sacrificed in order to bring about this reduation.
The double silk covered wire wound in four accurately balanced
sections ensures required constant impedance, very low capacity
and small external field.
Transparent case and ebonite base:

N.C. Con

11111,11111

denser

311
1,1111

Ii

- 4,'6

Two - way Change over Switch - 6/ -

Please note new address :

WATMEL WIRELESS Co.', Ltd.

Imperial Works, High Street, Edgware, Middlesex.
Telephone : EDGWARE 0323

Lanes,

Wright & Weaire Ltd., 740, High Rd., Tottenham, N.I7
Phone: TOTTENHAM 3x32

GUARANTEED Speed. efficiency and economy at your
REPAIRS SERVICE. Pack repairs securely: If
our estimate does not meet with your
approval, we carefully return instrument
carriage paid. All repairs are executed
ALL TYPES OF RECEIVING SETS
REPAIRED OR BROUGHT UP-TODATE AT MINIMUM COST.
Telephone
Central 7747

Yorks, and Cheshire Representative: Mr. J: B. Levce.
23 Hanky Street, Levenshulme, Manchester.
Telephone : 475 Ileaton Moor.

FORMO - DENS OR
A sound variable condenser
which rills a long -felt want.

Price from 2; 6

Specially designed to take the
placeof the hitherto generally
used Fixed Condenser. For
use as:
Neutralising Condenser
Aerial Condenser
Grid Condenser
Re4ction Condenser
Phasing Condenser
Tone Control Condenser

RADIO REPAIRS SERVICE (DEPT. AAV )

4043, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4

.

A New Wireless Book you must not miss.

The Shielded Fournelectrode Valve
fy

22 CRICKLEWOOD LANE, N.W.2
Those : Hampstead ll87

CAPT. H. J. ROUND, M.C.

Northern Representative, J. B. LEVEE,
23, Hurtles St., Levensholme, Manchester
Phone : Heaton Moor 975

On sale to -day at all Booksellers, etc., 2'6

Advertisers Appreciate Mention of "A.W." teeth Your Order

BUY FORMO HANDBOOK,

Practical Circuits Blueprints
of two Sets, etc. i/-

=tear Wireie5
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supposed to represent an actual case, and ing the " Simpler Wireless " three -valve set
""SIMPLER WIRELESS.'
The Cancel -out of Ripple Explained" it is perhaps as well to reiterate that the described In AMATEUR WIRELESS, No. 276,
explanation given in this article is only should note that instead of the resistance
(Continued from page 486)

intended to give readers a general idea of strips used in the original set and for which

ship to the alterations of the plate voltages,

what happens without attempting to go allowance is made in the blueprint, the

plate voltage alters, the grid voltage will also

and the set itself

Igranic Company is now supplying an
bearing in mind the amplification factors into -intricate details.
Also it should be stated that there is a improved form of resistance strip in which
of the valves, to ensure that a variation of
the supply voltage shall have no effect on limit to the amplitude of the " ripple" the distance between the centres of the
which can be eliminated in this manner, fixing holes is 3 in. instead of two 2 in., as
the anode currents.
To illustrate the point still further, take though the wave -form of the " ripple" is of in the original strips. These new strips
the case of a "Simpler Wireless" anode - no importance. It would be unreasonable can be accommodated by leaving the centre
bend rectifier, such as is shown diagram- for instance, to expect a" Simpler Wireless " valve -holder where it is shown in the bluematically in Fig. 3.
The voltage applied set to work from rectified but unsmoothed print and moving each of the other two
to the plate of this valve will, neglecting single-phase A.C. as the supply voltage valve holders r in. further away from the
the small voltage -drop across the L.F. would fall to zero after each half -cycle.
centre valve -holder. In the case of the
choke, be 4o. Suppose that the amplifiHowever, the " Simpler Wireless" new strips the fixing holes are provided
cation factor of the valve is 20 and that the system enables a set to be worked directly with eyelets beneath which the ends of the
grid is 2 volts negative with respect to from the usual D.C. electric -light supply resistance wire are clamped, thus simplifythe filament.
(the "commutator ripple," of which never ing the fixing of the strips in the set
Also suppose that the mains voltage is causes the voltage to fluctuate as much as and making the contacts with the resistance
nominally 200, but that it is really fluctu- the to per cent. mentioned in the example windings more secure.
ating between 180 volts and 220 volts-that given above) without any other form of
it is varying io per cent. on either side of smoothing device whatever. In the case
The Municipal Hall of Shanghai, has been
its nominal value. Then the plate volt- of rectified A.C. it is only necessary to elaborately fitted with microphones and
age of the valve will also vary io per cent. provide a very simple form of "smoother" loud -speakers.
either way-between 36 and 44 volts. to reduce the
Also the grid voltage will fluctuate between variations to a
INTERFERENCE CUT OUT YOUR LOCAL STATION!
1.8 and 2.2 volts. Now, however, the reasonable amount
Gel 5GB. perfectly by fitting the new and iner
f L I MINATOR
pensive wave -trap

"THE ZAREBA"

alter, in the opposite sense, by one -twen- will do the rest.
tieth the amount. As, the amplification
"Simpler
factor of the valve is 20, the variations in
Wireless
O -V-2."
the mains potential will have no effect on
Readers who are
the anode current of the valve.
Of course, the above example is not thinking of build -

ises.........,,o
10..ao...a

Speed-Efficiency-Economy-Safety
Price 12/6 post free, or 12/10 C.O.D.

Order to -day and get your Zareba by return

LIGHTNING
ARRESTOP,

RADIO REPAIRS SERVICE, (Dept. A.W.)
90-43, Fleet St., London, E.C.4. (Central -77971

...0.1,..

A Useful Series for Wireless Amateurs

Amateur Wireless

HANDBOOKS
Wireless Telephony Explained
CONTENTS : The Electron : Induction and Electro-magnetism; Waves and

How they Travel; Inductance and Capacity; Rectification; Amplification
Reaction and Beat Reception; Aerials and Earths; Transmission Systems;
Receiving Sets; Useful Formula; and Data; Index.

Crystal Receiving Sets
And How to Make Them
CONTENTS: A Simple and Efficient Receiving Set; A Single -slider Set;

Set with Semi -circular Tuner; Crystal Set with TapPed. Single Coil; a Loose -

coupled Set; Set with Plug-in Basket Coils; Combined Crystal and Valve
Receiver; Some Miniature ReceivinSets; Crystal Circuits; How Crystals

Work; Making a Buzzer; Receiving C.W.C Signals on a Crystal Set; Converting Low -resistance Phones; The Morse Code; Index.

Wireless Component Parts
And How to Make Them
CoNTENTs : Components and their Varied Purposes; Crystal Detectors; Coi is

Making and Mounting; Condensers; Variometers and Vario-couplers;
Resistances or Rheostats; Transformers; Making a Test Buzzer; Index.

EACH

Net

Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony
And How to Make the Apparatus
CONTENTS: General Principles of Wireless Telegraphy; Some Informative

Experiments; Tuning and Resonance Explained; Transmission and Reception; Various Detectors Explained and Described; Thermionic Valves
as Detectors, Amplifiers and Generators; Making a Single -circuit Receiving
Set; Making a Complete Short-wave Receiving Set; Making a Value Panel
for a Receiving Set; Making a. Five -valve Amplifier; Wireless Telephony
Arrangement and Erection of Aerials; Index.

Of all Newsagents and Booksellers,
116 net each, or by post . 3d. extra
from Cassell and Company Limited,
La Belle Sauvage, E.C.4

Practical Guide to Wireless (postage 2d.)
CONTENTS : An Outline of Present Broadcasting; The Aerial; Tuners and
Tuning; The Crystal Set; The 'aloe and Valve Sets; Telephones and Loud.
speakers; Currents for Valve Filaments; Index.
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The New KH1 Valve

Osram DEP24o, and by the Marconiphone
Co.; Ltd., as the Marconi KHr and Marconi
separately -heated cathode, was first DEP24o

WHEN the KLI valve, which has

placed on the market it was received with
considerable interest, and the consistently
good performance of these valves . when
running off A.C. mains has shown that they
are in every way a practical proposition.

" Three Exhibition Cameos "
(Continued from page 485).
S. L. S. (explains at full length, turning
the whole sundry knobs and dials and

It was, therefore, with the greatest finishes up with) : And so, if at 3.45 a.m.,
you were sitting in your drawing -room,

interest that we tested the new KH r valve;
this retains the separately -heated cathode,
but, by altering the design of the grid, the
valve has been made specially suitable for
use in high -frequency circuits. The values
for the impedance and amplification factor
not only show that the performance of this
DAIMON. The L.T. Battery made

by the most experienced battery
firm in Europe. Half the size !
the weight 1 Double
the service! Yet see how
moderate the prices are

Half

TYPE K - 2/- each
TYPE G - 4/7
Also H.T. Batteries, Go volts,
10.'6.

100 volts, 17,6.

From all good dealers of direct:

-

S.D.H. MANUFACTURING CO.,
Colindale Avenue, Hendon,

LONDON, N.W.9.

with this receiver in front of you, you could
hear some of the best dance music from the
New York hotels.

(They discuss the price, but notwithstanding a pressing invitation from the
P. L. T. to buy the set, the W. D. Y. defers

valve is good, but place the valve in the his decision and retires.
S. L. S. feverishly wipes a moist foreforemost rank of its class, since the impedance is about one half of what we have head and reassumes a bored expression.
become accustomed to except with a high Ten minutes later he espies the W. D. Y.

and the I'. L. T. in the offing; in a few

amplification factor.
We have no hesitation in saying that these
valves should find a ready market, not only
as high -frequency amplifiers, but as rectifiers and for use in R.C. stages.
The actual figures are as below:
KHr VALVE
Impedance
Amplification
Anode Volts
Factor
7o

3,3000
3,3000

seconds, to his delight, they are again at
the counter.
S. L. S. (charmingly) :

If there is any

further information you may require,
shall be only too

.

.

I

.

W. D. Y. (doubtfully) : That's all right,
old thing. T was just thinking, you know.

Supposing I did not want to sit in the
drawing -room at 3. I5 a.m. I say-What

35
36

do I do then ?
Ito
S. L. S. gasps, clutches at the nearest
Both the DEP24o and the KHi are

carved pillar, which collapses; later, the

manufactured by the Marconi Osram Valve

Co., and are marketed by the General Exhibition sweepers collect his remains.
Electric Co., Ltd., as the Osram KHr and

WARNING
TO HOME CONSTR JCTORS
MARCONI'S WIRELESS TELEGRAPH
COMPANY, LIMITED, have recovered
royalties and costs in respect of Wireless
Receivers which were constructed by :Mr. H. P. Finding, of Doncaster;
Mr. E. B. Reynolds, of Norwich;
Mr. W. J. Fletcher, of Bristol;
Mr. B. C. Bevis, of Southampton;
Mr. H. B. Evershed, of Woking;
Mr. A. B. Summers, of Clacton; and
Mr. R. E. James, of Nottingham;
and have also obtained undertakings from such
persons not to infringe the Marconi Company's
Patents in the future.
The leniency shown by the Marconi Company
to the above persons will not necessarily be
extended to others, for in future it is the inten-

tion of the Marconi Company to institute

immediate legal proceedings against all infringers

JAY COOT F.

L & P TWO -COIL TUNER
Price complete

Price without Reaction
Indicator

1. Enables perfectly balanced Reaction, both
Reinartz and Magnetic.
2. Scaled Reaction Indicator facilitates "Logging."
3. Alternative Base -board or -One-hole' Panel
Mounting.
4. Back -lash impossible.
5. Automatic wear "Take -up. -

10/6
7/6

6. An Engineering job-not a makeshift.
7. Unconditionally Guaranteed.
From all good Dealers or direct from

LONDON & PROVINCIAL RADIO
COMPANY LTD., COLNE, LANCS.

.TIER

-s

012FEMMINC.C*

FS .140:,SUBSTITUTE

CENTROID Wireless Components
CENTROID
SQUARE LAW

DIE CAST
Condensers

with a view to obtaining an injunction and
damages against them. It must be borne in
mind that an infringer is none the less liable
to be restrained by injunction of the Court

Single
Dual

because he may have acted in ignorance of the
Patent rights of the Marconi Company.

Three 33 '

(cENTROID
-

-

-

eArh

- 21/TwoGaug22/-

our PRICE

LIST of

COMPLETE WITH BASE

EACH.

CENTR 0 ID
PRODUCTS

Postage 2,1. ext,n.

GENEROUS

1 /10/ -

SEND for

FIXED
RESISTORS

(Any Value).
(FULL SIZE).

J

4

TERMS TO
THE TRADE.

THE CAMDEN ENGINEERING CO. LTD., Bayham Place, Camden Town, N.W.
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up air waves direct. In the electrical

" WHAT IS A GRAMOPHONE
PICK-UP ? "

equivalent, the movement of the needle is

.

caused to move a suitable armature in a condition of affairs remains, no, current

(Continued from page 485)

shown in Fig. 3, m which the main outline

has been reproduced, but the individual
ripples, as it were, have been slurred over.
This would result in a reproduction some-

thing like the original, but lacking the
detail, and it is in this particular aspect
that the modern electrically -produced
record is distinctly superior to the older

magnetic, field, as a result of which small
currents are set up in pick-up coils associated with the field. A diagrammatic
arrangement of the Phonoyox pick-up
is shown in Fig. 4. It will be seen that
there is a nearly closed magnetic circuit,
the only gap being a small one at the top.
Running through the centre of the instrument is the armature carrying the needle

simply

is

is induced in the pick-up coil. The move-

ment of the needle, however, due to the
record upon which it is resting, causes the
armature to move from side to side in the
air gap and this varies the flux. As soon

as this happens, currents are induced

in the pick-up coil, which are a faithful

reproduction of the movement of the needle.
These currents can be amplified in the usual
at the bottom end, while the top of the way, and caused to actuate a loud -speaker.
al -Mature has a small amount of play in the
Obviously, the design of the pick-up

type.

Now an electrical pick-up

There is thus a steady magnetic flux
flowing across the gap, and as long as this

air gap. Round the armature itself is must be such that, first of all it produces.
In the case of the sound box, the move- the pick-up coil, while a strong steady electrical currents which are faithful reproment of the needle imparts varying move- magnetic field is produced by a permanent ductions of the mechanical movements of
ments to a mica diaphragm, and this sets magnet attached to the magnet system.
the needle, and secondly, that it shall not
introduce any additional currents clue to
.11111mimmar."
vibrations of its own.

a modification of the ordinary sound box.

" LOW -FREQUENCY

AMPLIFICATION "

THE above is the title of a handy little
booklet which has recently been published by R. I. & Varlet' Ltd., well known
to our readers as the manufacturers of many
excellent components. Each of the several

methods of L.F. amplification are dealt
5,

cc

THE FOUR. VALVE SETTEE.,

THE BEDSTEAD TWO.

cc

TI-IS PEDESTRIAN POSL.TAISLE.
%VI\

with in such a manner that even the non expert 'reader will be able to understand

the subject and be able to acquire the

information by which it will be possible
to make a choice of the method or methods

to use.

GED. FLISTV DCE,

a

THE. HANDY MUFF DUAL.

a

,

THE FR.OTHDLOVVE:iS 317C.

THE. BROADCAST PRAM.

A large number of circuits arc

the various
couplings and in addition there are reproductions of curves obtained by the
National Physical Laboratory which are
of value in showing what excellent results '
it is actually possible to get. Copies of the
booklet can be obtained by sending is. tc
Messrs. R. I. & Farley Ltd., 103 Kingsway,
shown

in explanation of

London, W.C.2, and mentioning AINIATEUE
WIRELESS.

Exhibits we missed at Olympia
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This chart, the record of a Union Test, under
exacting conditions, shows the capabilities of
Cordesia Batteries. A 6o Volt Cordesia Bat-

eight weeks old, under continuous
test of 6,000 ohms, gave over 390 hours
tery,

equivalent to 296 MAIL
Cordesla Batteries are unsurpassed for Wireless uses, their capacity, as proved above,
being superior to all others.
effective power,

iCORDESIA
Normal
Battery

Ref. T.C. 60. The New Tin Las:.
Cordesia Wireless Battery

COO RDESIA
BETTER BATTERIES
for WIRELESS

MAINTAINED
PRICES
4.5 Pocket Lamp
Battery
5d. each 4/6 dozen

HIGH TENSION
Grid Bias
1/3 each
S.T. Go volt 7/3
S T. leo volt 12,'T.C. Go volt 7/6
C.S. Go volt 8/6

C.S. 90 volt 12/C.S. roo volt 13/6
S.C. Go volt 14/6
S.C. 72 volt 171-
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7a-day

Try this

the °yam trultj

TESTED

ko-deite
condenser is ate
itics

CHOKE

QLmom"

log iniddine

FARADAY HOUSE
Testing Laboratories submitted the following report

on a TRIX High Frequency Choke Coil:-

You should not pay more

PRICE

than 1/3 for a fixed resistor

5/6

when you can get a
" Peerless " for that sum.
" Peerless " is not only the

Full details of t1,3

The
H.F.
Choke
submitted was tested for Inductance and Self Capacity.
The results obtained are
given below.
Inductance 58700 Mierohenric.,

Self Capacity 72 Micromicrofarads

(Signed)
Alexander Russell. Principal

A, T. Morris, Superintend.
ent of
the Testing
Laboratories."

trade name-it is a complete description.
The
base is moulded from firstclass insulation that will not

The "Cyldon" Log Mid -line is the condenser of to -day and the future.

break. The former is cut
from a strong impregnated

H.F. CHOKE as well as the complete
range of TRIX componen s will be sent
on application to-

material that atmosphere

33 Clerkenwell Green, London, E.C.I.

does not affect.

out -of -step" at the beginning or end. It
simplifies tuning in multi -tuned circuits
when individual condensers are used, by

ERIC J. LEVER

making all the dial readings exactly the
same. It is the only condenser you should
fit to your set now.
Experts insist

on using them-and recommending them.

Each turn

of wire is wound tightly

and evenly-it

PRICES :
.001 - 19/-

will not

loosen after a while.

Terminals are fitted, but
soldering tags are also pro-

vided in case you wish to
use them. A spring arm
is now supplied free with
each resistor, so that the
exact resistance for a particular valve can be found
and " fixed."

"PEERLESS"
FIXED RESISTOR
Please give description
of valves when ordering
From all good dealers or direct

BEDFORD ELECTRICAL

& RADIO CO., LTD.
et Bartlett's Buildings,
Holborn Circus, E.C.4

113 St. Vincent Street,

With

FIXED CONDENSERS
Manufactured tinder true scientific prin-

ciples, are being incorporated in many sets
requiring components of good British
make.

-

4"

-

16,/6

.0003

14/.5002 - 13/6
knob dic.1 2/- extra.

GANG

- 14/6

CONDENSERS

Twin Gang - £2 : 10
Triple Gang £3 : 10
Four Gang
£4 : 10
Large adjustab'e
Thick aluminium plates.
non -wearing bearings. Pigtail rotor connection:
efficiency.
Precision
finish and electrical

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
The products of the world's best brains and
manufacturing resources In any trade or profession have always interested the " Cheap -

Jack" imitator, the worthiness of whose products
can only be compared with his lack of originality.

" Cyldon " products, unfortunately, have not
been spared this form of unwelcome flattery:
Every genuine " Cyldon " Condenser bears our
registered trade -mark on the end plate. Insist
on seeing this before purchasing.

Patent No. 275800

Outer eases are of best Brown Bakelite, fitted
with two convenient sized terminals and
solder tags for making connections. Best
Ruby Mica used for insulation, and one -hole
fixing for which screw is provided. Each
Condenser is tested and we guarantee to be
correct to within 5%.
Above reproduction is the actual size.

QUALITY TELLS!

BY TEST - THE BEST!
.00005 to .002 - 2/- each.
.0025 to .006 - 2/6
Grid Condenser and 2 meg. leak

-

2/6

Send for catalogue of our guaranteed products

CY LDO-V products ran be obtained from stock by Worn;
and do not believe any statements to the contrary. If any
difficulty 'Phone: Enfield 0675, Wire: CAPACITY.
PAW ELD, or nee the C.O.D. system.
solo Australian Agents

E. V. Hudson, 55/7 Charlotte Street, Brisbane,
Queensland.

SYDNEY S. BIRD & SONS,
Cyldon Works,
Sarnesfield Road, Enfie3d Town
Middlesex

Contractors to B. B. C. , H . M. R .A. F.,

H.M. Office of Works, and all manufacturers of quality receivers.

If your dealer does not stock, write direct to the sots
manufacturer

47.1tr.»:

C. D. MELHUISH
(Late

GLASGOW:

.0005

.00025

22 Campbell Road, Bedford,
LONDON:

It

spreads all the stations evenly over the
whole dial. It prevents any "falling

Director and Works Manager 1Vatinc Wircless Co

8, Gt. Sutton St., Goswell Road, E.C.
'Phone:

Clerkentuell 7494

"(31..DOM

LOG MID -LINE
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CHIEF EVENTS OF THE

-7,/^77771

iaea of the order of affairs can be
gauged by considering actual values. A
grid condenser as used for cumulative grid

WEEK

Oct.

N....
Twenty-eight years is the extent of the experience that
decides the design, materials, and construction of the
Hydra Condenser, the condenser that is built to

maintain a reputation that is your safeguard now,
just as it has been for c8 years.
Guaranteed accurate within 5 to to per cent. of the
rated capacity that remains constant through
all variations of temperature.
Insulation resistance of over 200 megohms per mfd. A very lose
power factor and a high
dielectric strength that
Be sure and see the
begins at Soo volts D.C.
HYDRA Exhibit at
test voltage.
Whiteley 's ExhibiPRICES, tested on 500

--

tion, October ,^, to 11

volts D.C.
1 mfd., 2/6
2 mid., 3:6
4 'Md., 5/3

it

15

t mfd., 3/2 mfd., 4:6
4 mid., 6;9
Inquire for prices of Condensers tested at it,000,

OCT. to

Oct. 15

vocal and orchestral programme.
NEWCASTLE
A vocal and instrumental concert.
How a daily newspaper is produced.
ABERDEEN
Lecture -recital on Hebridean songs of labour.

Oct. t t

BELFAST
Gilbert & Sullivan programme.

volts A.C.

4,000, and 6,000
volts D.C.

From all good dealers or
direct from

--NF

tt

LOUIS HOLZMAN

12 micro-microfarads only, but is something

considerably larger than this, due to the
amplifying properties of the valve. More croft has shown that the effective capacity

of a valve may easily be of the order

of Go to 8o micro-microfarads. In some
modern circuits using high -mu valves
the effective capacity may easily be

considerably greater than this. If we
assume that it is loo micro-microfarads,

then we have only 75 per cent. of the voltage developed across the grid itself, and
it is here that we obtain a distinct difference

in the form of anode -bend rectification
obtained by connecting the grid leak to a
grid -bias battery and the true anode -bend

rectification where no grid condenser is
interposed.

4 IS IT ANODE BEND?"

109 KINGSWAY,
LONDON, W.C.2

Telephone ,

micro-microfarads (.0003 /tr.). The grid -to -

filament capacity of the valve is not the
simple dielectric capacity between the
electrodes, which is of the order of 6 to

The Intruder; an original play, in one act.
Gates of Iiccwvn, a new play, in one act.
A beaker full of the warm South-Spain:

Oct. II

PRICES, tested on 750
volts D.C., equal to 500

2,000,

rectification has a value of about 300

Light orchestral music.
to Popular concert relayed from thc Albert Hail,
Nottingham.
13 Variety programme and plays.
14 Twelfth Night, by a representati, a company of
Old Vic. players.
15 Concert relayed from the Wignsore Hall,
London.
DAVENTRY (5GB)
Oct. 0 Symphony concert.
I t Orchestral concert.
I a The Magic Flute (Mozart), playel by the
National Opera Company.
14 The Dogs of Devon, a comic opera.
is La Bohente, by Puccini.
BOURNEMOUTH
Oct. ti National Council of Women's Conference,
relayed from the Town Hall.
13
Modern French music.
MANCHESTER
,,

28 YEARS

LONDON AND DAVENTRY (5XN)
Military band concert.

o

to My Lady Molly, a comedy opera.

The Remedy
If circumstances necessitate the use of

(Continued from page 470)

Holho, 620g

have a certain voltage developed across the a condenser in the grid lead (as, for example,
tuning circuit, and this is applied to the following a tuned -anode circuit in order to
grid through the fixed condenser. Thus we isolate the high potential from the grid),

then this condenser itself should be made

have virtually a fixed condenser in series
the grid -to -filament capacity as
illustrated in Fig. 3. The voltage will be
divided across these two condensers in a
certain proportion, this proportion being
the inverse ratio of that capacity.

large and a value of at least

with

.00r FtF

should be utilised. If this is done, then
the rectification obtained is exactly the

same as that obtained by the normal
circuit.

anode -bend

With cumulative

Thus, if we make the grid condenser grid rectification, it is necessary to use
very large, practically the whole of the a fairly small grid condenser, because
voltage is developed across the grid cir- the voltage built up for a given signal
cuit, whereas if we make it small, there is depends upon the value of this condenser,
a certain voltage drop and the grid itself and, up to a point, the smaller this con-

does not receive the full proportion of denser can be made, the greater is the
efficiency of rectification.

applied signal.

This is the Battery for You
It Costs a little moreBut it lasts a lot longer.
It is much, much cheaper
in the end. Remember its name-

c guntbia
No. 4780, 6o rolls op,

Columbias are high capacity
batteries of exceptional efficiency.

They are built to meet the de-

They
will give you longer service; they
will positively save you money.
mand for something better.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR THEMDROP US A CARD FOR LITERATURE

J. R. MORRIS
Kingsway,

cost

about the
easy iiistallnelatS
3

on'

We were the first firm in Radio

Vo'Y

to give our customers the benefit
of deferred payments. No matter
what

you buy we will meet you.

Send enquiries to Desk 'A' New Times Sales Co.,77 City Rd., London, E.C.1
u

22 6

High Capacity Radio Batteries

15,

Dolt

vioicr
ow

London, W.C.2

Scotland : J. T. CART IVRIGHT
3 GADOGAN ST., GLASGOW

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
11

7'NvoNo.3 cells TILT( ft with

hew detachable teendria.

f

I

.

I
I
rA.i.A

I

Sit

and obtain wonderfully
improved reception at
less cost. All parts arc

BRITISH MADE and the
BATTERY itself is home
assembling-silent in action
-permanent. No charging
required.
placeable and the Battery
can be assembled from 90
volts upwards iu an hour

All parts are re- A STANDARD wE7'

H.T. BATTERY

or so.

POPULAR MODEL, 90 volts, 6o cells, No. I Sac
for soldering
- - 21 9
WRITE FOR OUR BOOKLET,
H

EVERYTHING IS EXPLAINED,
FROM ASSEMBLING TO SPARE
PARTS.

WIT DETACHABLE TERMINAL 25 I
Trays for above, 71FREE ADVICE GIVEN AS TO BEST BATTERY FOR

YOUR SET ON HEARING NUMBER& TYPE OF VALVES

WET HI BATTERY

g'N

LO.

12-13, BROWNLOW STREET
HIGH HOLBORN, W.C,l

3
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A Genuine
Business

Spare -time

PATENT -PROTECTED ARTICLES

YOU CAN MAKE AT HOME

' PLANT " NEEDED
Kitchen Table Jr Any
Small Out -Su hint Can us
Y LI
Vac ory."

-Th

something better
and bigger ?

" Wireless World," "Modern Wireless,"
" Wireless Constructor," etc., sets.
Follow the lead of experts.
Plugs and sockets, with two
nuts and indication disc
Spade Ends ...
...
Wander Plugs

_19,46

INSULATION
and being soluble in acetone, a perfect and

permanent joint can be made in a few minutes
without the labour and disfigurement of screws.
(3) Trolite does not fade or discolour.
(4)

Look for this Showcase on your dealer's counter, and
refuse to be nut off with substitutes.

Lisenin (Regd.
Pre-set
deResistor

tact finger can readily
be adjusted to give the

Each article you make is
protected by Royal Letters
Patent, so that your rights
cannot be infringed. The

desired resistance.

Ca-

pacities, 5, 10, 15, 20,

30 and 5o ohms.
As used in the
COSSOR MELODY
MAKER. l'rice 119
each. l'ostage 2d.

Trolite panels are distinctive and can be

obtained in the following varieties of.beautiul
finishes :

(1) Black Polished, (2) Mahogany Polished,
(3) Walnut Polished, (4) Wavy Design,
(5) Cube Design.
(5) Mirror-like polish, but no surface leakage.
(6) The price of Trolite is within the reach of all
constructors, but you do not sacrifice efficiency

for effect by using Trolite : you have both in
the Panel de Luxe.

PRICES, per square inch :

Polished Black
41, in.

in.

...

Id.

Mahogany Cube
Walnut Wavy
...
in.
... Id.

11 in.

Lisenin Plug-in Resistor !Patent

sales at a very big profit,

yo t have the least difficulty

.

CELLIVI

(r) Trolite is ideal for panels and stub panels:
(2) Trolite is easily drilled, sawn, and machined

Occupies minimum space and the con-

pending).
so, make Money
easy, fascinating way?
W e,

member

13ENVEN UTO
(16th Century.)

purpose of

sign).

value for money to anyflng on the market, and if

by

world and of incalculable value, the material
chosen for this masterpiece was gold.
Cold lent itself to the niceties of fine crafts-

4d.
2d.

Pat. No.

Output Easily Sold.

The articles you can produce
without any mechanical
skill or talent are manifestly
superior in quality and

flity
_

CUP FER

Admittedly one of the treasures of the

... 4f/rd.

disagreeable whatever, nor is

/

nasseW as&

manship, enhanced the beauty of the piece
and set that beauty in permanence. It is
precisely these qualities-adaptability,
service, and beauty that decide both expert
and amateur in favour of Trolite for every

shown how to make yourself, or buy foe a ,1111I 012 or two.

giving you a huge field for

VJANi1172,-

"RADIO for the MILLION"

The work is fascinating.
You can put in just as many
or just as few hours' work
per week as you desire. The
children can help. There is
no mess, no smell, nothing

there any inconvenient demand on space. A spare room,
an outhouse, or even your kitchen table can be used as
your " factory "-a factory without machinery or plant or
electric current. The few simple tools needed you are

market is immense and only
cne person per 50,000 of the
population is granted a
licence to manufacture, thus

h.", " ,,,,, as. -mir.km,

Positive Grip Terminals, as used in

NO

life for

iinsms,-,idaV, monism st

ragged ends of the flex covering are covered
up, and one's leads look and behave as they

gives splendidly efficient service, contains no harmful
ingredients whatever, and
which is in enthusiastic demand all over the country.

the whole of your future

sawn

ought to behave when fitted with Lisenin

keep costs of all valve sets,

4a1.4. -lime wasted

MS\

anwtaw, mficartarausnw.

The ends of the leads are so gripped that
they cannot possibly come adrift. Pressure
is so distributed that a break is practically
impossible. (See illustration.) Further, the

wonderfully interesting way of snaking money in your
spare time. Simply write for particulars and by return
you will be civcn nil details how to make at home a
most marvellously improved
article which reduces the up-

3551

"'MaixTe

Are

ARE ABSOLUTELY IDEAL

IF you are interested in any way in Wireless, here is a

time? Why not turn it to
good account and change

PERMANENT BEAUTY

il

POSITIVE GRIP TERMINALS

Good Profits
Guaranteed !

1

trfitotr Wiretesj
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that

Re -

are

profits

guaranteed, and that the
below brings you
FULL particulars FREEI

coupon

of your output to friends, private owners of
wireless sets wireless or electrical dealers in your district,
arrangements will be made to take it off your hands, thus
111 disposing

guLranteeing your profits !

Think of what you could do wills pounds extra per
Think of the delightful hobby you can pursue
instead of finding time hang heavily on your hands I
Think of the new and most interesting field opened to
you as a responsible "master man" !=and do not delay
week I

The neat little base screws

down near the valve -holder, into
this you simply plug in a resistance
element to suit the valve in use.
The whole thing is so handy, so
compact, and so completely foolproof. Capacities 5, r, 5, 2, 3, 4, 6,
7, IO, 12 and 20 ohms

THE RADIO PANEL DE LUXE

Price 21- each.
Postage ad.
As used in the

HALE ONE VALVER

a single moment in sending the coupon below

Send this form now for full particulars.

"MAKE -MONEY -AT-HOME "
I.Isenin H.F. Choke.

COUPON
To THE ENGLAND-RICHARDS CO.,
122 King'- Lynn, Norfolk.

Sirs,-Please send me at once, and FREE, full
details as to how I can Make Money at Home in
my spare time.

I enclose 2d. stamps for postage.

I

Print your name and address boldly %n capital

letters on a plain sheet of paper and pin this coupon
to it.

"Amateur Wireless," 8/10/27.

1........

Interchangeable.
Made in
wavelengths : No. I, up to
too m.; No. 2, up to ',coo m.

F. A. HUGHES & Co., Ltd:
204-206, Great Portland Street, W.,
Telephone : Museum 8630 (3 lines).
Telegrams : Distancing, \Vesdo, London.

and No. 3, up to 6,000 no.
Price 4,'6 each. Postage 3d.

Ask your Dealer for them,
but refuse substitutes

Double Reading
Volt Meter, for

testing L.T. and
H.T. supply.
Price . 7/6 each.
Postage 3d.

THE LISENIN WIRELESS CO.
1, EDGWARE RD., LONDON, W.2

To Ensure Speedy Delivers'. Mention

Manchester Office :

6, Booth St, East,

C. on M., Manchester:
Telephone : Ardwick 3709.

LIFELONG

"A.W." to Advertise:.

SERVICE
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OPERATING THE "A.W."

A few final words may perhaps be said
concerning the use of the receiver on the
GRAMO-RADIO RECEIVER two kinds of transmission. In order to
receive broadcaSt programmes, the lever
The Loud -speaker
TO obtain the fullest advantage from the switch is placed in the up position, which
amplifier, described in last week's issue connects the first valve to the tuning cira moving -coil speaker is recommended. cuit, a grid condenser and leak being
Results with an ordinary type of speaker incorporated in the -circuit to obtain the
however are very pleasing owing to the necessary rectification. The station required is then tuned in on the dial in the
excellent qualities of the amplifier.
Better results can be obtained using a normal manner, and if it is inclined to be
form of cone speaker, and, indeed, the use Nvcals: the strength may be increased by of this amplifier with one of the numerous judicious use of the reaction control. As
speakers of this type now on the market I mentioned last week, reaction should be
forms quite a useful combination. A used sparingly, and the best quality will
Celestion speaker, for exaMple, will repro- result when practically no reaction is
duce frequencies below ioo cycles per applied. With the ordinary plug-in coil,
second quite well, with the result that the however, an appreciable amount of reaction

good qualities of the amplifier can be can' be used without affecting the side
appreciated if an instrument of this bands to a serious extent, but the actual

adjustments must be left to the discretion
character is employed.
With a moving -coil speaker, however, of the reader.
For gramophone reception, place the
the results are surprising. In this issue
is described a moving -coil speaker which lever switch in the down position, connect
can easily be constructed with quite a small the pick-up to the two gramophone teramount of trouble and which forms the minals immediately underneath the switch;
second unit in this receiver. The combina- start -the gramophone, having previously
tion of a speaker of this type, with this inserted a needle in the pick-up, and play
particular amplifier, leaves very little to be the record in the normal manner. The
desired. Both broadcast music and gramo- piece will be reproduced from the loudphone music are reproduced with extra- speaker in a perfectly life -like manner.
In all cases, having adjusted the grid
ordinary fidelity, particularly when the
comparative simplicity of the amplifier bias in the manner already given, i.e.,
3 to 6 volts on the second valve and
tself is taken into account.

BLUEPRINTS
ONE -VALVE SETS
One Valver for Frame Aerial
One -valve All -wave Reinartz
All -in -all One Valver

Hartley DX One-valver
Alpha One*..
TWO -VALVE SETS

Price, post free.
s. d.
No.
1
W.M.4
1
A.W.2
A.W.13
A.W.27
W.M.26

1
1

1

W.M.5
..
Safeguard Two
A.W.3
Two-valver embodyingK.L.1 Valves A.W.5
One -control Two
A.W.6
Wide World Short-wave Two .. A.W.I I

1
1
1
1

All -wave Two Valver
Loftin -White Two*
Reinartz Two
..
Remote -control Two
One -dial Two
..

1
1
1
1

All -broadcast Two*

A.W.15
W.M.20

A.W21

..

Empire Short-wave Two
Screened -trap Two
..
" Next -step " Receiver
..
Girdle Two*
.
Centre -tap Two
.

A.W.23
W.M.23
A.W.28
A.W.31

A.W.34
W.M.30
A.W.42

1
1
1
1
1

THREE -VALVE SETS
One -knob Three

..

\V.M.3
W.M.7

continental Three
..
Shielded Searcher
W.M.8
Victory Three
.. A W.9
Regulator Three ..
A.W.I2
M.C. Three, with copy of 'Amateur
Wireless," giving full instructions A.W.1

1
1

0

taking place, and the input should be

reduced by slacking back the reaction in
the case of radio reception or by shunting
a resistance across the input when using
the pick-up. An occasional flicker on loud
notes is permissible in practice, although
theoretically the meter should be absolutely
steady.
J. H. REXNER.

All Chinese owning a radio receiving set

,must register at one of the Government
offices in charge of radio broadcasting. All

sets must be purchased at licensed shops.
"Amateur Wireless and Electrics."

s. d.

Hi -mu R.C. Three*

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

M.C.3 Star ..
Wave -catcher Three
Excelsior Three
..

..

NVIVI.9

..

A.W.16
W.M.19
A.W.20

ReinartyR.C. Three for the Family* W.M.15
Split -primary Three
A.W.24
Lighthouse Three
A.W.29
Purity Three-valver
A.W.33
A Modem Tuned Anode Three . . A. W.35
Tetrode-three for Shielded Valves A.W.36
Alternative -programme Three .
A.W.38
A "Mains" Three Valuer
W.M.34
Screened -grid Three
W.M.2l
Simple Wireless "All -from -the Mains" Receiver
A.W.41
FOUR -VALVE SETS
Paradyne Four
..
W.M.2
M.C. Four
A.W.8
Distance Getter ..
. A.W.10
Household Four
.

.......'\.W.17

Dour

Revelation Four ..
Auto -selector Four
"A.W." Gramo Radio

\

..

.

1

Post free to any part of the world : 3 months,
4s. 6d.; 6 months, 8s. 9d.; 12 months, 17s. 6d.
Postal Orders, Post Office Orders, or Cheques
should be made payable to " Bernard Janes
Publications, Ltd."

General Correspondence is to be brief and
written on one side of the paper only. All
:!:etches and drawings to be on separate sheets.

Contributions are always welcome,

1927 Five

..

Two-volter's Five
Individual Five
Exhibition Five

1

1
1
1

1

W.M.24

1

W.M35

1
1

Send a Postal Order to -day to

BLUEPRINT SERVICE

W.M.6

..

W.M.I 1
A.W.25
W.M.33

will be

promptly considered, and if used will be paid for.

Queries should be addressed to the Editor, ant

the conditions printed at the head of "Our
Information Bureau " should be closely observed.

Communications should be addressed, according to their nature, to The Editor, The Advertisement Manager, or The Publisher, "Amateur
Wireless," 58/61, Fetter Lane, London, L.C.4.

Full-size Blueprints, each one being a photographic contact print, from the draughtsman's
original design, and produced on stout paper,
are now available of the following sets.
Price, post free.
No,
s. d.
W.M.31
1 6

SIX -VALVE SETS
Nomad Six ..
SEVEN -VALVE SETS
Simpladyne Seven (Super -het)

AMPLIFIERS
All -broadcast Amplifier

.. \V.M.22

1

6

0

..

WIVI.10

1

Two-valvd1C. Mains Amplifier
PORTABLE SETS
Springtime Portable Two-valver
Countryside Four ..
Motorists' Portable (four-valver)..
M.C. Three Portable
..
Handy Three
..

W.M.16

1

W.M.12

1

6

W.M.I7

1

6

A.W.14
A.W.22

1

0
0

\V.IVI.27

Holiday Portable (three-valver)
Club Portable (three-valver)

1
1

A.W.32
A.W.30

1
1

W.M.13
\V.M.14
W.M.18
W.M.25
A.W.39

06
06
06
05
06

CRYSTAL SETS
1

A .W. 1 8

A.W.40

Price

Threepence. Published on Thursdays and bearing the date of Saturday immediately following.

Price, post free.

A.W. Ballot Three, with copy of
No.
"A.W.." giving full instructions A W 4

FIVE -VALVE SETS
1
1

24 volts on the last valve, keep the volume

down so that the milliammeter needle is
quite steady. If it flickers, overloading is

1
1
1
1

Crystal Set for the R.C. Enthusiast
Fonotrol Crystal Set
..
Hi -lo Crystal Set ..
Two -programme Crystal Set
..
Alternative -programme Crystal Set
MISCELLANEOUS

Loud -speaker Tone Control and
..
Filter Unit*

0

W.M.1
1 3
Heterodyne Wavemeter
A.W.7
1 Q
Made -to -measure Wave Trap
.. A.W.I9
6
Gramophone Amplifier ..
W.M32 1 I
New Current Supply Idea
.. A.W.26 1 I
D X 1 Valve Unit
.. A.W.37 1 0
* With copy of " Wireless Magazine," complete.

AMATEUR
WIRELESS
58-6 1

FETTER LANE, LONDON, E.C. 4
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PLAYER'S MEDIUM NAVY CUT CIGARETTES, WITH OR WITHOUT CORK TIPS.
IG

li
iI
111

"If}lili91'ntilifi!!0,1t1(101,11114(11),,,
f.OU'/IfillUijild,E;:iftl'It

for Cool

illII 1
.- -4111111111
-,--_,--.;:lillfk

Smoking

,,,i1

*lilt!
01.i liS

PLAYER'S
Navy Cut

CIGARETTES
10 for 6d,

50 for 2/5

20 for 111d.

100 for 4'8
N.C.C.38

Mention -f "Amateur Wireless" to Advertisers will Ensure Prompt Attention

el =Lear Wtrdez.5)
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TRADE BREVITIES
ASALES conference was held by the

111

Mullard- Wireless Service Co., Ltd., on

*num; tioromurivoguirwiwillmill.u...1.11S11

Saturday, September 17, at the Holborn
Restaurant, Mr. S. R. Mullard presiding.
Seventy-five depot managers, representatives, and members of the sales staff

HEADPHONES, LOUDSPEAKERS,
TRANSFORMERS, COILS.

to

First-class workmanship only. That is just the vital
difference. We are specialists with almost 30 year.
experience in every loran of intricate and accurate
coil winding, and we guarantee that work entrusted to us will be returned to you as good a.
new, if not better. This is no idle claim, but the
msolieited opinion of scores of satisfied clients.
THE VARLET MAGNET COMPANY
rrobriefors Oliver Pell Control, Ltd.).
L1-00111TIELD ROAD, WOOLWICH, 8.E. 18.
Te:cphonc: woolwich 03t8.

'

were in attendanCe when the policy of the
Mullard Company for the forthcoming
season was discussed.
Benjamin Electric, Ltd., Ifrant wood
Works, Tariff Road, Tottenham,

N.1 7,

inform us that Mr. H. L. Smith, their
7x
7>:

In X

8x

5, 1/..

6,1/3

8 X 6, 1/4
10 X 8, 2/1
10 :: 9, 2/4
12 X 10, 3/14 :: 12. 4/-

14 x

6 x 6, 1/-

7, 27

5,

9 x 6,

GREATER EFFICIENCY

1/2
1/7

II x 8, 2/3

& GREATER ECONOMY.

12 x 8, 2/6

CROXSONIA

14 x 10. 3/5
16 x 9, 3.6

12 x 9, 2/10

ine.thick.
Post Fran
have a higher electrical resistance than

PANELS

8, 3,2

ebegite. Compare these prices! Why pay
mine for a less efficient article'?
ANIATElit WIRELESS" says:

"It is not affected by beat or damp. Its electrical properties
are goad. The surface leakage and the insulation resistance

were both bound to be infinite and the material, therefore,
ran be used without hesitation as an insulatin; penal."
rat to any .sine. Call, writ:. or Vil)11.)
78.53, for quotations. Sao, ides and /wires
Cc,

peer free to Trade.
CROXSONIA CO., iI South St., Moorgate,
.1,31t, -john Henry Smith. 530 Aulaby Rd.,

11 all.

L. H. Helyar, !n. Chamberlin Rd.. Norwich.
A. Stredwick & Co.. s7 The Market. Chatham.

D-XELLENT !

DX COILS
Prom 1 I- D X COILS, LTD., London, E.8

EASY PAYMENTS
I.
ICs 11.p1y In,: I u
rim:maims /A the halo, in,

',..z.,

I

o

-

1.3

to n1,011;.

j

by

S.

G.

Brown, Ltd., North Acton),

is as usual, full of interesting items.
Will the trade, and readers also, note that
Messrs. Wright & W'eaire, Ltd., 740 High
Road, Tottenham, N.17, arc now tho sole
distributors of Paxolin tubes and panels.

The Magnum radio components produced by Btune-jone,* and Co., Ltd., of
-Magnum HouSe, 288 Borough High Street,
S.E.T. are described in a 36 -page booklet
which we have receivCd.
We have received from the agents of the
Tungstone Accumulator Co., j. Haddon

LISSEN

VALVES
EUREKA
S. G. BROWN PORNO
HART
BELLING -LEE BORNDEPT SILVERTOWN ALL BRITISH

inquiries from listeners -in and lnotori$ts.

LONDON RADIO SUPPLY CO.,
11, OAT LANE, LONDON, E.C.2.

EASY PAYMENTS LOUD -SPEAKERS, HEADPHONES, H.T.
ACCUMULATORS. Anything Wireless

list of the parts you are requiring, and we

will send you a quotation on monthly payments.

Hi W. HOLMES, 29, FOLEY STREET,

Gt. Portland St.,

Ph&frie: Museum 1414.

COMPLETE SETS, LOUD SPEAKERS,
COMPONENTS, Etc.

nBritish
54 Batteries,
(Beat° SS

N+
Y61:
V°
GO
-y. NI
8 -,i
108-, 1 5.'-

Post

THE P.D.P. COMPANY (Dep4)
41, GREAT TOWER STREET. LONDON, E.C.3

"HERBO" GRID LEAKS

Every Klee TiSTLI1-i US Soo volt MIKA.; It and
GUAIRANTLED ACt. CRAPE. Standard Resistances

Contents for October 7th, 1927
"Making Holland One -tenth Larger "As tilt.
title of the leading article in this week's

1 his will he acknowledged to both the Depositor and the
Vendor, whose names and addresses must necessarily be
given. The Deposit is retained until advice is received et

the completion of the purchase, or of the article !mine

been returned to and accepted by the Vendor. In addition
to the amount of the Deposit, a Fee of 6d. for sums Gi £1
and under, and Is. for amounts in excess of El, to teeter
postage, etc., must be remitted at the same time. In cases
of persons net resident within the United Kingdom, eeutle
fees are charged.
The amount of the Deposit and Fee must be remitted by
Postal Order or Registered Letter 'Cheques cannot be
accepted,, addressed to
Aele I Len W teeeeee,"
ADVERTISEMENT DEPARTMENT,

58,61, FETTER LANE, LON OON, E.C.4
TRANSFORMERS, Headphones, Loudspeakers. Re, aunt? and
Repaired Prices from 2'D. -Midland Phone Repair Sera r.
213, Slade Road, Erdington Birmingham.
THE UNIVERSAL RADIO COLLEGE. Stllaftesbary Buildings, Shalt.
Street .Birmlricioun, will train pod for port no Wireless Operat or quickly

A

Here is a free offer to all Battery users which
shouldn't he missed.

FREE

ing the wonderful scheme now in operation
for reclaiming the whole of the Znycler Zee,
thus adding L000 square miles to the area of
Holland. A Remarkable Clock, which is not
only an excellent timekeeper, but which indi-

Booklet

This offer is onion for a limited period

for

so

write off TO -DAY to the

YOU

ETON GLASS BATTERY COMPANY,
46 St. Mary's Road, Leyton, FAO.

The LORIOSTAT
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or 0 valves perfectly
tat independently controlled by
r le wait.

A multiple unit supersedin? Ike
Exert Resistor can be used in
any circuit to control any number

0, 15 or PA obms

/ way 2 -

4 way i'3

For downright efficiency
use a LORIOSTAT in your set.
of valves.

g

A. W. STAPLETON, LerltoLII!,ras°;:loaBoll,i'n 17.

RELIABILITY
With ebonite ends
cnd Trolire Dial.
ICC5

5;9

DVST

I

Etc., Etc.

MACAULAY Si

A. TAYLOR. 57, Studley Road. Stockwell. Undo,'

Send for Free
Guide Now.

Trade Enquiries

HUDDERSFIELD.

&Wetted.

THE -FAMOUS

DIX-0 NE METER
still leads the way.
A £10 Tester for 55

-

Anode Converters, .too volts,
Li 10s. Charging Valve Bargains:

Crosson etc., AK.

to D.C.
milliamps at coo Voile
t0 1.200 -colts, cost 33,'-, Sale 8;6.
g isranteed. Switches. 250 -volt
Tumblers. 6d. t? -way Lucas Inc

Heine or Speaker Circuits, 36.
S.K. Amplifier Micro. nth::

z,o00 ohms, 13'-. Battens.
Western Electric Loud Speakers.
15;-. Violinas, 25; -. Sullivan
headphones, 3:-. Single Phone,
1 6.
Rubber Ear Pads, 4d. por
pair.

Gram% Pick-ups, 21 -

,vroscopes. 15.-. Mains Smoothing

Chokes. 1
Condensers, 2;6. Remote
Relays. 10 -.
Pear -Pushes, 6d. Sterling 1 -Valve Amplifiers,

We ran supply all parts for the Moving Coil Loud
Speaker described by Mr. 3. H. Reyner. B.Sc. at
re:tem:risk price's, Write for Lot.

doe. (18 , o ts.. post 9d. extra. Sample Gib 3 doe. onwards
in di, ided carton,
Bargain List Free

extra.

J H3 TAYLOR
& C9
RADIO HOUSE

ENGINEERING' WORKS,"

MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKERS

AMPLIFIERS: I ALVE 19/-, 2 -VALVE 30!
2 -VALVE ALL -STATION SET £4. APPROVAL WILLINGLY
Wet H.T. flatteries, jars, cincs and sacs complete, 3/6 per

16

Post Frcin.

TO MAKE A PHOTOGRAPHIC ENLARGER," "MAKING Vol- R CEILING ONE BIG
CLOCK FACE," "GE-TTING RIIt OF THE

CO.

MEWS, LEVERTON STREET, KENTISH TOWN, LONDON, N W.5

5003 5 6

Vernier Dial

CONSTRI7CTOR." " MAKING A KITCHENETTE FROM AN OT.D
" HOW

Price 2/6 each

HERBERT BOWYER &

Just send a 1 Ad. stamp

to the address below and receive by return
a saleable 20 page booklet dealing with the
wonderful ETON primary FLT. Battery.

Enslish.esnd Ania+cur ALchanics (3(1.1, describ-

When used will, " Dorwoml " Patent SIP Fixed (.11
Cienien.,ers, forms Tilt( PERFECT CINIBIN AT 1 t.N
P510

Intending purchasers should forward to the Publishers

the amount ef the purchase money of the article advertised.

In Adition, the contents include " A REMARKABLE NEW WIRELESS RECTIFIER," " WIRELESS HINTS FOR THE

lest monthly- terms win
be quoted by
return.

I- Pi

English & Amateur Mechanics

cates no less than seventeen 'general and astronomical facts, is also described in this issue.

send list of requirements. an .l

og IEN EPAYSTit

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.

As the Publishers cannot accept responsibility for the

S.L.F. CONDENSER

Petal list of reunisancntr to

Send a

this head are charged
WORD, minimum charge

bona fides of advertisers in this publication, they have
introduced a system of deposit which it is recommended
should be adopted by readers when dealing with persons
with whom they are unacquainted. It is here explained.

and Co., Salisbury Square, Fleet Street,
E.C.4, a copy of "Battery Troubles
Solved," a closely packed booklet 61 112
pages, in which an imposing array of facts
and information -regarding the accumulator is set out. These accumulators have

under

THREEPENCE FER
THREE SHILLINt S.

many' noticeable features and are worth

OLDHAM DUBILIER
Mad:WHAM EVERREADY BENJAMIN LOTUS
BRANDES

Yorkshire representative, will in future
devote his activities to Benjamin business
on the Continent, and that his duties in
Yorkshire, Durham and Northumberland
will be taken over by Mr. F. G. W. Towers
This month's "Brown Budget" (issued

PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.
Advertisements

BAKERS " SELHURST " RADIO
42,

CHERRY ORCHARD ROAD, E. CROYDON

end at 89, SELHURST ROAD, S. Norwood S.E.25.

Phone, Thornton Heath

1488.

22'6. '2-V. T.H. Amplifiers, 32;6. Inert Fuller,
cells, 1C. Thermo A.C. Meters, 250 m'a, 15, -.

4-iange B21 Testers,

A.C. or O.C. zoo
.1 amps. 6 v.. 120 V., 40
Large Steel Horseshoe
Magnets for Coil Speakers, 3 6. Bargain Sale of
Transmitters and Reed\ ers. r to 6 Valves, now
nil. Send .1d. for our Sept, edition Of illustrated
a talogne. It will sail.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

218 UPPER THAMES STREET, E.C.4

nuateur Wirdesi

COUPON
Available until Saturday.

Oct. 15th, 1927

&MEER 8, 1927

e rnorlein

111

90

ONLY

co-actenseps
cy

-vntJess

e

NOW there is no excuse we hateN. er for buying a cheap
condenser. For T.C.C. Condensers are reduced in price. It

costs you less, now, to buy the
finest condensers made-conden-

sers that are guaranteed up to the
hilt. In capacity and in insulation.
Ask for T.C.C. Condensers-in the
green cases. Green for safety !

Here are the Reduced Prices :
Mica Condensers.
Capacity /iffls.
'0001-'0009 S/P type
'0001:0009
'001 -'004
'005
'01
'05

019

Prices

New

2/10
2/4
2/4
3/3/6
5/8

2/4
2/4

't

3/-

'2

2/4

3/6
5/6

Prices

Capacity Mids.

Old

'125
'15

.
.

"25

'3

.

Old
9/.
10/9
12/6
16/19/6
23/.

New
8/-

9/6
11/14/6
18/-

21/6

Mansbridge Condensers.
Prices
New

Capacity Mf 4s.
'005-'009
..

Old
2/-

'1

2//6

'3

3/3/4
3/10

'01 -'09

1

2/4

1/8
1/9

Capacity Alfds.

4

12/130

2/3
2/7
2/10

6
8
10

Prices
Old
New

4/8
7/.
9/.
11/.
13/.
17/.

21/.

3/10

6/6
7/6
916

11/6
14/9

18/6

is all you need
pay for a handsome Hornless

Loud Speaker
THERE's no need now to pay a high
price for your Loud Speaker. Only
ninety shillings will buy an instru-

ment which will satisfy the most discriminating ear and the most fastidious eye. The

NOW Mascot Loud Speaker is unrivalled
at its price both in performance and appearance. It will give you-now and always -

a reproduction that is so true that it can only

be compared with the original. That is

unmatched, in its class, in the purity of its
tone, and unequalled in the majesty of its
volume.

Hear the Mascot at your Dealer's, or, better
still, get him to demonstrate it in your own
home.

KW

Advt. Telegraph Condenser Co., Ltd.. Wales Farm Rd., N. Acton. W3.

Price goJ-

MASCOT LOUD SPEAKER

0055

AcivtS.

Please Mention "A.W." When Corresponding with Advertiser.

V, .1,,on Lendc,;;, W,;,

OCTOBER 8, 1927

iv

mateur Wirde5

Twelve Shillings

The climax of our long and specialised experience in condenser manufacture has been reached
in the K.C. Variable Condenser shown above.
Both electrically and mechanically, this is a perfect instrument in which the elimination of
losses and: the provision of selective tuning have
been the two features chiefly held in view.
Both stator and rotor vanes are of heavy gauge
brass, separated by accurately turned spacers.
The stator vanes are insulated by bakelite pillars
held in compression, and the rotor vanes are
connected to the frame-these features making
for extremely low losses.

When used in conjunction with either of the
DUBILIER Toroids, this Condenser will give
true kilocycle (S.L.F.) tuning. This means that
radio stations will be received-not crowded
together at one end of the scale,- but evenly
spread out throughout the dial readings. Onehole fixing is proyided and the instrument as
ivtiole1S-beautifully;finighed.

Our new and improved methods of

manufacture have enabled us to produce
this Condenser at the extremely, modest
price of 12/-, and the enthusiasm which
has already been accorded to it -on all
hands proves clearly that the DUBILIER
K.C. Condenser will take up its rightful

position as the premier variable condenser of the new season.

One hole fixing. Max Capacity 0.0003
mid".
Slow motion reduction 200 to 1,

DUBIER

_

_,

0; the Dubilier Fondenser Co. (1925) Ltd:. ilucon IVe ks, Vteor,a Nold, North Acton, II'.;

I .C.47
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